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THE LONELY PLANET
MAGAZINE INDIA
PROMISE
Lonely Planet Magazine India provides
trusted, independent travel advice and
information that has been gathered
without fear or favour.
We aim to provide you with options
that cover a range of budgets and
we reveal the positive and negative
of all locations we visit.
Because we believe it is important
that our journalists experience
first-hand what they’re writing
about and because you require
comprehensive information from
every corner of the world, at times
it may be necessary for us to seek
assistance from travel providers
such as tourist boards, airlines,
hotels, national parks, etc. However,
when receiving such assistance,
we ensure our editorial integrity and
independence are not compromised
through the following measures:
by publishing information on all
appropriate travel suppliers and not
just those who provided us with
assistance
by never promising to offer anything
in return, such as positive coverage.

PHOTOGRAPHS: HIMANSHU PANDYA (BAHRAIN), JYOTHY KARAT (WACHAU, AUSTRIA),
T KRISHNA PRABAKAR (NEW ZEALAND), RISHAD SAAM MEHTA (INDIAN DRIVES)

Disclaimer: All prices, flight and other transport
details, contact details and other information
have been provided by the respective corporations
and/ or verified travel operators and are correct
at the time of going to print. All prices listed for
international destinations are calculated as per
exchange rates prevalent at the time of going
to print. Lonely Planet Magazine India and
Worldwide Media cannot be held responsible
for changes in such details after publishing.
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Bahrain

Primrose Monteiro-D’Souza, Editor
Follow me on Twitter @PrimroseDSouza & Instagram @primrosedsouza

I love the idea of travelling “two streets over.”
All of us know the thrill of discovering something we hadn’t expected –
the little eatery that only the locals frequent, a tiny shop selling unusual
handicrafts, a great viewpoint where you’re not jostling with other visitors
to get that perfect sunset shot. All of us know these discoveries are only made
when we step off the trodden track.
For Team LPMI, looking for the unusual around the world is the holy grail.
After we offer you a 101 on a destination, we’re always on the lookout
for experiences we – and you – haven’t tried there before. And when, in this
much-explored world, we find places that we don’t already know well,
it’s cause for much excitement and chocolate – though, at the LPMI office,
even a good hair day (anyone’s good hair day) could be an excuse for chocolate :).
This issue, we’re excited about Bahrain, a place we knew little about till
Fabiola and Himanshu went and discovered its great food, its burial mounds
dating back to 3000 BC; and its sparkling sea. Our five Indian drives
are truly unusual – you’ll hug forgotten coasts, take in often-ignored
architecture, and, in one case, make camp more than once along the route.
And then, there’s the Wachau Valley, a so-little-heard-of part of Austria
that we have to keep telling eavesdroppers we’re not talking about Macau.
The ‘Other Side’ theme can even be seen in our Globetrotter section,
where New Zealand’s Doubtful Sound dazzles in The Photo Story. It’s less
known than Milford, but it’s so worth the bus and boat ride it takes to get to,
and we’re betting it’s going to be on your bucket list soon.
Because I’m sure you’ll agree with the seekers on Team LPMI –
in life and in travel, the unusual is always more exciting.
Austria

Atmospheric castles are a part
of Austria’s Wachau region
PHOTOGRAPH: VOLKERPREUSSER/
ALAMY STOCK PHOTO
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New Zealand

Indian drives

VOTE
& WIN!
It’s that time of
the year again!
The Lonely
Planet Magazine
India Travel Awards
2017 are here,
and we want
you to share your
favourite travel
experiences with us.
Fill out the form
online at www
facebook.com/lonely
planetmagazineindia
for a chance
to win a fab holiday
at the Royal Orchid,
Mysore!
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EASY TRIPS THE SLOW LIFE IN MOHALI, PUNJAB
Siswan Dam
Baans Bagh

Location:
Offers access to
the relevant map

mohali
punjab

205

Sector 17

Sukhna Lake

Chandigarh
Railway Station

FACT SHEET

GETTING THERE
Closest metro: New Delhi (277km)
Closest airport: Chandigarh International Airport
(30km). Air India, IndiGo and Jet Airways operate
direct flights from Mumbai (returns from ` 7,000)
and New Delhi (return fares from ` 3,800).
Closest railhead: Chandigarh Junction Railway
Station (CDG; 24km). Take the 12011 New DelhiKalka Shatabdi Express (leaves New Delhi [NDLS]
7.40am, arrives CDG 11.05am; ` 605 AC Chair Car)
and return by the 12046 Chandigarh-New Delhi

WHERE TO STAY
Baans Bagh: This Colonial-style
bungalow offers three beautiful, spacious
rooms, all of which open out onto a
terrace or verandah, and look out over
the farm and surrounding forested
Shivalik foothills. Each room can house
up to three people and come with
attached bathrooms (reservations:
00-91-9818575847/ 9810038050;
www.baansbagh.com, mguram@gmail.
com; Old Parol Link Rd, off Chandigarh
Baddi Rd, Siswan Village, Mohali District;
from ` 8,500 with all meals and activities).
WHERE TO EAT
Expect delicious, home-cooked
meals here – local curries, veggies
and salads with fresh ingredients
picked from the garden. Breakfast,
which includes everything from fluffy
banana pancakes with whipped cream
and caramel syrup to bhurji and paratha,
is served on the verandah.

05

Shatabdi Express (leaves CDG 12pm, arrives NDLS
3.25pm; ` 645 AC Chair Car).
GETTING AROUND
Baans Bagh can arrange for a pick-up from the airport
(` 1,500 one-way by AC Innova) and railway station
(` 1,200 one-way by AC Innova). It can also arrange
for a car rental (` 2,000/ day for an Innova, 80km/
eight hours). We used and liked the services
of Summit Adventures (00-91-1892-220403;
www.summit-adventures.net; from ` 2,500 for 80km/
eight hours within and around Chandigarh city).

SHOPPING
Chandigarh’s Sector 17 is the main
shopping centre and is the place for some
serious, retail therapy (17km).
WHAT TO PACK
Comfy walking or hiking shoes,
sunscreen, hats and a light jacket
for the evenings
CLEAN LOO GUIDE
Chandigarh International Airport
has great loo facilities and the property
is an hour’s drive away.

Above: The terrace
is the perfect place
for an evening cuppa
Below: Meals
at Baans Bagh
are something
to look forward to

CHILD-FRIENDLINESS
This is a place to relax and do nothing;
every nook of the beautiful farmhouse
is filled with books and cosy corners
to read in. Kids will love discovering
the property and surrounding foothills
with the charming hosts and the farm’s
adorable dogs, Fairy and Kahlo.
SAFETY
The property is really safe, but gets
quite dark once the sun goes down,
so don’t venture too far on your own.
MEDICAL AID
The property has basic first-aid
facilities; carry necessary medications
with you. Post Graduate Institute
of Medical Education & Research,
located about 13km away, is the closest
hospital (emergency: 00-91-172-2756565;
www.pgimer.edu.in; Sector 12,
Chandigarh).

GOOD TO KNOW

The monsoon months see heavy
rains, which make treks into the foothills
impossible.
Chandigarh’s scenic Sukhna Lake,
with a clean and well maintained food
court, pretty walkways and gardens
as well as boating facilities, is a nice
place at which to while away the hours
(8.30am – 6pm; from ` 400/ 30 mins for
two people in a shikara, ` 200/ 30 mins
in two-seater pedal boat, deposit extra).

MAP: DIPTI CHALKE

Chandigarh
Airport

Websites:
Indicates that websites
on that page are active

Watch out for more interactivity in the magazine
Whether you’ve got a travel question or want to show off your stunning photos or insider knowledge of a destination, get in touch at lpmagazine@wwm.co.in.
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Seaside fun in Weligama, Sri Lanka
INTO THE BLUE

It’s difficult for a pool, with its confines
and chlorine, to beat the never-ending
expanse of a blue sea, but Cape
Weligama Resort’s crescent-shaped
infinity Moon Pool almost manages it
(6.30am – 8.30pm). Situated at the edge
of a cliff, the hotel’s showstopper
overlooks the Indian Ocean and is the
perfect spot at which to indulge in some
daydreaming and a whole lot of surfer
stalking. A boutique hotel overlooking
a palm-fringed southern coast,
Cape Weligama Resort is the epitome
of understated elegance. Boasting
39 villas and suites scattered across
12 acres of beautifully-manicured garden,

the decor mimics the hues of the sea with
pops of colour, knick-knacks and books
artfully scattered around. That’s not even
the best bit. With tubs large enough
to sleep a family of four (and their cat),
the mammoth bathrooms even come
with a steam room for you to prune in.
It’s easy to spend all day in this lap
of blissful luxury, but don’t give in to that
temptation as the Sports and Activities
Centre organises a range of activities.
Try your hand at surfing (` 2,000/
person/ two hours) or stand-up paddle
boarding (` 1,350/ person/ two hours),
but, if you haven’t got the time or the
inclination, sign up for a more laidback
guided body-boarding session (45 min;

Sunsets at Cape
Weligama are best
spent at the
Moon Pool

free) with Varuna. He’ll guide you
patiently, regardless of the number
of times you slip off the board and will
encourage the dishevelled mess that
you are to try again. Soothe those achy
muscles later at the Sanctuary Spa
with a signature body massage, followed
by a Ceylon sea-salt bath (8am – 7pm;
` 6,350/ 90 min).
For a more relaxed next day, sign
up for the Handunugoda Tea Factory
and Plantation tour (8am – 5pm; free,
transfers: ` 1,330). “This tea can only
be picked by virgins,” your guide Joseph
exclaims, pausing to enjoy the baffled
expressions of visitors, before adding
“... back in the time of the Chinese

GREAT FROM
India

GREAT FOR

An active luxurious break

GO NOW

To catch the whale-watching season.
Emperors!” The tour includes a short
walk around the plantation, with
monkeys curiously trailing you from
treetops, and ends at a quaint 85-yearold colonial cottage where the tasting
happens. It’s a mini tea party with cake
that tastes like it was made by your

granny. The highlight is the local Virgin
White Tea, which, though pricey, is rich
in antioxidants (` 1,100/ 12g) and the
Suicide Blend: tea with a hint of brandy
(` 550/ 75g), for those who tend
to believe it’s always 5pm somewhere.
Later, head to the bay to mingle
with locals of the fishy variety – chances
are you’ll spot green turtles, angelfish,
Moray eels and parrotfish on the guided
snorkelling tour (45 mins; free). There are
bigger fish to spot, too, the next day.
Climb aboard the hotel’s 50ft luxury
catamaran at Mirissa Harbour, cross
your fingers, and set off for an early
morning of whale-watching (6am – 2pm
every Wed & Sat; ` 8,560/ person with

1. Body-boarding
is a lot of fun
with Varuna
2. At Cape Weligama,
desserts are
an elaborate affair
3. Rooms here
are generously
roomy
4. Scientists believe
that breaching
is a way for whales
to say hello
5. After whalewatching, you can
jump of the 50ft
catamaran into
the blue

transfers from the harbour, guide fees,
tea/ coffee, breakfast and lunch).
A sudden cry erupts from the opposite
direction – someone’s probably seen
a breaching. You hope to see a resident
blue whale, perhaps you’ll see it dive
down and flip its tail! On the way back,
the boat will be anchored off at a quiet
section of the harbour so you can swim,
canoe and enjoy a hearty seafood meal.
It’s refreshing to note that while
the hotel has the bells and whistles,
it also lets you get your feet sandy
and hair messy.
WORDS FRIYAN DRIVER
PHOTOGRAPHS VAIBHAV MEHTA

TURN OVER FOR ALL YOU NEED TO GET THERE

Mail in your reviews and feedback to
lpmagazine@wwm.co.in

SHARE WITH US

Your Reviews

We’d love to, but we can’t travel everywhere, so we want YOU to be part of the
Lonely Planet Magazine India team. We invite you to send in your reviews and suggestions
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Saiyami Takale from Pune
recommends trekking
to the Everest Base Camp
in Nepal
What worked: It had always been my dream
to visit Nepal and explore this beautiful country,
which I had previously seen only on TV
or in photos. Never in my wildest dreams had
I imagined that this trip would transform me.
Living in villages set against soaring, jagged
pinnacles, learning about the unique culture
of the sherpas, and walking trails lined with stones
engraved with Tibetan Buddhist prayers,
discovering remote mountain monasteries
and understanding the sherpas’ spiritual
perspective on the mountains they call
home was truly a blessing! The mountains
truly have the power to change you.
What didn’t: The cold was torturous!
If the place wasn’t so beautiful, I wouldn’t
have stayed there for more than a minute.
MAKE IT HAPPEN: Peak Promotion Nepal
is one of the several companies that organises
the Everest Base Camp trek (00-977-1-4263115/
4263839; www.peakpromotionnepal.com,
info@peakpromotionnepal.com).

1) A 150-word review of a city, region,
hotel, restaurant or activity. These have
to be open to the general public – you can’t
put something in that your father-in-law,
the Director-General of Somethingorother,
arranged by pulling some strings. If it’s a hotel,
restaurant or activity, we need contact details
and prices. And it has to be in two parts.
One: what worked for you. Two: what didn’t.
Don’t be shy here; express yourself.

Chandigarh-based Chetna Kapil
loved the secluded beaches
of Gokarna

At the end of each review, please mention:
phone details, website address, postal address
and relevant rates of the place featured.

What worked: Gokarna
is an untouched destination. A three-anda-half-hour scenic drive from Goa brings
you to this peaceful place, where the only sound
is of the waves. This town is home to a small
population that talks little, honks less and has
a good vibe. The beaches are empty for you
to enjoy. You can also trek from Om Beach
to Half Moon Beach and onto Paradise Beach
and finally end at Malekin Village from where
you can get an autorickshaw or bus back to town.

2) A one-line suggestion to other readers to go
somewhere, see something or do something.

What didn’t: Nothing really. If you enjoy
stargazing, this is the place to be.
MAKE IT HAPPEN: The nearest airport is Goa
and from here, you can take a train or taxi.
Zostel is a good place at which to stay. It’s five
minutes way from the main town and offers dorms
and cottages (www.zostel.com/zostel/Gokarna,
reservations@zostel.com; Kudle Beach Rd, Hill Top).
There are many dining options near Kudle Beach
and Om Beach, but, if you are looking for authentic
local meals, visit Half Way House Food Point
near Zostel (00-91-9980318493; Kudle Beach Rd;
9.30am – 10.30pm), and the Gajanan tea shop
near the Venkataraman Temple.

Rules
1) In the interests of verification,
we need your full name, address, photograph
and contact details (your personal as well as
official ones), which we might check up on!
Only entries with full details will be
considered.
2) We will entertain only serious, factual
reviews: this is not the place to plug
your brother’s swanky new resort,
or rant about the horrible holiday
you had last summer.

PLEASE SEND US PHOTOGRAPHS
OF THE PLACES YOU REVIEW
OR SUGGEST
Mail in your reviews and suggestions
to lpmagazine@wwm.co.in

Still on an epic journey
3 NATIONS I 10 TRAVELLERS
I 1 MEGA HIGHWAY I

MEET THE
TRAVELLERS...

H

ALF way into the journey down Asian Highway 1, it was time
to reflect on how the cars were doing. The road, some 100km
after crossing into Myanmar, onwards to Monywa, is still in
the process of being built. The perfect challenge for our convoy
of S-Cross cars. Driving in the dark was testing, but the LED
headlamps helped, as did the super-efficient diesel engine.
Once we got to it, we found Mandalay very different from the rustic
villages we had encountered so far. Wide roads, massive buldings, traffic,
people and monastries dotted this place. Of course, it still wasn’t as busy
as India’s major metros. There seemed to be a strong underlying calm to
the chaos. From here, we moved to the picturesque monastery and touristy
town of Old Bagan, which would prove to be one of the highlights of the trip.
Watching the sun set or rise with the monastries as the backdrop is a sight
that should be on any avid traveller’s bucket list.
From Old Bagan, the convoy continued on its journey towards Thailand.
It was a good part on which to stretch our legs. The expressway was
beautiful and smooth with not much traffic most of the drive. The power
of the bigger diesel engine in our S-Cross proved helpful in cruising
comfortably and quietly at three digit speeds. We drove into Thailand
at the border crossing at Mae Sot.
Once in Thailand, the scenery remained more or less the same, although
an advanced stage of development, compared to Myanmar, was very
apparent, especially with popular American restaurants, international
apparel brand stores and automotive showrooms all around.
In Thailand, a major stop before Bangkok was the Khao Yai National Park –
a very fine example of a national reserve. Thankfully, they allowed cars
for a fair bit inside and our S-cross convoy did not have much trouble
spending a day in the wild.
Almost 4,500km from where the drive had begun at the Maruti HQ in
Delhi, the convoy finally reached a rather busy Bangkok. The travellers
were finally back in the hustle and bustle of a large city. Traffic can be
a real pain in Bangkok. While the comfortable S-Cross, with its plush
interiors, powerful air con and a good quality music system, did provide
some respite, our travellers would rather have been hitting the open road in
this car. Nevertheless, not ones to give up easily, the travellers managed to
wriggle in and out of the narrow lanes and busy markets, soaking in the vibe
of this wonderful city and checking out the many food varieties on offer.
Bangkok proved to be a textbook end to the Nexa Journey on
Asian Highway 1. But not before each of the travellers made a
quiet promise to keep the spirit
of travel and road-tripping
alive. After all, the journey
is as important as the
destination.
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Postcards

WHERE YOU’VE BEEN AND WHAT YOU’VE SEEN

Why not get involved? We’d love to include your best new travel photos (at 300dpi) and the inspiring
stories behind them. Send them with a pic of yourself to lpmagazine@wwm.co.in

POSTCARDS

INLE LAKE, MYANMAR

Boat of us

I saw the Intha fishermen
of Inle Lake in Myanmar
demonstrating their unusual
technique for catching fish
in shallow waters – balancing
on one leg and guiding their
conical nets with the other.
Their unique style evolved
because the lake is covered
by reeds and floating plants,
making it difficult to see
while sitting. Standing
allows the rower to have
a view beyond the reeds.
However, the leg-rowing style
is only practised by the men.
Women use the oar with their
hands, sitting cross-legged
at the stern.

Sirsendu Gayen teaches chemistry
in Kolkata and has been passionate
about photography since 2006.

BY SUBMITTING YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS, YOU CONFIRM THAT YOU ARE THE SOLE AUTHOR OF THE WORK, THAT THE WORK IS ORIGINAL, AND THAT THERE IS NO REASON WHY LONELY PLANET MAGAZINE INDIA
SHOULD NOT USE THE WORK IN ALL ITS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, WHICH INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THE MAGAZINE, ITS DIGITAL PLATFORMS, AND OTHER PRODUCTS WE MAY PRODUCE.

Inle Lake is one of Myanmar's many gems –
a serene lake dotted with stilt-houses, Buddhist
temples and fishermen
in their longboats

The Rathva Festival is a celebration
of life, the link between man
and nature and the harvest.
Most often, this festival takes place
on the third day after Holi

KAVANT, GUJARAT

Connect
the dots

I took this picture during
the Gher or Rathva Festival
at Kavant, a small village
located in the heart of the
Rathva homeland, near
the town of Chhota Udepur,
about 100km from Vadodara.
It is one of the most exciting
tribal festivals in the state.
Each year after Holi, groups
of young girls from Kavant
dress up in bandhani outfits
and put on jewellery made
from old silver coins
in an attempt to be noticed
by prospective partners.
The men don traditional
dhotis, with bells on their
waist, and tall, bandhani
paghdis made of peacock
feathers. They paint their
bodies and faces with white
designs, as pictured here.

Tejal Mewar is a government officer
from Surat, Gujarat, who likes capturing
candid photographs of people.
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KASOL,
HIMACHAL PRADESH

All you’ve
goat

Kasol is magical. Each time
I visit, I feel completely
rejuvenated. This January,
Kasol was covered with snow.
It was my first time visiting in
the winter. While returning
from Barshaini, as I was
approaching Manikaran,
I saw a mountain goat being
chased by a dog, running
towards the car. I stopped
the car, so as to not panic
the goat. The handsome
creature running slowly
through the snow was
a beautiful thing to watch.

Brace for a cold winter if you visit Kasol between October and February

KORVALA, FINLAND

Blue-n away
When I was on an exchange
programme in Scandinavia,
I travelled up north to Lapland
for New Year’s. I visited a place
called Korvala in Finland,
and this was the view right
outside my little cabin.
The blue-green skies hovering
over the frozen lake made me
overlook the harsh weather
conditions with a temperature
of -22ºC. The skies looked
magical indeed.

Aditi Kabra, from Kolkata, is a student
at Srishti Institute of Art, Design
and Technology, Bangalore.
Photography is her passion.
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Rovaniemi, where Korvala is located, is known to be the official hometown of Santa Claus

Niroop Kumar is a photography
enthusiast and enjoys writing travelogues.

INSTAGRAM

Each month, we ask our Instagram followers to share their best shots on a travel theme; we print our favourites here.
Want to get involved? Follow us at @lonelyplanetmagazineindia

The Wild

A jellyfish in British Columbia, Canada
(@mayankyadav01)

A fawn in Pench Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh
(@legs_onthemove)

Pelicans in Keoladeo National Park, Bharatpur,
Rajasthan (@cameraspeaks2013)

A dragonfly in a garden in Guwahati (@mesayansen)

A crested kingfisher spotted at Sattal Lake
in Nainital, Uttarakhand (@psanand81)

A Malabar giant squirrel spotted in Kuldiha Wildlife
Sanctuary, Orissa (@samyakmishra)

A lion spotted on safari (@harsh4707)

A beetle glimpsed on the banks of River Matla
in Canning, West Bengal (@udayansankarpal)

A herd of elephants in Mahananda Wildlife Sanctuary,
Darjeeling (@names_photographic)

Next month: Adventure

Get on Instagram and tag your images of adventure-filled activities with #lpmi for a chance to appear in our next issue

April 2017
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Smooth
sailing in

Singapore

S

INGAPORE is the perfect getaway, both on land and at sea.
This was the key takeaway for vivacious TV presenter
Karuna Ezara Parikh, as she visited the Lion City to soak up
the sights and sounds of the bustling metropolis before boarding
Royal Caribbean’s Mariner of the Seas. As it turns out, Singapore
is a great base from which to set sail. It was an action-packed week,
brimming with bursts of flavour, awe-inspiring views, and exciting
adventure. Here are some snapshots from her Singapore sojourn...

Day 1: Striking views
& delicious seafood
First up was Gardens by the Bay. Karuna spent
her day among the futuristic SuperTrees
as well as the Flower and Cloud Forest domes
at sunset were a must at 1-Altitude nightclub,
Sands and the city. Up next was dinner
in the buzzing Dempsey neighbourhood,
where she feasted on spicy black pepper crab
and deep-fried grouper with mango at the Long
Beach seafood restaurant.
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Days 4 – 7: All aboard!
Mariner of the Seas! Once aboard, Karuna hung out with King Julian,
Shrek and Po at the Dreamworks Parade, and was entertained
to take a breather, she kicked back in her luxurious suite and enjoyed
its amenities. She was spoilt for choice on the dining front and had
great shore excursions as well. It proved to be a stellar trip,
with memories that would last a lifetime.

Day 2: Fun
& feasting

PHOTOGRAPHS: NOLAN MASCARENHAS, STB CONTENT HUB

It was all fun in the sun at Sentosa Island,
where Universal Studios Singapore, the S.E.A.
Aquarium and the Trick Eye 3D Museum
offered plenty of photo ops. Dinner was at
the swanky Monti, with an elaborate eight-course
meal by Chef Dirk Hoberg of the two Michelin-starred
Ophelia – an initiative by Robert Parker and the Michelin Guides.

Day 3: Culture-hopping
The day was spent navigating the colourful bylanes of Chinatown
and shopping for quirky trinkets to bring home to friends.
Vegetarian was on the menu for lunch, and Karuna was amazed
vegetarian restaurant. The afternoon was spent in the historic
Tiong Bahru precinct, with its Art Deco shophouses, quaint
bookstores and charming bakeries.

SHARE WITH US

Letters

MALTA

Here are your reactions and responses to Lonely Planet Magazine India: thank you!
PERTH

CHEF FLOYD CARDOZ’S MUMBAI

The seven-year itch

7

th

A Times of India publication

I’m not one to put pen to paper, but, after reading almost
all your issues over the last seven years, I felt it was time
to let you know how Lonely Planet Magazine India
THE
has changed my life. Being the only child of a pilot,
LIST 2017
flying and travelling have been a part of my life since
I was in diapers. Airplanes and airports have been like
second homes to me, and travel has been as important
as breathing. Even as a child, my greatest love, besides
travelling, was books. I distinctly remember one time
MALTA preparing for my annual summer vacation (I think it was
Plus
to Thailand). As an 11-year-old, I was given an allowance
PACIFIC
NORTHWEST
of only four books to carry along. I would spend days
5 EASY
MALAYSIAN
BORNEO
peering into bookshelves deciding on those important
CROATIA
vacation-defining books. I was invariably torn between
my favourite Archie comics or the awe-inspiring pictures in my Lonely Planet Traveller (UK) issues.
Finally, the magazine would win the battle much to my mothers surprise – evidently I had good
taste even as a child! This was followed by comments on my choice of in-flight entertainment
by complete strangers, who would ask my mum, “Oh, you mean she doesn’t read comics? How
original!” I think ours was the only family in India that truly rejoiced when the Indian edition landed
on our shores, seven years ago (no more pestering Dad to grab an issue abroad). I always feel that
travel widens your perspective on life and LPMI has had a great influence on me and I can’t thank
you guys enough. Congratulations on completing seven scintillating years as India’s premier travel
companion. Hope the magazine is around for at least a hundred years more. The February 2017
issue was like the icing on the cake – chicken soup for the (traveller’s) soul!
– Priya Salunkhe, Mumbai
ANNIVERSARY
ISSUE!

` 150
February 2017

Our definitive guide to where
you should go this summer

WORSHIP THE SUN IN

Play out all your Game of Thrones
fantasies on these pristine
European islands

DRIVE ACROSS THE USA’S

PLUS

MEET ORANGUTANS IN

WEEKEND TRIPS

BIKANER, RAJASTHAN
ALLEPPEY, KERALA
SATPURA, MADHYA PRADESH
ALIBAUG, MAHARASHTRA
MUSSOORIE, UTTARAKHAND

LEARN TO SAIL IN

Budget-friendly travel
LAST-MINUTE WINTER CAMBODIA

LAST-MINUTE WINTER CAMBODIA

SINGLE MALTA
Discard that checklist of things to see and do –
these charming islands lurking off the coast of Italy
deserve to explored at your own pace

PHOTOGRAPHS: LONELY PLANET IMAGES, ALAMY

WORDS RADHIKA LALLA | PHOTOGRAPHS JEREMIAH CHRISTANAND RAO

Thanks for the beautiful coverage on Malta,
which is still an unknown destination for many
(‘Single Malta’, Feb 2017). While you normally
list the major hotels in each city featured
in the magazine, you should try to add a couple
of budget stays, too, as many people might
not be able to afford the high-end ones.
Also, please do cover freebies in each city
for young backpackers who travel on shoestring
budgets. After all, travel is for all to enjoy.
– Abdul Matin, Mumbai

Trip planner

I would like to thank Lonely Planet Magazine
India for providing excellent recommendations

for Tinchuley, West Bengal (Easy Trips, Dec 2016).
I’ve wanted to visit the hills in North Bengal
for a long time now and the article came
at the right time. I followed everything
to the tee and had the best weekend ever –
I’m ever grateful. I went solo and enjoyed
absolutely clear views of the Kanchendzonga
range on all the days I was there. In fact, I was
so excited that, once during my stay, I went twice
to see the mountains.
– Madhumita Bishnu, Kolkata

Lifesaver
EASY TRIPS
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Soul & Surf, Varkala, Kerala
SOUL SURFING

Varghese, the resident ‘beefcake’
and surf instructor, has some sage advice
for budding surfers: “Remember two
things: look straight ahead at the beach,
and empty your mind.” Pretty deep
for the Indian equivalent of Johnny Bravo,
who looks like he could snap a surfboard
in half with his pinky. But, at Soul & Surf
in Varkala, it’s all about body and mind.
The brainchild of Sofie and Ed
Templeton, a couple of Brits who quit
their day jobs to do something different,
this little property is where you come
for a holistic reboot. Early-morning surf
lessons on Varkala’s remarkably pristine
beaches give your body a rigorous

workout, while the twice-daily yoga
sessions help ease the mind and soul
(although admittedly, they’re quite
strenuous and combined with same-day
surfing, require a fair amount of fortitude).
But more on that later.
Created with the intent of supporting
the local community and surf industry,
Soul & Surf started out small, but quickly
gained popularity. Now visitors come
from all over the world to soak up the chill
vibe, catch some waves and meet folks
of the same ilk as they share a meal
at the communal breakfast tables
or struggle collectively to hold the
Downward Dog position for five breaths.
Perched on a cliff that overlooks

The crystal-clear
water at Varkala’s
Golden Beach
could give some
of the world’s
nicest beaches a run
for their money

the gloriously secluded Golden Beach,
the property includes the original
150-year-old Kerala-style home
(with a paint job that makes it look
like a Mediterranean holiday home),
a newer building that houses most
of the rooms and the rooftop yoga studio,
an amazing garden café overlooking
the cliff, multi-cultural staff (and guests),
a pista-green jeep and a delightful
light pink Ambassador that resembles
a marshmallow. All the elements come
together quite nicely and, once you’re
inside, it’s almost as though you’ve
landed in another country.
A typical day at Soul & Surf begins
early in the morning with a surf lesson

GREAT FROM

Bangalore, Mangalore, Cochin,
Trivandrum, Madurai and Coimbatore

GREAT FOR

A mix of action and relaxation

GO NOW

As the waves are perfect for beginners.
(` 2,300/ 1.5 hours). Everyone grabs
a board and climbs down the steps
to the beach where, after a quick warm-up
game and theory class, it’s time to take
the plunge. One of the ISA (International
Surfing Association) instructors from

the property will show you how it’s done
and then it’s just practise, practise,
practise till you get it right. Falling flat
on your face is a given, but, with enough
practice, you’ll see yourself beginning
to improve, and, when you do, you’ll
be beaming from ear to sandy ear.
Soon after your lesson is over,
your muscles will begin to ache (trust
us on this) and you might be in need
of a massage. The good news, is you can
get yourself one (from ` 3,400/ one-hour
15-minute session) and let the masseur
work away your pain.
In the evening, head up to the terrace
of the new building for a sunset yoga
class (from ` 550/ 1.5 hours). Depending

1. The café at Soul
& Surf serves some
delicious coolers,
like this Iced
Coconut Blend
2. The decor at Soul
& Surf is simple
but charming
3. The evening yoga
session is a great
way to take in the
sunset from the
rooftop yoga studio
4. All beginner surf
lessons start with
an on-land tutorial
5. The resident
pastel-coloured cars
at Soul & Surf blend
in seamlessly with
the seaside vibe

on what day it is, you could take part
in Pranayama, Yin, Slow Flow, Vinayasa
Flow or meditation. Soothing music plays
in the background as the instructor calmly
tells you to contort your body in
unthinkable ways. There are varying
levels of intensity, and some of the more
rigorous poses can really get your heart
pumping and your brow sweating.
But, as the sun sets in the distance, lighting
up the sky and the water in the distance,
you really don’t mind the fact that
you’re exercising on your vacation because
everything seems right with the world.
WORDS SHARMEEN HUSSAIN
PHOTOGRAPHS SUPRIYA KANTAK

TURN OVER FOR ALL YOU NEED TO GET THERE

I’m a student, an IIT aspirant, and there are just
a few months left for D-day (read: the IIT JEE
exams). The pressure is getting on my nerves right
now, but, even when it’s such an important time

of my career, when people expect me to be
glued to piles of books, I can’t wait for the next
issue of Lonely Planet Magazine India to be
delivered to my doorstep! I've been an avid
reader of the magazine and it has always kept
me intrigued and left me wanting for more.
I’m so dependent on it that once, during a boring
class, I started reading the magazine in the middle
of a lecture. I was so immersed in it that I didn’t
realise that the class had ended! Since then,
the magazine has always come to my rescue
during boring lectures. My last vacation was
to Coorg and LPMI was the best publication
for me to find out all about the hill station.
Thank you for also making me aware of beautiful
Varkala, Kerala, through the January 2017 issue
(‘Soul & Surf’, Easy Trips). I carry the magazine
in my bag and read it often and, after seeing
my addiction, many of my friends are thinking
of subscribing to the magazine! I especially love
the Postcards section as well as The Photo Story.
I really like the humorous editor’s notes too.
Thank you for making me look forward
to the next month every time I finish reading
the magazine.
– Sanjana Warambhey, Nagpur

THE SLING

Bombay Trooper’s The Sling is a compact
variant of its signature Trooper Bag.
This tough, multipurpose messenger bag
is made from 100 per cent cotton canvas.
The bag has a water-resistant laptop sleeve
and camera case, which can accommodate
a DSLR camera and two lenses. The bag
is designed keeping outdoor adventures
in mind and can smartly morph into a vertical
backpack when extra stability is needed.
The Sling is a perfect daily companion,
whether you are exploring a new destination
with your camera kit or attending
a meeting with your laptop. Check out
www.bombaytrooper.com for more info
and detailed photographs. The writer of this
issue’s Letter of the Month wins this Trooper
Bag. To write in to the magazine, email us
at lpmagazine@wwm.co.in.

LETTERS MAY BE EDITED FOR CLARITY OR LENGTH
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Your Reviews

We’d love to, but we can’t travel everywhere, so we want YOU to be part of the
Lonely Planet Magazine India team. We invite you to send in your reviews and suggestions

This page belongs

To YOU

WE’RE TAKING YOUR REVIEWS
IN TWO CATEGORIES

EVEREST BASE CAMP, NEPAL

GOKARNA, KARNATAKA

High and
mighty

A private beach

THE VIEWS ON THIS PAGE ARE THE WRITERS‘ OWN. LONELY PLANET MAGAZINE INDIA TAKES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEM

Saiyami Takale from Pune
recommends trekking
to the Everest Base Camp
in Nepal
What worked: It had always been my dream
to visit Nepal and explore this beautiful country,
which I had previously seen only on TV
or in photos. Never in my wildest dreams had
I imagined that this trip would transform me.
Living in villages set against soaring, jagged
pinnacles, learning about the unique culture
of the sherpas, and walking trails lined with stones
engraved with Tibetan Buddhist prayers,
discovering remote mountain monasteries
and understanding the sherpas’ spiritual
perspective on the mountains they call
home was truly a blessing! The mountains
truly have the power to change you.
What didn’t: The cold was torturous!
If the place wasn’t so beautiful, I wouldn’t
have stayed there for more than a minute.
MAKE IT HAPPEN: Peak Promotion Nepal
is one of the several companies that organises
the Everest Base Camp trek (00-977-1-4263115/
4263839; www.peakpromotionnepal.com,
info@peakpromotionnepal.com).

1) A 150-word review of a city, region,
hotel, restaurant or activity. These have
to be open to the general public – you can’t
put something in that your father-in-law,
the Director-General of Somethingorother,
arranged by pulling some strings. If it’s a hotel,
restaurant or activity, we need contact details
and prices. And it has to be in two parts.
One: what worked for you. Two: what didn’t.
Don’t be shy here; express yourself.

Chandigarh-based Chetna Kapil
loved the secluded beaches
of Gokarna

At the end of each review, please mention:
phone details, website address, postal address
and relevant rates of the place featured.

What worked: Gokarna
is an untouched destination. A three-anda-half-hour scenic drive from Goa brings
you to this peaceful place, where the only sound
is of the waves. This town is home to a small
population that talks little, honks less and has
a good vibe. The beaches are empty for you
to enjoy. You can also trek from Om Beach
to Half Moon Beach and onto Paradise Beach
and finally end at Malekin Village from where
you can get an autorickshaw or bus back to town.

2) A one-line suggestion to other readers to go
somewhere, see something or do something.

What didn’t: Nothing really. If you enjoy
stargazing, this is the place to be.
MAKE IT HAPPEN: The nearest airport is Goa
and from here, you can take a train or taxi.
Zostel is a good place at which to stay. It’s five
minutes way from the main town and offers dorms
and cottages (www.zostel.com/zostel/Gokarna,
reservations@zostel.com; Kudle Beach Rd, Hill Top).
There are many dining options near Kudle Beach
and Om Beach, but, if you are looking for authentic
local meals, visit Half Way House Food Point
near Zostel (00-91-9980318493; Kudle Beach Rd;
9.30am – 10.30pm), and the Gajanan tea shop
near the Venkataraman Temple.

Rules
1) In the interests of verification,
we need your full name, address, photograph
and contact details (your personal as well as
official ones), which we might check up on!
Only entries with full details will be
considered.
2) We will entertain only serious, factual
reviews: this is not the place to plug
your brother’s swanky new resort,
or rant about the horrible holiday
you had last summer.

PLEASE SEND US PHOTOGRAPHS
OF THE PLACES YOU REVIEW
OR SUGGEST
Mail in your reviews and suggestions
to lpmagazine@wwm.co.in

Globetrotter
A WORLD OF TRAVEL NEWS AND DISCOVERIES
Pg 24 The Photo Story: Explore the otherworldly Doubtful Sound in New Zealand
Pg 33 World on your Plate: Cool off with a bowl of chilled salmorejo from Spain
Pg 38 Arrivals: Great views, great food and great places to stay – find the world right here!
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Take a leap into adventure
in Whistler, Canada (pg 38)

The Photo Story
VARDHAN KONDVIKAR & T KRISHNA PRABAKAR

A sound Other
less known
The

Side

New Zealand’s Doubtful Sound is the less-visited
(and better-named) sibling of Milford Sound. It’s less
accessible, but it’s the one I’d spend my time at.
I’ve been to Milford Sound, and, though it’s a must-see,
its very fame makes it a problem, because your daycruise boat is always surrounded by a flotilla of others.
Doubtful Sound is far less accessible: you have to drive
yourself from Queenstown to Te Anau, take a ferry
across the lake, take a bus over a misty, rainforestcovered ridge, and then get onto your cruise boat.
But it is this remoteness that makes it so special,
especially if you take an overnight cruise, which
gives you the comfort, and, most importantly, the time
to really get a feel for this majestic corner of the world.
You gape at sheer cliffs and cascades, marvel at the
darkness of the water and the smell of the seals, and
learn how good conservation can keep things looking
glorious. And you do this, not with a couple of floppy
sandwiches and Styrofoam cups of coffee, but with vast
meals and upholstered couches and glasses of wine.
Staying out on deck, braving the wind and the nearconstant drizzle so you can look for Fiordland crested
penguins is far easier when you know you can duck
into the boat’s old-fashioned saloon for a bowl of hot
soup, and the cold is much more fun to deal with when
you know you can snuggle down in a cosy cabin instead
of having to huddle against a bulkhead on a day-boat.
Why is it called Doubtful Sound, though? It’s because
Captain Cook, on his travels, stopped at the ocean-ward
entrance, wasn’t sure if it was navigable by sailboat,
and called it Doubtful Harbour. Later, sailors renamed
it Doubtful Sound, even though it’s actually a fiord,
a deep valley carved out by retreating glaciers, not
a sunken river valley (welcome to geography, folks!).
Like Milford Sound, Doubtful is an ecosystem of its
own, with its rainforest-covered sides, bird and plant
life, two layers of water (more on that later), and
resident pod of dolphins, along with occasional
sightings of whales. It is a beautiful, almost mystical
place – and with that bowl of soup inside you, a very,
very likeable one.
Vardhan and Krishna discovered Doubtful Sound on a road trip across
New Zealand.
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Some say Milford Sound
has more spectacular valleys,
but Doubtful isn’t exactly
a 3 on 10 either: whether on
a misty day or a (rare) sunny
one, the views from the water
are postcard material.
Waterproof gear is highly
recommended, as well
as gloves and scarves if
you plan to spend a lot
of time taking photographs

GLOBETROTTER THE PHOTO STORY

The ‘saloon’ of the cruise boat is a cosy, convivial space, very evocative of slower times – Monsieur Poirot could easily fit in here. You make friends easily here, with
the shared experience of cold winds, great vistas and the sudden thawing once you’re inside with a hot cuppa.

The Fiordland Navigator is charmingly old-fashioned, slow and comfortable, with the usual boat trick of being much larger inside than it would seem.
The large crew includes a naturalist (who will be hugely informative but completely impossible to understand because of the Kiwi accent)
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There’s a colony of New Zealand fur seals at the entrance to the fiord, by the sea, and it’s easy to spot them tumbling, barking and arguing on the rocks (you might also
see penguins on the rocks nearby). The most striking thing about the seals is the odour of rotting and well-digested fish

April 2017
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New Zealand is known for its temperate rainforests, which are aptly named: three days of no rain at Doubtful Sound is considered a drought. This is a unique,
delicate ecosystem, and the plants and small, defenceless animals here are very vulnerable to foreign invaders and disease

We were here in October, but Santa was on an early visit from the opposite pole,
to the delight of the kids onboard
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You aren’t confined to the main boat – at the mooring point, you’re free to go
kayaking, take a ride on the tender (a small boat), or, if antifreeze runs in your
veins, to go for a swim

Meals onboard are exceptional – it’s warming, comforting food, perfect for
the chilly weather – and go from soups and buttered veggies to vast hunks of
meat and a huge, cooked breakfast, all prepared on board

A ride on the tender lets you get closer to the cliffs and water, if you’re up to it,
to examine the ferns and waterfalls, and hopefully, penguins

The constant rainfall and sheer cliffs mean that waterfalls are a dime a dozen, but it’s difficult to get tired of these ever-changing beasts

GLOBETROTTER THE PHOTO STORY

This is slow travel over one day: stand on the gangways of the boat, turn yourself into a little ball of warmth against the wet wind, and admire the scenery.
Then, leap into your bed and pretend to be a squirrel, safe from the world in your warm, comfy nest

In the right weather, Doubtful Sound is eerie and extremely dramatic. The water is dark because of the tannins that wash down from the plants on the cliffs,
and this dark, freshwater layer is only the top one. Underneath, staying separate, is a layer of warmer seawater, which doesn’t get any sunlight because of the dark one
above. This means many deep-sea species can thrive in the comparatively shallow waters of the sound
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Doubtful Sound is an experience to absorb at a slow, thoughtful pace, not in a daytime rush with a thousand other tourists. You can feel both terribly alone here,
and surrounded by life, both at the physical end of the world and at the temporal beginning of it, when things were unspoilt, a little frightening, and beautiful

TEMPTED TO VISIT? FIND OUT HOW ON OUR ARRIVALS PAGES

GLOBETROTTER

World on your Plate

Salmorejo
Spain

F

ROM Cardoba, this chilled
soup is served as a first course,
accompanied by las guarniciones
(little garnishes) – perfect for
the beginning of summer.
8 ripe tomatoes, coarsely chopped
1 capsicum, coarsely chopped
3 garlic cloves, coarsely chopped
2 slices bread, soaked in water
125 ml olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
A dash of white wine vinegar
or apple cider vinegar
Extra virgin olive oil to drizzle over

1. Place the chopped tomato,
capsicum and garlic in a mixer.
Add the soaked bread, some
of the olive oil and salt
to taste. Pulse.
2. Add enough drinking water
and blend to a creamy texture.
3. Add the vinegar and blend again.
4. Check the seasoning, and add
salt, pepper and oil if necessary.
5. Serve drizzled with extra
virgin olive oil and topped
Salmorejo is
with the garnishes.
also used in

tapas, especially
as a sauce when
making tiny
sandwiches
(montadidos)

PHOTOGRAPH: DINODIA PHOTOS PHOTOGRAPH USED FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY

To garnish:
Hard-boiled egg, chopped
Tuna flakes
Chopped onion
Chopped capsicum
Ham chunks

GLOBETROTTER

Country at a Glance

Nicaragua

P

OET Rubén Dario called it “Our America,
trembling with hurricanes, trembling with love.”
Recent history has rollercoastered residents
through dictatorships, revolution, civil war and
economic collapse, but Nicas, as they’re known,
are persistent and proud. Fast forward and today’s
Nicaragua is considered among the safest countries

in Central America. The politics is still far from settled
or straightforward, but travellers are starting to come
in large numbers. With its seductive Colonial settings,
a passion for poetry and big beach breaks, Nicaragua
has become a regional hot spot. Dollars stretch far here,
and a warm tropical welcome eases the transition. Just
don’t offend your hosts by calling it “the next Costa Rica.”

TOP THINGS TO SEE
Moonrise over the cathedral in colonial Granada
One island, two volcanoes on the biggest lake
in Central America: Isla de Ometepe
Jungle-covered Spanish fortresses along
the Rio San Juan
Bright handicrafts piled high at Masaya’s
Mercado Viejo
Giant papier-mâché people strolling LeÓn’s
Carnaval Mitos y Leyendas
TOP THINGS TO DO
Lie low in the rugged and restful surf haven
of San Juan del Sur.
Paddle the corridors of Central America’s
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largest mangrove stand in Reserva Natural Estero
Padre Ramos.
Climb up Cerro Negro, then sandboard down
its soft slopes.
Dive with hammerheads and eagle rays off
Little Corn Island.
Play castaway on the white sand of the Pearl Keys.
GETTING UNDER THE SKIN
Read Stories and Poems by Rubén Dario, the founder
of Spanish modernism; Salman Rushdie’s The Jaguar
Smile: A Nicaraguan Journey, and Gioconda Belli’s
The Country Under My Skin: A Memoir of Love and War.
Listen to electro-pop goddess Clara Grun; the Bossapop of Belén; the Manu Chau-influenced Perrozompopo;

Capital
Managua
Population
5,891,199
Area
1,30,370sqkm
Official language
Spanish

PHOTOGRAPHS: GETTY IMAGES (1, 4, 5, 6), @NOVARC IMAGES / ALAMY STOCK
STOCK (2), © ROBERTHARDING / ALAMY STOCK PHOTO (3)
MAP ILLUSTRATION: JAYKRISHNAN SUBRAMANIAM
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TRADEMARKS
Contras and Sandinistas; dusty farms and
chicken buses; earthquakes and hurricanes;
US intervention; baseball

2

BEST TIME TO VISIT
June to March, to avoid the
dusty end of the dry season

RANDOM FACT
Nicaragua is the least densely-populated
country in Central America, but that’s
child’s play: 72 per cent of the population
is under 30 years old.

4
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COSTA RICA

and legendary marimba folk artistes Los Mejia Godoy.
Watch Nicaragua Was Our Home – a documentary
about Miskito Indian repression; and the Oscarnominated Alsino and the Condor, about a boy
in a war-torn Nicaragua.
Eat nacatamales – a mixture of cornmeal, potato, pork,
tomato, onion and sweet chillies packed into a banana
leaf and steamed to perfection.
Drink Flor de Caña rum; pinol, toasted corn powder
sweetened with sugar or taken with cacao (chocolates).

IN A
WORD

iVa pué!

(All right!)
6

1. The sun sets behind
the Concepcion volcano
on Isla de Ometepe
2. A Spanish fortress
at El Castillo
3. A surfer on the famous shore
break near San Juan del Sur
4. A cathedral in Granada
5. Iguana Beach
on Little Corn Island
6. Nacatamales are a must-try

GET MORE: This excerpt is from Lonely Planet’s
The Travel Book: Journey through every
country in the world, available through
lonelyplanet.com or at your local bookstore.
FIND MORE ON NICARAGUA IN OUR FEATURES SECTION
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Two sides to…

Tokyo
Japan

Blade Runner

Last Samurai

The Tokyo skyline with
Mount Fuji in the distance

STAY

A traditonal inn in the historic
Asakusa district, Tokyo Ryokan
features paper screens, tatami mats,
woodwork and calligraphy (www.
tokyoryokan.com; from ` 4,150).

STAY

The skyscraper Park Hotel Tokyo
has colourful rooms designed
by artists, and sweeping city views
(www.en.parkhoteltokyo.com;
Shiodome MediaTower 1-7-1 Higashi
Shimbashi, Minato-ku; from ` 11,800).

DO
EAT

Tiny Takazawa does experimental
creations like daikon radish with
shiso flowers (www.takazawa-y.
co.jp; from 6pm; from ` 535).

DRINK

Cruise around Tokyo Bay on Jicoo,
a futuristic colour-changing boat
with a bar (www.jicoofloatingbar.
com; departures from Hinode pier &
Odaiba Seaside park; ` 1,600/ person).

Shooting 634m
above the city,
the Tokyo Sky
Tree is the world’s
tallest tower.
Enjoy panoramas
that extend
as far as Mt Fuji
on a clear day
(www.tokyoskytree.jp; 1 Chome
1-2 Oshiage, Sumida
from ` 600/ person).

EAT

Head to Komakata Dozeu,
a restaurant in an old wooden
house that’s been serving up
specialties such as charcoal-grilled
loach (a type of fish), with sake
and soy sauce broth since 1801
(www.dozeu.com/en; 11am – 9pm;
from ` 500).

DRINK

Take a lakeside tea break at the
over-300-year-old Hama-rikyu
Gardens Teahouse, a one-time
hangout of shoguns and nobles.
Wander around the landscaped
grounds, too (www.teien.tokyopark.or.jp/en; 9am – 5pm; ` 200).
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Take in the high
drama and
outlandish
costumes of
kabuki, an art
form dating
back 400 years,
at its most
famous venue,
the Kabuki-za
theatre (www.
kabuki-bito.jp;
from ` 600 ).

COMPILED BY SOPHIE MCGRATH WITH INPUTS FROM FRIYAN DRIVER PHOTOGRAPHS: DAJ/GETTY IMAGES, PARK HOTEL TOKYO, DUANE WALKER/GETTY,
TAKAZAWA, JICOO FLOATING BAR, TOKYO 12YOKAN, MIXA/ALAMY, JOSE FUSTE RAYA/AGEFOTOSTOCK, Y ZENGAME/GETTY IMAGES
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New From
Lonely Planet

Don’t try checking in that
duffel bag if you’re flying out of
Dubai International Airport.
There are brand-new
guidelines for check-in
baggage – irregularly shaped
(i.e. round) or oversized items
will be rejected. According
to officials, it’s best
to have bags with at least
one flat surface. The move is an attempt
to streamline baggage delivery, stop
delays and pre-empt jams
on the carousel.

Lonely Planet Bhutan has all
the information you need to plan your
trip to the Himalayan kingdom,
including tips on where to stay,
places to visit, top itineraries and treks.
It’s bursting with local knowledge
and secrets that will make your stay
special. With detailed maps
and inspiring photographs, this guide
combines popular experiences with the
hidden travel treasures of the kingdom
(available at most bookstores
and online stores; ` 2,081).

NEW BOOK

The Photo Story
VARDHAN KONDVIKAR & T KRISHNA PRABAKAR

Some say Milford Sound
has more spectacular valleys,
but Doubtful isn’t exactly
a 3 on 10 either: whether on
a misty day or a (rare) sunny
one, the views from the water
are postcard material.
Waterproof gear is highly
recommended, as well
as gloves and scarves if
you plan to spend a lot
of time taking photographs

A sound Other
less known
The

Side

New Zealand’s Doubtful Sound is the less-visited
(and better-named) sibling of Milford Sound. It’s less
accessible, but it’s the one I’d spend my time at.
I’ve been to Milford Sound, and, though it’s a must-see,
its very fame makes it a problem, because your daycruise boat is always surrounded by a flotilla of others.
Doubtful Sound is far less accessible: you have to drive
yourself from Queenstown to Te Anau, take a ferry
across the lake, take a bus over a misty, rainforestcovered ridge, and then get onto your cruise boat.
But it is this remoteness that makes it so special,
especially if you take an overnight cruise, which
gives you the comfort, and, most importantly, the time
to really get a feel for this majestic corner of the world.
You gape at sheer cliffs and cascades, marvel at the
darkness of the water and the smell of the seals, and
learn how good conservation can keep things looking
glorious. And you do this, not with a couple of floppy
sandwiches and Styrofoam cups of coffee, but with vast
meals and upholstered couches and glasses of wine.
Staying out on deck, braving the wind and the nearconstant drizzle so you can look for Fiordland crested
penguins is far easier when you know you can duck
into the boat’s old-fashioned saloon for a bowl of hot
soup, and the cold is much more fun to deal with when
you know you can snuggle down in a cosy cabin instead
of having to huddle against a bulkhead on a day-boat.
Why is it called Doubtful Sound, though? It’s because
Captain Cook, on his travels, stopped at the ocean-ward
entrance, wasn’t sure if it was navigable by sailboat,
and called it Doubtful Harbour. Later, sailors renamed
it Doubtful Sound, even though it’s actually a fiord,
a deep valley carved out by retreating glaciers, not
a sunken river valley (welcome to geography, folks!).
Like Milford Sound, Doubtful is an ecosystem of its
own, with its rainforest-covered sides, bird and plant
life, two layers of water (more on that later), and
resident pod of dolphins, along with occasional
sightings of whales. It is a beautiful, almost mystical
place – and with that bowl of soup inside you, a very,
very likeable one.

See out the end of the European winter
with some nostalgic entertainment
in the continent’s best venues
LIVE AT ZÉDEL, LONDON
Keeping up Soho’s reputation for late-night adult
entertainment, The Crazy Coqs hosts a range of nightly acts
in its original Art Deco hall. Its latest, innovative programme
includes jazz vocalists, illusionists and comedians, alongside
showgirls and drag artists. Classic cocktails, such as gin fizz,
add to the period ambience (www.brasseriezedel.com;
show tickets from ` 400).
AU LAPIN AGILE, PARIS
Immortalised in Toulouse-Lautrec posters and Picasso
paintings, Au Lapin Agile has been the grande dame
of the Paris cabaret scene for more than a century. Don’t
expect can-can dancers though – a night at this Montmartre
institution means traditional French songs accompanied by
piano or the wistful lilt of an accordion
(www.au-lapin-agile.com; ` 1,925 for the show and one drink).

Vardhan and Krishna discovered Doubtful Sound on a road trip across
New Zealand.

TURN TO THE PHOTO STORY FOR MORE
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KLEINE NACHTREVUE, BERLIN
Recapturing the hedonistic atmosphere of ’20s Berlin,
the Kleine Nachtrevue has been used as a location
for many films. This intimate theatre specialises
in burlesque shows featuring dark humour, acrobatics
and liberal amounts of nudity. A bar and dancefloor
lets the good times continue after the performance
(www.kleine-nachtrevue.de; from ` 1,360 for the show).

PHOTOGRAPH: ELISANTH/SHUTTERSTOCK (MIC), GALINA PESHKOVA/123RF (SUITCASES)

Make learning a language child’s play
with Lonely Planet’s new series First
Words. Each page features bold
illustrations combined with phonetic
spellings of kid-friendly vocab (www.
shop.lonelyplanet.com; ` 720).

Five Minutes with

Juhi Chawla

BLOOMS
IN HANOI
AT
WH W

WHAT SORT OF TRAVELLER WOULD
YOU CALL YOURSELF?
I have been very fortunate that my work has let me travel to
so many lovely places. While shooting for various songs in
films, I have visited some of the most exotic, beautiful
locations. But, even apart from work, after I got married,
my husband Jay and I love travelling with the family.
He’s the one who plans all our travels and makes sure
everyone comes along.

IN THIS CONTEXT, WHICH HAS BEEN
YOUR BEST TRIP – THE ONE THAT MADE
YOU TRULY HAPPY?
I think we’ve visited nearly every continent. But one
of my best holidays, and I have to admit
that it’s because of Jay that we
made it, was to Antartica! It turned
out to be the most amazing
and memorable holiday.
It was just sea lions, lots of penguins,
seagulls, birds, and absolutely nothing
else! The stunning scenery and solitude
here was breathtaking. One of the best
parts was that the 150 people on that boat
were the only people there.

IS THERE SOMETHING YOU KEEP
AN EYE OUT FOR ON YOUR TRAVELS?
When we go to any new place, we go shopping
and sightseeing, but it’s the museums that attract
my attention. The way European museums present
their history and preserve their monuments is so interesting.
If we could just package our own history as well as they do,
we could give them a run for their money.

WHAT IS YOUR MOST TREASURED SOUVENIR
FROM ALL YOUR TRIPS?
Our souvenirs have been varied, from buying caps
with the location scrawled onto pins that we could attach
to our t-shirts. Then, at one point, we started bringing back
little flags of every country we visited. Now, we have just
a lot of photographs of all of us! Some of the most treasured
ones are with the kids in Disneyland.

WHAT WOULD YOU NEVER COMPROMISE
ON WHILE TRAVELLING?
A comfortable pair of shoes! I have realised that every time
we travel, we tend to walk a lot. Whether it’s sightseeing,
trekking or shopping, you are on your feet all the time. I have
had experiences where I have regretted wearing fancy shoes.
So now I make sure to always carry a comfortable pair
of good-looking shoes.

WHICH IS YOUR FAVOURITE CITY?
My favourite city in the world, with all its knots and crosses,
remains Mumbai! This is where I have grown up, this is where I

TING
AR

Vietnam’s capital city,
Hanoi, has always
E’RE HE
been known
for its storied
heritage
and culture.
According to reports,
it will soon also have
a stunning cultural
centre. But it’s the
design plans that are
most fascinating – six
huge lotus blooms will
adorn a building that
sits on a lake. (Fun fact:
Like India, the lotus is
Vietnam’s national
flower too!) The
building, which
will be designed by
Australian architecture
firm deciBel, will house
a theatre, performance
space and an iceskating rink and
is expected to be ready
by early 2019.

Actress and model

SCIENCE
ON WHEELS
still work, and this is where my home has always been.
My work is my life, and my heart is in my home.

AND YOUR LEAST FAVOURITE CITY
IN THE WORLD?
I don’t really have a least favourite city in the world,
but I’d much rather be in the mountains, in the country
or by the seaside.

THE PLACE YOU KEEP GOING BACK TO?
Lugazi, Uganda. We have a family home there, and it’s where
my in-laws live a lot of the time as well. We have estates
and sugar factories there, and it is just beautiful.
There are undulating hills, lush greenery, peacocks, flowers,
farms, fresh air and the most beautiful weather!

GIVE OUR READERS THREE TRAVEL TIPS TO MAX
OUT THEIR HOLIDAYS
1. Carry clothes that can be mixed and matched.
2. Pack an extra bag that you can fold into your larger bag.
3. Layer up, instead of carrying too many warm clothes.

Since 2007, the Science
Express has been calling
into railway stations
across India. Unlike other
trains, this one is a mobile
exhibition, educating
visitors on various aspects
of one particular theme.
This year, the train focuses
on climate change. While
it’s been chugging along
since February (and will be
until September), in April,
the Science Express will
halt at stations in Assam
and Tripura. Check the
website to see when
it’s travelling near you
(www.sciencexpress.in).
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Travel News

PLANE NEWS

1

You know how airplane food and drink
generally tastes horrible? Good news:
Cathay Pacific has introduced Betsy beer,
touted as the first handcrafted bottled beer, which
is specially brewed to be enjoyed at 35,000ft. The beer
will be served to First and Business class passengers
flying between Hong Kong and Heathrow, Gatwick
and Manchester until April 30.

2

Qantas Airways has unveiled ‘innovative premium economy seats’
that will debut on their Dreamliner fleet for long-haul flights. Not only
are they more roomy, with ergonomically designed headrests and a
footrest that lets you stretch out more comfortably, they supposedly also
recline far less invasively for the passenger behind. Technically speaking,
this means that they roll back in a way where you won’t be in the lap
of the passenger behind you or staring up at their face.

3
4
5

Vietnam’s low cost airline, Vietjet Air, has announced plans
to launch a thrice-weekly direct New Delhi – Ho Chi Minh City
flight, starting July.

Air Canada’s got a makeover – the airline
debuted new livery for its crew. Employees
will now don charcoal grey and black
uniforms, with red accents, and accessories
by Canadian designer Christopher Bates. It’s not
just the people though; the airline’s fleet of planes
will feature a black-and-white design that’s meant
to highlight Air Canada’s iconic red maple leaf logo.

6

Flying to the pristine Andaman and Nicobar Islands is getting simpler!
Vistara is adding new connections to the archipelago from Pune
and New Delhi. You could fly from Pune, in Maharashtra,
to the Andamans, via Kolkata daily, if you wish. New Delhi, on the other hand,
will get direct flights to Port Blair every weekend from April 15.

Whale, hello there
After years of scratching their heads and wondering why whales
breach, scientists might just have the answer. They’ve spent much
time observing the behaviour of several humpback pods and now
report that, when whales thump the water with their massive bodies,
they’re communicating or, you know, waving hello!
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America In Print
Charting six decades of US culture is the latest challenge
tackled by the British Museum. Its new exhibition,
The American Dream, features the likes of Andy Warhol
and Jasper Johns in a chronicle of the highs, lows and everyday
experience since the birth of pop art.
(The American Dream runs at the British Museum till June 18;
www.britishmuseum.org; tickets: ` 1,325).

EVENTS
World Ski & Snowboard
Festival
WHY: Snow! Snow!
WHAT: Hit the slopes
(or just watch pros do it)
to make the most of Canada’s
white wonderland.
WHERE: Whistler,
British Columbia, Canada
WHEN: April 7 – 16, 2017
Take part in this massive
festival and find your
skiing and snowboarding tribe
as you watch professionals
freestyle down the slopes.
The festival will also
host film screenings,
a dog parade, and performances
by popular artistes Walk Off The
Earth and Busta Rhymes.
MORE: www.wssf.com

Jane Austen 200
WHY: 2017 marks 200 years
since Jane Austen passed away
WHAT: Literary lovers of the author
get to go on guided walks,
see her personal objects,
and watch performances
of popular Austen novels.
WHERE: Hampshire, the UK
WHEN: All through 2017
Literary lovers should consider
visiting the county of Hampshire
this year. While you may not find
Mr Darcy in the flesh, you can go on
a self-guided Rain Jane trail –
quotes from Austen’s novels will
appear on pavements when it rains,
learn about Austen’s life and
inspirations at various exhibitions,
or attend an embroidery workshop!
MORE: www.janeausten200.co.uk

PHOTOGRAPH: WAYNE THIEBAUD (B.1920), GUMBALL MACHINE. COLOUR LINOCUT,
1970. © WAYNE THIEBAUD/DACS, LONDON/VAGA, NEW YORK 2016 (GUMBALL MACHINE)

By the end of May, there’s a high chance that Singapore Airlines
will start flying to Stockholm in Sweden, via Moscow. In other news,
there are now flights from Ahmedabad to Singapore four times a week!

Travel News
glia
Pu

A high-end B&B in the Italian region of Puglia, Don Tutu offers rooms with stone-arched ceilings and multiple quiet terraces on which to enjoy a sundowner

New

Yor
k

Striking design and a relaxed vibe come together at the Williamsburg Hotel in Brooklyn, providing another excuse to take a bite out of the Big Apple

PHOTOGRAPH: LORENZO PENNATI (DON TUTU), ANNIE SCHLECHTER (WILLIAMSBURG HOTEL BAR)
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A 19th-century riad with a courtyard garden and pool, Jasper Conran’s L’Hôtel Marrakech combines the designer’s work with traditional Moroccan pieces

New Hotels

Celebrate the arrival of spring at one of a raft of beautifully designed new hotels that have recently flung
open their doors. Guests at renovated Pugliese palazzo Don Tutu are encouraged to treat it as their
temporary home – albeit an extremely well-appointed one, featuring Art Deco chandeliers, mid-century
furniture and a hammam. There’s a weekly outdoor cinema, and bikes and Vespa scooters to borrow,
plus poolside gelati and evening aperitifs – all included in the price (www.dontotu.it; from ` 11,630).
Over in Morocco, Jasper Conran’s first foray into hospitality, L’Hôtel Marrakech, channels 1930s style
with its winning mix of antique furniture, local craftsmanship, and textiles and lighting designed by
the man himself. Breakfast is served on the sunny roof terrace, scented by orange and fig trees,
and with views across the city skyline to the Atlas Mountains (www.l-hotelmarrakech.com; from
` 20,045). Meanwhile, in New York, the Williamsburg Hotel is setting a new standard for service
and style in Brooklyn. Designed by Michaelis Boyd, who gave Soho House its signature look,
the development has double-height ceilings and an abundance of steel, raw bricks and glass, referencing
Williamsburg’s rich industrial past. Bedrooms feature polished-concrete walls, oak floors and terraces
with swing chairs – the perfect spot to sit with a beer and gaze out across the East River to the bright lights
of Manhattan (www.thewilliamsburghotel.com; from ` 16,040).

All aboard!

A little seagull reports that Mumbai is
about to get an intra-city ferry
service. A 45-minute-long service
from Borivali to Nariman Point,
could start this October (dare
we believe it?). Travelling may not
be such an oar-deal after all.

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Uncover history in

Madhya Pradesh
Travel back in time as you journey across Madhya Pradesh’s
many fascinating sights
SANCHI

A UNESCO World Heritage site, Sanchi is a peaceful town, best known
as the home of the renowned Sanchi Stupa built by Emperor Ashoka
in the 3rd century BCE. It is one of the best-preserved early stupas in central India,
surrounded by gateways on all four sides. These gateways are among
the best examples of early classical art, and feature carvings of scenes from
the lives of Gautam Buddha and Emperor Ashoka on them. The Ashoka Pillar,
which was later adopted as the national emblem, stands among other scattered
ruins and structures by the southern entrance. It is an exceptional example
of the Greco-Buddhist style, and is known for its exquisite structural balance,
with the crown of the famous four lions standing back to back.
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GREAT
FROM

Gujarat

Taj-ul-Masajid, Bhopal

WHY GO

Below: Details in the cave
shrines of Vidisha

One must also visit the Archaeological
Museum, where historical artefacts like metal
tools and stone sculptures will take you back
in time (10am – 5pm Sat – Thur; ` 5).

PHOTOGRAPHS: DINODIA PHOTOS

VIDISHA

Described in the Ramayana by Valmiki,
Vidisha was a flourishing capital city
under the Gupta Empire. The cave
shrines of Vidisha, hewn from sandstone
hills, date back to the Gupta Period.
One of the most remarkable is Cave 5,
with a depiction of Lord Vishnu in his boar
incarnation, Varaha, rescuing the earth
goddess with his tusk from the ocean
of chaos. Other caves feature an unusual
shivling showing Lord Shiva’s face
with the third eye carved on it,
and the 6th-century ruins of a Gupta
temple dedicated to the sun god.
You can also visit the Heliodorus Pillar,
a stone post erected in 110BC by Heliodorus,
a Greek ambassador to the Sunga
King Bhagabhadra.

NOW’S A

To discover the GOOD TIME
wealth of history Before summer
peaks
in MP

Facing page: The great
stupa, Sanchi

BHOPAL

With divergent cityscapes split by a brace of
lakes, Bhopal, the capital of Madhya Pradesh,
is a city where the past and present merge

beautifully. The old city is full of mosques
and busy bazaars; it is a tribute to the varied
lives of the begums of Bhopal, the four female
rulers in the 19th and early 20th century.
Southern Bhopal is more contemporary, with
outstanding museums, fantastic restaurants
and wide roads. The oldest and tiniest mosque
in Bhopal is the Dhai Seedi ki Masjid, built
by Dost Mohammed Khan in the early 18th
century. Bhopal is also home to the largest
mosque in Asia, the stunning Taj-ul-Masajid.
This beautiful structure is a perfect showcase
of Mughal architecture, and its name aptly
translates to ‘Crown among Mosques’.
Another unmissable site is Gauhar
Mahal, a 19th-century imperial palace.
The Remember Bhopal Museum displays
the belongings
and photographs
of victims of the gas
tragedy, and video
and audio recordings
that provide horrific
insight into the event.
FIND OUT MORE:
WWW.MPTOURISM.COM
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1. WELIGAMA, Sri Lanka

Get soaked to the skin and have lots
of fun doing it

2. MOHALI, Punjab

A do-nothing weekend break just an hour
from Chandigarh is yours for the taking

3. COORG, Karnataka

Beat the heat in one of these
cool plantation estates

4. CHENNAI, Tamil Nadu

Eat fresh organic food on a working farm

4

5

5. TADOBA-ANDHARI TIGER
RESERVE, Maharashtra
Take a walk in the woods
at a luxury resort in the wild

EASY TRIPS

Active

Break

1

Seaside fun in Weligama, Sri Lanka
INTO THE BLUE

It’s difficult for a pool, with its confines
and chlorine, to beat the never-ending
expanse of a blue sea, but Cape
Weligama Resort’s crescent-shaped
infinity Moon Pool almost manages it
(6.30am – 8.30pm). Situated at the edge
of a cliff, the hotel’s showstopper
overlooks the Indian Ocean and is the
perfect spot at which to indulge in some
daydreaming and a whole lot of surfer
stalking. A boutique hotel overlooking
a palm-fringed southern coast,
Cape Weligama Resort is the epitome
of understated elegance. Boasting
39 villas and suites scattered across
12 acres of beautifully-manicured garden,
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the decor mimics the hues of the sea with
pops of colour, knick-knacks and books
artfully scattered around. That’s not even
the best bit. With tubs large enough
to sleep a family of four (and their cat),
the mammoth bathrooms even come
with a steam room for you to prune in.
It’s easy to spend all day in this lap
of blissful luxury, but don’t give in to that
temptation as the Sports and Activities
Centre organises a range of activities.
Try your hand at surfing (` 2,000/
person/ two hours) or stand-up paddle
boarding (` 1,350/ person/ two hours),
but, if you haven’t got the time or the
inclination, sign up for a more laidback
guided body-boarding session (45 min;

Sunsets at Cape
Weligama are best
spent at the
Moon Pool

free) with Varuna. He’ll guide you
patiently, regardless of the number
of times you slip off the board and will
encourage the dishevelled mess that
you are to try again. Soothe those achy
muscles later at the Sanctuary Spa
with a signature body massage, followed
by a Ceylon sea-salt bath (8am – 7pm;
` 6,350/ 90 min).
For a more relaxed next day, sign
up for the Handunugoda Tea Factory
and Plantation tour (8am – 5pm; free,
transfers: ` 1,330). “This tea can only
be picked by virgins,” your guide Joseph
exclaims, pausing to enjoy the baffled
expressions of visitors, before adding
“... back in the time of the Chinese

1
3

GREAT FROM
India

GREAT FOR

An active luxurious break

GO NOW

To catch the whale-watching season.
Emperors!” The tour includes a short
walk around the plantation, with
monkeys curiously trailing you from
treetops, and ends at a quaint 85-yearold colonial cottage where the tasting
happens. It’s a mini tea party with cake
that tastes like it was made by your

2

4

granny. The highlight is the local Virgin
White Tea, which, though pricey, is rich
in antioxidants (` 1,100/ 12g) and the
Suicide Blend: tea with a hint of brandy
(` 550/ 75g), for those who tend
to believe it’s always 5pm somewhere.
Later, head to the bay to mingle
with locals of the fishy variety – chances
are you’ll spot green turtles, angelfish,
Moray eels and parrotfish on the guided
snorkelling tour (45 mins; free). There are
bigger fish to spot, too, the next day.
Climb aboard the hotel’s 50ft luxury
catamaran at Mirissa Harbour, cross
your fingers, and set off for an early
morning of whale-watching (6am – 2pm
every Wed & Sat; ` 8,560/ person with

5

1. Body-boarding
is a lot of fun
with Varuna
2. At Cape Weligama,
desserts are
an elaborate affair
3. Rooms here
are generously
roomy
4. Scientists believe
that breaching
is a way for whales
to say hello
5. After whalewatching, you can
jump of the 50ft
catamaran into
the blue

transfers from the harbour, guide fees,
tea/ coffee, breakfast and lunch).
A sudden cry erupts from the opposite
direction – someone’s probably seen
a breaching. You hope to see a resident
blue whale, perhaps you’ll see it dive
down and flip its tail! On the way back,
the boat will be anchored off at a quiet
section of the harbour so you can swim,
canoe and enjoy a hearty seafood meal.
It’s refreshing to note that while
the hotel has the bells and whistles,
it also lets you get your feet sandy
and hair messy.
WORDS FRIYAN DRIVER
PHOTOGRAPHS VAIBHAV MEHTA
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hemashospitals.com; 10, Wakwella Rd).

GETTING THERE:
Closest city: Colombo (155km)
Closest airport: Colombo’s Bandaranaike
International Airport (175km; 2.5-hour drive).
Jet Airways, SpiceJet, Jet Airways and SriLankan
Airlines fly to Colombo from Indian metros

WHERE TO STAY
Cape Weligama Resort: The rooms
here are set within villas, with a shared
infinity pool. If you’re in the mood to
splurge, pick the stunning Duplex TwoBedroom Cape Villa Pool with a private
infinity pool. The suites are set around
the Cove Pool and are perfect for families.
Older travellers should ask for a room
close to the restaurant (reservations:
00-94-11-774-5730, 00-94-41-2253000;
www.resplendentceylon.com/cape
weligama, reservations@resplendent
ceylon.com; 331, Kapparatota Rd, Kalukanda;
from ` 32,900 with breakfast, laundry,
minibar, afternoon tea and a daily activity).
WHERE TO EAT
All meals are served at the partially
al-fresco Ocean Terrace Restaurant
(7am – 10pm; mains from ` 800). The best
seats in the house are outside by the cliff
edge. The menu offers a mix of local
and Continental specialties. Meals
are prepared to suit the Western palate
but the kitchen staff is more than happy
to spice up your meal if you so desire.
You can also grab a cocktail or two
at the Cape Colony Club, which also
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(return fares from ` 15,350). The resort can arrange
for transfers (from ` 16,150/ one way).
GETTING AROUND
The resort can arrange for a vehicle hire
for the day (from ` 6,700/ day [car only], ` 13,350/
day with driver).

serves a complimentary high tea daily
(11am – 12am, high tea: 3pm – 5pm).
The adjacent Ocean Grill is only open
for dinner; do sample its perfectly-grilled
Australian Angus steak (reservations
required; 7pm – 10pm; from ` 2,680).

WHAT TO PACK
Swimwear, sunscreen, seasickness
meds for the whale-watching trip
and mosquito repellent
CLEAN LOO GUIDE
Galle, which is dotted with quaint
cafés at which you can grab a meal
and use the loo, is en route to Weligama
from the airport (27km from the hotel).
SAFETY
The resort and its surrounding areas
are extremely safe. The waters tend
to get a bit choppy sometimes; check with
the activity centre if it is safe to swim.
MEDICAL AID
The hotel has first-aid as well as
a doctor on call. For more serious medical
emergencies, head to Hemas Hospital
in Galle (00-117-888-888; www.

Ocean Terrace
Restaurant serves
its food with
beautiful sea views

CHILD-FRIENDLINESS
The hotel’s Sports and Activities Centre
has a host of activities to keep the kiddies
busy, and the staff is great with children.
Baby-sitting services are available
but must be booked at least 24 hours
in advance (` 900/ hour). You’ll need
to keep an eye on the little ones, as the
resort is located on a cliff top. The Moon
Pool is off limits for kids under 12 years.
SHOPPING
The Cape Weligama Shop
stocks luxurious, natural bath and body
products by Ophir (10am – 7pm). Pick up
the delicious black tea coconut shower
gel (` 700) or the white tea and lavender
massage and body oil (` 1,100). You can
also pick up adorable handmade toys
sourced from Galle (` 400). The shop
also has a selection of Dilmah Tea tins.
The Moroccan mint green tea is a refreshing
blend that’s great iced too (` 350).

GOOD TO KNOW

Visa: Apply online for an Electronic
Travel Authorization before you travel.
It will cost you about ` 1,330 (US$ 20)
for a tourist visa valid for 30 days,
and takes around 24 hours to process.
Get complete details at www.eta.gov.lk.
Currency: ` 1 = Rs 2.26 Sri Lankan
Rupees (LKR)
Embassy alert: High Commission
of India, Colombo (www.hcicolombo.org).

MAP: DIPTI CHALKE
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The slow life in Mohali, Punjab
FARMHOUSE IN THE FOOTHILLS

Forget your alarm clock at Baans Bagh,
an hour out of Chandigarh – it’s the
peacocks who wake you up. And they
will wake you up. Loud and early,
just in time to see a hint of the sun
peeping out from behind the Shivalik
foothills. By the time you’re out on the
terrace with a cup of steaming coffee,
the sun will have risen just enough to
showcase a spectacular countryside view.
From somewhere in the distance,
the warning barks of Fairy, the farm’s
resident dog and queen of all things here,
float across. You’ll meet her soon enough
when she and Kahlo, the other resident

canine, accompany you on a morning
walk around the 60-acre farm.
But, for now, enjoy the crisp, fresh
air and the sounds of nature as you
get comfy in a beautifully-crafted
lounge chair.
You’ll notice quite a few handcrafted
beauties around the old Colonial-style
bungalow – gorgeous doorstops inspired
by 17th-century Mughal marble weights,
exquisite rosewood chests that
open to reveal sophisticated
portable bars, solid brass ashtrays
in the form of a Bengal tiger
pugmark, and tasteful writing
desks perfect for when literary

Above and below:
Filled with
handcrafted
furniture
and pretty curios,
Baans Bagh makes
for a delightful
countryside getaway

inspiration strikes. The entire farmhouse
is furnished with creations from owners
Jeet and Raj Guram’s vintage-inspired
furniture line, with the added elegance
of muted colours, embroidered cushions,
stately bookcases and a stone fireplace.
The three enormous bedrooms scream
vintage charm and you’ll find cosy nooks
around the bungalow, great for relaxing
in with a good book. The massive
verandah is where you will be served
a delicious breakfast after an easy hike
in the forested foothills that border
the farm. Head out early for breathtaking
views of the valley below; the hill trail
requires a bit of footwork but nothing
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GREAT FROM

New Delhi, Chandigarh

GREAT FOR

Nature, quiet and starry nights

GO NOW

Before the summer heat kicks in.

too strenuous and it is definitely worth
it when you see the Siswan Dam on one
side and the valley on the other.
Afternoons here are meant for lazing
around on the lawns but, if you feel
like heading out, drive around the area –

the road winds its way through quaint
villages and past pretty fields of wheat,
sugarcane and mustard, and eventually
ends at the most peaceful temple
with not a soul in sight.
You also have the option of several
walks. There’s one by the bamboo grove
in which six varieties, including pitcher
and gigantus bamboo, form a beautiful
canopy. Or, you can stroll to the lake
on the farm for a chance to spot sambar
or wild boar. Or, go across the road
to the adjoining farm to see the cherry
blossom and pear trees.
One of the nicest parts of a stay
at Baans Bagh is the hospitality of your

1. The view from
the verandah
is spectacular,
especially at sunrise
2. The living room
is spacious
and charming
3. Spend the
evenings chatting
with the wonderful
hosts
4 & 5. Spend
the early hours
of the day hiking
in the surrounding
foothills, followed
by a hearty breakfast
of banana pancakes

5

hosts. It feels like you have been warmly
included in their family holiday. Evening
cups of chai turn into sundowners around
the bonfire as plates piled high with
kebabs somehow find their way onto
your lap. You chat away with the family,
sharing stories you thought you had
forgotten and giggling at their monkeyfilled anecdotes and tales of travel.
If there’s one thing you will realise
at Baans Bagh, it’s how easy it is to do
absolutely nothing and how much fun
you can have doing it.
WORDS NADEZNA SIGANPORIA
PHOTOGRAPHS KRISHNA ANGIRA
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GETTING THERE
Closest metro: New Delhi (277km)
Closest airport: Chandigarh International Airport
(30km). Air India, IndiGo and Jet Airways operate
direct flights from Mumbai (returns from ` 7,000)
and New Delhi (return fares from ` 3,800).
Closest railhead: Chandigarh Junction Railway
Station (CDG; 24km). Take the 12011 New DelhiKalka Shatabdi Express (leaves New Delhi [NDLS]
7.40am, arrives CDG 11.05am; ` 605 AC Chair Car)
and return by the 12046 Chandigarh-New Delhi

WHERE TO STAY
Baans Bagh: This Colonial-style
bungalow offers three beautiful, spacious
rooms, all of which open out onto a
terrace or verandah, and look out over
the farm and surrounding forested
Shivalik foothills. Each room can house
up to three people and come with
attached bathrooms (reservations:
00-91-9818575847/ 9810038050;
www.baansbagh.com, mguram@gmail.
com; Old Parol Link Rd, off Chandigarh
Baddi Rd, Siswan Village, Mohali District;
from ` 8,500 with all meals and activities).
WHERE TO EAT
Expect delicious, home-cooked
meals here – local curries, veggies
and salads with fresh ingredients
picked from the garden. Breakfast,
which includes everything from fluffy
banana pancakes with whipped cream
and caramel syrup to bhurji and paratha,
is served on the verandah.
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Shatabdi Express (leaves CDG 12pm, arrives NDLS
3.25pm; ` 645 AC Chair Car).
GETTING AROUND
Baans Bagh can arrange for a pick-up from the airport
(` 1,500 one-way by AC Innova) and railway station
(` 1,200 one-way by AC Innova). It can also arrange
for a car rental (` 2,000/ day for an Innova, 80km/
eight hours). We used and liked the services
of Summit Adventures (00-91-1892-220403;
www.summit-adventures.net; from ` 2,500 for 80km/
eight hours within and around Chandigarh city).

SHOPPING
Chandigarh’s Sector 17 is the main
shopping centre and is the place for some
serious, retail therapy (17km).
WHAT TO PACK
Comfy walking or hiking shoes,
sunscreen, hats and a light jacket
for the evenings
CLEAN LOO GUIDE
Chandigarh International Airport
has great loo facilities and the property
is an hour’s drive away.

Above: The terrace
is the perfect place
for an evening cuppa
Below: Meals
at Baans Bagh
are something
to look forward to

CHILD-FRIENDLINESS
This is a place to relax and do nothing;
every nook of the beautiful farmhouse
is filled with books and cosy corners
to read in. Kids will love discovering
the property and surrounding foothills
with the charming hosts and the farm’s
adorable dogs, Fairy and Kahlo.
SAFETY
The property is really safe, but gets
quite dark once the sun goes down,
so don’t venture too far on your own.
MEDICAL AID
The property has basic first-aid
facilities; carry necessary medications
with you. Post Graduate Institute
of Medical Education & Research,
located about 13km away, is the closest
hospital (emergency: 00-91-172-2756565;
www.pgimer.edu.in; Sector 12,
Chandigarh).

GOOD TO KNOW

The monsoon months see heavy
rains, which make treks into the foothills
impossible.
Chandigarh’s scenic Sukhna Lake,
with a clean and well maintained food
court, pretty walkways and gardens
as well as boating facilities, is a nice
place at which to while away the hours
(8.30am – 6pm; from ` 400/ 30 mins for
two people in a shikara, ` 200/ 30 mins
in two-seater pedal boat, deposit extra).

MAP: DIPTI CHALKE
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Hide out in Coorg, Karnataka
EENIE, MEENIE, MINEY, MO

Coffee grows best in the shade, despite
how hardy its gnarled, knotted trunk
makes it look. This means that trees
don’t need to be cut down for coffee
to be grown – a fact that Coorg benefits
from. So, huge tracts of forests have been
left untouched in coffee plantations across
the region. And so have old estates from
colonial times. Strangely, that can pose
a different kind of problem. A holiday
on a privately-owned plantation in Coorg
ticks all the right boxes – unless there
are three equally compelling options
to distract you. Which is when eenie,
meenie, miney, mo becomes a bona fide
way of coming to a decision.
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Built in 1878 by Rev Christian George
Richter, a German missionary, School
Estate in Siddapur probably makes
the most compelling argument:
the hospitality is beyond reproach,
the garden is beautifully designed, the chef
consistently outdoes himself, and then
there is the joy of staying in a wellmaintained 150-year-old bungalow.
The cows seem a bit arrogant, though,
like happy animals often do. But the milk
is rich and tasty, and the honey from the
apiary, thick and sweet. Coffee, areca nut,
pepper and cardamom grow across
100 acres. But all this joy comes
at a premium: as none of the rooms
are air-conditioned, the tariff is perhaps

A dash of vivid paint,
a couple of planter’s
boxes and a cycle
turns into garden art,
at Old Kent Estate

the only hitch if you’re looking for a budget
stay (see Where to Stay for all details).
While it costs almost the same,
the Old Kent Estate, 15km from Madikeri,
seems to bring more to the table.
The cottages are well-appointed,
with uninterrupted views of the hill
and the forest. The bathrooms are as big
as a little house, complete with a skylight,
exclusively packaged toiletries, a tub,
and, for some reason, two separate
showers. The service leaves a bit to be
desired: the boys in attendance could use
a bit more training in high-end hospitality,
but, to their credit, they are very polite
and helpful. The property also seems to be
pushing the colonial angle a little too hard:

1
3

GREAT FROM

Bangalore, Mysore, Chennai

GREAT FOR
Country living

GO NOW

As Coorg is still cooler than the plains.
the cottages have names like Cannock
Chase and Foxley Wood, while the
recreational areas in the main bungalow
are named after members of the erstwhile
owners, the Wright family. This seems
a bit odd considering the estate has been
with the Thaikappa family for over five

4
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decades, and the cottages were built
less than 10 years ago. But, this colonial
hangover doesn’t take away from the
experience one bit. Spread over 200 acres,
the plantation has well-marked, colourcoded trails. Early-morning walks
can be pretty rewarding, with the odd
barking deer and a plethora of birds for
company. Do stop at the 400-year-old
karadi mara (bear) tree to gape at its trunk,
which is over 10ft in girth.
Kabbe Holidays is the most modestly
priced of the lot, the ambience is a lot
more personal, and the affable
proprietors, Dilip and his wife, Vidya,
are really invested in making your stay
a memorable one. Located at the edge

1. The cottages
at Kabbe Holidays
have a loft that
kids would love
2.Despite the hard
work involved,
plantation people
seem a happy lot
3. The food at Old
Kent Estate often
tastes as good
as it looks
4. Coffee berries
ripe for picking
5. The cottages
at School Estate
offer more privacy,
but don’t beat
staying in the 150year-old main house

of the Brahmagiri forest zone near the
Chelavara waterfalls, the homestay seems
far from civilisation. At 50 acres,
the plantation is considerably smaller
than the others, and without any colonial
antecedents. Dilip accompanies most
of his guests around the plantation,
up the hill, or to the falls.
While there’s lots to see in Coorg,
it’s safe to say that you’ll be loath
to venture far from either of these
properties, irrespective of which one
your eenie meenie rhyme ends on.
So, stay in, and stay long.
WORDS ANJUMAN DEODHAR
PHOTOGRAPHS JYOTHY KARAT
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GETTING THERE
Closest metro: Bangalore (245km)
Closest city: Mysore (110km)
Closest airport: Mangalore International
Airport (155km) is a four-hour drive away,
while Bangalore’s Kempegowda International
Airport (285km) is a six- to seven-hour drive.
Several airlines fly here from Indian cities.
Closest railhead: Mysore Junction (MYS; 110km),

WHERE TO STAY
School Estate: This property
has two double rooms in the main house,
and a family room on the first floor.
There are two cottages on the far side
of the dining room. These are a bit more
luxurious, and have been constructed
only a few years ago (00-91-8274258358; www.schoolestate.in,
schoolestate2@gmail.com; Siddapur;
from ` 18,000 with all meals and
a plantation walk).
Old Kent Estate: The six cottages
and two eco-cottages (identical
to the regular cottages but with smaller
bathrooms) all come with small private
gardens, complete with wrought-iron
benches. Both cottages have been
constructed less than 10 years ago
(00-91-9789896454; www.oldkentestate.
com, reservations@oldkentestates.com;
Thaikappa Estate, Horoor Post and Village,
Suntikoppa; from ` 12,999 with all meals,
birdwatching, a plantation walk, a guided
nature walk and a picnic by the local lake).
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but driving from Bangalore saves more time than
taking a train to Mysore and then driving to Coorg.
GETTING AROUND
In case you do decide to venture out of the
property, your best option is to hire a car.
We used and like Travelcart India (00-91-4842663533; www.travelcartindia.com; from ` 4,000/
day for an AC Sedan). The properties can arrange
for transfers.

in the tariff. The vegetarian
lunch costs ` 250/ person while the
non-vegetarian is ` 350/ person; dinner
is priced at ` 100 extra. Inform the
property in advance if you plan to have
meals there (breakfast: 9am – 10am,
lunch: 1pm – 2pm, dinner: 8pm – 9pm).

WHAT TO PACK
April can get a bit warm,
so light cottons are a good idea.
Also carry a pair of good hiking shoes
and shades, and sunscreen.
CLEAN LOO GUIDE
There are plenty of options
between Bangalore and Mysore, but not
too many after. Just short of the turn
for the Mysore bypass is Cafe Garage,
a quirky place decorated with old vehicle
parts (00-91-9900330055; open 24 x 7;
Mysore-Bangalore Highway, Srirangapatna).
SAFETY
The only danger is posed by marauding
elephants, so avoid venturing out after
dark and before sunrise.
MEDICAL AID
Rural India Project Hospital
(00-91-8274-252125; Ammathi),
3km from School Estate, is one option.
Madikeri or Viarajpet are your other
options. For any serious medical issues,
you will need to get to Mysore.

Kabbe Holidays: While the view of the
hills is great from both – the two rooms
as well as the two cottages – the latter
come with a deck chair from which
to take it all in (00-91-9448976460;
www.kabbe holidays.com, dilip@kabbe
holidays.com; Chelavara Village,
Cheyandane PO [call in advance for
directions]; from ` 4,000 with breakfast,
plantation walks and short hikes).

SHOPPING
The Coorg Spice House at Siddapur
is a small shop, but has a good collection
of spices and homemade wines (00-919449158537; opp SMO Complex;
10am – 8pm; fruit wine from ` 200,
cardamom: ` 1,800/ kg). Old Kent Estate
exports its coffee beans to Italy, and you
can buy the beans and ground coffee
here (Arabica-Robusta blend: ` 400/ kg).

WHERE TO EAT
All meals are included in the tariff
at School Estate (breakfast: 7am – 9am,
lunch: 1pm – 3pm, dinner: 7pm – 8pm)
and Old Kent Estate (breakfast: 8.30am
– 11am, lunch: 12.30pm – 2pm, dinner:
8.30pm – 10.30pm). The menu is fixed,
but the staff does take special requests
depending on the number of guests.
The food at both places is lip-smackingly
good, but don’t be surprised if you’re
served some odd combinations –
like Kodagu fried fish alongside the
Waldorf salad – at Old Kent Estate.
At Kabbe Holidays, meals aren’t included

CHILD-FRIENDLINESS
The plantation walk is something all ages
will enjoy. Additionally, Old Kent Estate
has a movie room, a pool, board games
and foosball tables.

GOOD TO KNOW

Some of the must-sees in Coorg
include Abbey Falls, Dubare Elephant
Camp and Raja’s Seat.
While navigating the narrower paths
on the plantations, it is a good idea
to wave a stick in front of you to catch
spider webs before they stick to you.

MAP: DIPTI CHALKE
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Back to basics in Chennai, Tamil Nadu
FARM TO TABLE

At The Farm, don’t be surprised when
the turkey walks up to you to gobble
a hello. He hangs out with his friends,
the chickens, who aren’t as friendly.
They mind their own business, much like
the resident cats – except for Gurmeet.
She doesn’t care for her fellow felines,
and considers herself to be a peoples
‘person’. Or so say Shalini Philip
and Arul Futnani, your human hosts.
The couple, a pretty chilled-out duo
considering the Chennai heat, has
transformed the dairy farm started
by Arul’s parents in 1974 into an organic
working farm with vegetable and herb
gardens, paddy fields and coconut
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and eucalyptus plantations. Over the last
few years, with the help of a sustainability
consultant, they have begun practising
permaculture and have introduced
a closed loop system of production
that allows them to reuse up to 70 per
cent of the waste generated at the farm.
A fine example of these efforts
is the restaurant, which is the
undoubted highlight of this place.
Enclosed in a coconut grove,
the thatch-roof is woven out
of coconut leaves, while
the structure is built
out of the wood
from the eucalyptus
plantations.

Above: Children
are encouraged
to pet and play
with the little
animals at The Farm
Below: Try the
fresh fruit juices,
especially the Fig
and Pineapple mix!

The brickwork on the floor allows water
to seep back into the soil, while, in the
kitchen, the produce, if not directly
from the farm, is sourced from producers
who also follow organic practices.
You can taste the difference in the food
that is served to you (on a table made
out of a hand-pitted granite slab!).
The rice for the dosa batter comes from
the paddy fields, while the lentils and
veggies in the sambhar are grown on the
farm, as is the coconut in the chutney.
Although there’s no filter kaapi here,
you won’t miss it, as there’s a brilliant
cappuccino on offer, made using organic
coffee from a plantation in Kodaikanal.
The extensive menu leaves you spoilt
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Chennai, Puducherry, Bangalore
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A slice of farm life and pizza!

GO NOW

To make the most of the summer vacay.
for choice. The list of options for
its wood-fired pizzas is exhaustive
(from ` 550). As if the 34 varieties
don’t make it difficult enough, you can
also make your own pizza. What makes
all the difference is the mozzarella di
bufala, also made in-house using fresh

milk from the dairy. Do not miss the
chicken tikka served with edible flowers
from the Honolulu creeper (` 400).
It must be pretty clear by now that you
should come here for the food, but stay
for a slice of farm life. Go for the guided
Farm Walk, which begins at the stables,
where you can watch chicks scramble
for cover as their mother ruffles up
a dust storm for a dirt bath (one hour;
between 9.30am and 4.30pm). Young
ones will delight in playtime with kids
(of the goat kind) that skip around, tugging
at shoelaces. There are cattle here, too,
standing around solemnly contemplating
life on the udder side. You will also find
them at Lake Inferior, so named as the

4

1. The yummy
wood-fired pizzas
melt in your mouth
2. Lake Superior
is the smaller but
cleaner of the two
lakes on the property
3. You can buy
artisanal cheese
at the store
4. The temple at
the entrance of the
property was built
by Arul’s father when
the blueprint fell out
of a cupboard onto
his head one day
5. The Farm also
acts as a retirement
home for six horses

5

water is brackish compared to the smaller,
but cleaner Lake Superior. Around this
lake is a track on which children can
indulge in horse rides (` 200/ 10 mins).
Do also stop by the Big Well.
Built in the 1980s, it was once used
to swim in. Today, this well feeds
the fields and is an ecosystem in itself.
Fish, frogs, and snakes live here along
with two turtles that bob up to the
surface once in a while to blink at visitors.
If you or your kids have never had
a chance to visit an actual working
farm, this is a fun introduction and an
enlightening experience – if only for a day.
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHS: SUPRIYA KANTAK
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The owners would like to remind
you that it is a working farm
and not a farmhouse, as they have
had guests turn up in cocktail dresses
and high heels! Closed shoes, a hat
and sunscreen will be required
for the Farm Walk.

Chennai Central
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GETTING THERE
Closest metro: Chennai (28km)
Closest airport: Chennai International Airport
(26km/ 45-minute drive)
Closest railhead: Chennai Central Station
(MAS; 29km/ one-hour drive).

WHERE TO STAY
The Farm does not offer
accommodation anymore. While a number
of business hotels have come up along
the Old Mahabalipuram Road where
The Farm is located, the owners
recommend staying near the beach
on the East Coast Road (9km), where
there are both budget and high-end stays.
Another option is to stay in Chennai
and drive down to The Farm for the day.
Residency Towers Hotel: Located
in the heart of the city, this hotel
offers four-star comfort and amenities
at a great price (00-91-44-28156363;
www.theresidency.com, restowers@
theresidency.com; 115, Sir Thyagaraya
Rd, T Nagar; from ` 3,230).
Lotus Apartment Hotel: Tucked away
in a quiet residential area, this hotel
is a good pick if you want a break
from the chaos of T Nagar. Pick the twin
bedrooms, which are pretty spacious
(00-91-44-28157272; www.thelotus.in,
rsv@thelotus.in; 15 ,Venkatraman
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GETTING AROUND
Book a radio cab (local cabs are not available),
if you would like to visit nearby attractions
like the Cholamandal Artists’ Village (15km),
the Dakshinachitra Heritage Village (15km),
and the Madras Crocodile Bank Trust (20km).
You can also hire an autorickshaw, but remember
to haggle as prices aren’t fixed.

St, T Nagar; from ` 3,800 with breakfast).
Taj Coromandel: Situated close
to the airport, this property offers
breathtaking views of the city
and a choice of fine-dining specialty
restaurants (00-91-44-66002827;
www.tajhotels.com, coromandel.
chennai@tajhotels.com; 37, Mahatma
Gandhi Rd; from ` 8,700).

WHERE TO EAT
The restaurant at The Farm is only
open for breakfast (7.30am – 10.30am),
lunch (12pm – 3.30pm) and tea-time
snacks like pizzas and beverages
(till 6.30pm). A meal for two
would cost ` 1,500 approximately
(00-91-9176050562; www.thefarm
chennai.com, thefarm.in@gmail.com;
1/ 277, Semancheri Village,
Old Mahabalipuram Rd, Chennai).
WHAT TO PACK
The weather in Chennai is hot
and humid all year round. Your clothing
should be comfortable and practical.

CLEAN LOO GUIDE
The ride from the airport
or the railway station is a short one,
but go at the airport or at the station
to avoid stops along the way.
SHOPPING
On offer at The Shop are fresh
vegetables and fruits grown organically
on the farm (from ` 50). There is a range
of dairy products like paneer, butter
and ghee (from ` 63) and artisanal
cheese (from ` 158/ 100g); breads
baked in the wood-fired oven (single pao:
` 16, multigrain loaf: ` 105); cakes made
with farm-fresh butter and eggs (` 84/
slice); cookies, nankhatais and crackers
(from ` 53); pickles (from ` 63)
and preserves (from ` 210), which do not
contain preservatives or added colours
and flavourings. You can even buy
potting mixes, compost (` 105/ 10kg)
and plants in terracotta pots for your
garden (from ` 100). They also
have Indian sweets made with milk
from the farm (from ` 158/ pot)
and organic unpolished rice
(from ` 70/ kg).
SAFETY
There are no safety issues in the area,
but you can’t wander off by yourself
on the farm; it is compulsory to have
a guide with you especially around
the animals.
MEDICAL AID
First aid is available at The Farm.
There are multiple hospitals within
a 10km radius. Chettinad Health
City in Padur (10km) is well equipped
to tackle serious medical issues
and even snake or scorpion bites –
don’t worry, this is a rare occurrence!
(00-91-44-47411000; www.chettinad
healthcity.com; Chettinad Health
City Rajiv Gandhi Salai, [OMR, Chennai],
Kelambakkam, Kanchipuram District)
CHILD-FRIENDLINESS
The Farm handles as many as a hundred
school visits and hosts birthday parties
through the year. It is child- as well as
pet-friendly.

MAP: DIPTI CHALKE

EASY TRIPS BACK TO BASICS IN CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

EASY TRIPS

Wildlife
Break

5

Forest forays in Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve
BIG CAT COUNTRY

Resting against soft pillows on a verandah
as you sip green tea, is a pretty good way
to spend the evening. Add to that a view
of the pool and, beyond it, the jungle
with the occasional rustling of dried leaves
raising your hopes of spotting an animal,
and you have a few days of absolute bliss
to look forward to at tigress@ghosri,
a boutique resort in the buffer zone
of the Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve,
Maharashtra. Run by conservationists
Poonam and Harshawardhan Dhanwatey,
who converted their villa into a homestay,
it’s a gateway to all that Tadoba
has to offer.
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The villa and the adjoining twobedroom Neem Cottage look like
the home you’ve always wanted to build
if you had the time. The brown-and-beige
colour scheme fits right into the jungle
theme, and the French windows bring
in lots of natural light. Animal references
are everywhere; the Dhanwateys
have clearly been particular about
choosing every artefact – framed images
of the animals that visit their unfenced
property dominate the walls, a family
of wooden elephants takes centre stage
on a table even as a glass turtle
looks like its about to walk off it.
A monitor in the living room

Above: The area
around the pool
is the only one
on the property
that’s fenced

shows a constant feed from the property’s
watering hole, called the tiger taka, which
is visited by leopards, wild boars, langurs
and, of course, tigers. So, while you dig
into the food served by the ever-smiling
staff, you can watch the live video feed
and rush to the terrace to get a view
of the ‘visitors’ when they pop around
for a drink. It’s an unreal feeling to know
that shy tigers and elusive leopards
are just a half-minute walk away.
While safaris into the reserve
are de rigeuer (see Good to Know),
there are other ways to spot the
wildlife here too. The 5-Sense Hike
is a low-intensity walk that gives you

1

2
4

3

GREAT FROM
Mumbai

GREAT FOR

A wildlife weekend

GO NOW

Before the heat becomes unbearable.
a feel of the forest (two hours; ` 750/
person). You learn about alarm and mating
calls, how to identify animals from their
droppings, and also about fires that
could destroy the forest. While the staff
explains the difference between a tiger’s

and a leopard’s pugmarks, a sambar
sounds an alarm call. A leopard is probably
around. Everyone is on alert, expecting
it to emerge from the bushes. After a good
30 minutes, you realise the leopard isn’t
in the mood to be gawked at. Minutes
later, you stumble upon tiger pugmarks,
deep enough to make a cast. The staff
carries a cast-making kit in case you want
to make one as a souvenir (` 1,000).
If you’re looking for something more
intense, give jungle patrolling a shot
(three hours; ` 750/ person [three people
minimum]). The staff patrols the forest
daily to check for possible threats,
to make sure no one’s cutting down trees

1. The Meadow
Room is the largest
on the property
2. Nine-year-old
Mutkasur fought
another male,
Gabbar, for a tigress
named Maya
3. A brown fish owl
looks unperturbed
4. Spend a few hours
at the Budukdev
Machan – if you’re
lucky, you could
spot tigers mating
5. Purple wildflowers
are in abundance
all over the buffer
zone of the reserve

5

and to look out for forest fires. The walk
goes through difficult terrain, sometimes
up sharp inclines, where you have to bend
to avoid the sharp low branches, but you
might be rewarded by a spotted deer
staring into your eyes. It soon realises
you’re the enemy and runs away,
its hoofbeats getting fainter and fainter.
With sightings high at the park and
at the homestay, this is the sort of resort
you didn’t think would exist – a place of
luxury, conservancy and the sweet sounds
of the jungle just outside the front door.
WORDS PARITA PATEL
PHOTOGRAPHS HIMANSHU PANDYA

TURN OVER FOR ALL YOU NEED TO GET THERE

EASY TRIPS FOREST FORAYS IN TADOBA-ANDHARI TIGER RESERVE, MAHARASHTRA

tigress ghosri

Tadoba Andhari
Tiger Reserve- Khutwanda Gate

NAGPUR

maharashtra

Nagpur

CLICK TO
VIEW ON
GOOGLE
MAPS
930

Chandrapur

CLICK ON THE
LINKS TO FIND
OUT MORE!

FACT SHEET

GETTING THERE
Closest city: Mumbai (837km)
Closest airport: Nagpur (135km). Air India, GoAir
and Jet Airways fly directly to Nagpur from Mumbai
(return fares from ` 4,700).
Closest railhead: Although Chandrapur Railway
Station (43km) is the closest, Nagpur Railway
Station (NGP; 130km) offers better connectivity
and more options. Take the 12289 Nagpur
Duronto Express (leaves Mumbai CST [CSTM]

WHERE TO STAY
tigress@ghosri: This private forest
conservancy and boutique resort offers
six rooms – two Meadow Rooms,
two Dens and two rooms in the Neem
Cottage. You can book all six rooms
or just one. The two Meadow Rooms face
the spacious verandah and, beyond that,
the swimming pool (00-91-9011930649;
www.tigressghosri.com, tigress@ghosri.
com; 505, Ghosri Village, Bhadravati,
Chandrapur; from ` 11,000 with all meals,
low-speed wi-fi, and nature walks).
WHERE TO EAT
The food served here is very good.
You can expect eggs, cereal, bread
and an Indian dish like upma or paratha
for breakfast; salad, dal, rice, chapati,
vegetable and non-vegetarian dishes,
buttermilk and a sweet for lunch
and dinner. Then there are hot bhajiyas
and some dry snacks to munch on in the
evening. The head cook, Munni, is great;
ask her to cook her special butter chicken,
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8.15pm, arrives NGP 7.20am; ` 1,335 Third AC).
Return by the 12290 NGP CSTM Duronto (leaves
NGP 8.40pm, arrives CSTM 7.55am; ` 1,335 Third AC).
GETTING AROUND
We used and liked the services of Bharat Travels
(00-91-9823139831). If you’re driving from Nagpur
Airport to Tadoba, it’ll cost you around ` 7,000
for a return journey by an Innova. If you get
to Chandrapur station, the resort can pick you
up from there for ` 5,500/ one way in an Innova.

achari aloo or fried chicken (breakfast:
8am – 11am, lunch: 1pm – 3pm, dinner:
7.30pm – 10pm).

WHAT TO PACK
A hat, cotton clothes in earthy
colours (avoid lights and brights), a pair
of good walking shoes, a cotton scarf
to cover your head during afternoon
safaris, sunscreen lotion, a torch
and binoculars – if you have a pair
CLEAN LOO GUIDE
On the way to the property,
stop at Hotel Ashoka Jam (00-917151-225552; NH 7, Samudrapur Tehsil,
Wardha District; 60km from Nagpur
Airport; 6am – 12am). The toilet has
no running water, but it’s the best loo
on this stretch. While you’re there,
try the fresh orange juice (` 60).
SAFETY
Stay alert at all times. This is an unfenced
property, and animals can wander very

A plaster of Paris
cast (supplied by the
staff) of a pugmark
makes an interesting
souvenir

close to the building without you even
realising, which is why the staff always
escorts you from the cottage to villa.
At least three guards will accompany
you on all activities. They are not armed,
but sometimes carry a stick to ward off
animals that get too close.

MEDICAL AID
There is a basic first-aid kit
as well as common over-the-counter
medicines at the resort. For anything
else, visit the nearest public health
centre, which is 1.5km away (00-919011853217; Mudholi Village, Bhadrivati
Taluka). It has three doctors on call.
CHILD-FRIENDLINESS
While children are welcome at the resort,
those under the age of 18 are not allowed
on any activity that requires them
to be on foot.

GOOD TO KNOW

Consumption and sale of alcohol
is not permitted in Chandrapur
District, and, hence, at the resort too.
While the park’s website says
that it’s shut on Tuesdays, that isn’t
the case any more.
The property can book safaris
for you at the Tadoba-Andhari
Tiger Reserve or you can DIY online
(www.mahaecotourism.gov.in;
00-91-9845114426; ` 4,500 for a jeep
that accommodates six people).

MAP: DIPTI CHALKE
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LAST-MINUTE WINTER CAMBODIA

The Pursuit of

PHOTOGRAPHS: LONELY MAYANK SONI

Happiness
If you’re in a hurry, the Wachau Valley is not for you. The jewel of Lower Austria
is the perfect take-it-easy destination. This 33km stretch along the Danube
has all the quintessentially Austrian elements – ancient structures, quaint villages,
and, of course, some of the best vineyards in the country. Go here with some time
on hand, and an attitude that’ll make the lazy in you proud
WORDS ANJUMAN DEODHAR

| PHOTOGRAPHS JYOTHY KARAT

THE OTHER SIDE WACHAU VALLEY, AUSTRIA

It’s never too early
to hop onto a bike here
Facing page:
1. The Wachau Valley
is an extraordinarily
bright place in the summer
2. Cobbled streets lined
with really old buildings
are typical of the region
3. Proximity
to the university
makes the Arte Hotel
a popular destination
4. The white wines
of Wachau are
highly regarded on
the fine-wine circuit
Previous pages: The cycling
trail through the Wachau
Valley is lined with some
of the finest vineyards
in all of Austria

I

T’S 9.30 in the morning, and I’ve just thrown my bicycle
to the ground. I stand holding my head in disbelief.
I really don’t think I can take much more of this.
First, it was the cobbled paths of Krems an der Donau
and the old quarter of Stein, lined by buildings dating
back more than a century. This gave way to the insanely
scenic cycling track along the River Danube. We then
ducked into a little village called Unterloiben, complete
with quaint inns and wineries. And, as we came out
onto the open road again, there lay before me acres
of vineyards, with turgid bunches of the famed
Grüner Veltliner grapes, with an archetypical crumbling Austrian
castle in the distance. In less than 7km, I had traversed some
of the most spectacular scenery I’d ever witnessed. Sure, it was
definitely aided by the fact that I was doing it at the perfect speed
of about 10kmph, on a bicycle, with a group of delightful strangers
for company, but no, I really couldn’t take much more.
I’ve just realised that there is actually a thing called
too much happiness.
Soon, there is another joyous assault on my senses.
We’ve almost reached Dürnstein, and there’s a wine tasting
on the cards. Now, I don’t understand wines
much. I’d thought about learning a few years
ago. But, the teacher wasn’t too encouraging.
I believe the fact that I was a smoker, one with
a penchant for spicy food at that, meant that
she didn’t fancy my chances. But I’ve quit
the death sticks since, and, as fate would have it,
less than a year later, I find myself in arguably
the best wine region in Austria, trying to wrap
my head around the differences between
a steinfeder, federspiel, and a smaragd.
Fortunately, they mostly grow just Grüner
Veltliner and Rieslings here. I don’t think

I FIND MYSELF IN ARGUABLY
THE BEST WINE REGION
IN AUSTRIA, TRYING TO WRAP
MY HEAD AROUND
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
A STEINFEDER, A FEDERSPIEL
AND A SMARAGD
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THE OTHER SIDE WACHAU VALLEY, AUSTRIA
I could have managed to process many more permutations.
But I manage to pick a favourite: I absolutely love the Grüner
Vetliner smaragd. As it turns out, I have a nose for good wines.
It seems the Grüner Veltliners from Wachau have been making
waves on the fine-wine circuit for a while now, getting picked
over the more celebrated Chardonnays in blind tastings, especially
the smaragds. This, I’m told, is largely owed to the unique geology
of the region. Steep terraces carved into the hillside barely retain
any soil, and the ground has crystalline rock with a very high
mineral content, which brings out the best characteristics
of the grapes, resulting in expressive, opulent wines that age
outstandingly. The vignerons of Wachau are well aware of the quality
of their produce, and implement a strict code to safeguard this
treasure. All the wines produced here are made exclusively from
grapes grown in the region, and bottled in the valley itself. In fact,
premium quality wines aren’t even sold outside the region in barrels
or tanks. None of the wines can be concentrated or aromatised,
and no additives can be added. To say that they’re very particular
about this stuff in these parts would be an understatement.
It is a warm, sunny day, and Domäne Wachau has been
generous with its wares. The smile on my face is now even wider.
The crumbling Kuenringerburg Castle in Dürnstein is now
much closer, but still a bit of a climb. King Richard, the Lionheart
was imprisoned here in the late 12th century, it is said, over
a misunderstanding with Leopold V. It’s in a pretty bad shape,
but the view of the countryside, with the Danube weaving its way
through, is spectacular, and the turret holes frame the blue-and-white
tower of Stift Dürnstein perfectly.

A

FTER lunch – and another glass of smaragd,
of course – we press on farther, but it’s not long
before we make another stop at Weißenkirchen,
presumably to reinforce the knowledge we gathered
earlier. Weingut Hermenegild Mang is a familyowned winery and restaurant. We’ve got the run
of the sprawling lawns. I’m quite confident of my
palate and its prowess as the Federspiel is being
passed around, but then, they start pulling out
the Spältese and the Lichtenstein Rieslings,
and I decide that wine is much like art. The name
isn’t important. What’s important is whether you like it or not.
We’ve ended up covering just about 13km, but it’s been
the best 13km of cycling of my life! The rest of the group is taking
a train back to Vienna from Krems, so the way back is all business,
with barely enough time for goodbyes. But it’s been an incredible
welcome to the Wachau Valley.
The next day, I’m faced with a strange dilemma: I want to go
deeper into the Wachau Valley, but Krems is holding me back.
Official records date the town back to at least 995 AD, but the
Venus vom Galgenberg, a stone figurine found here, suggests
a civilisation residing in the area 30,000 years ago. The old quarter
of the town has extremely wellpreserved period architecture
with strong Roman influences,
and the Stadtpark, with its
perfectly manicured lawns,
so tranquil I’d imagine even
the squirrels tiptoe here. Just
strolling along the lanes, with
its restaurants spilling out into
the cobbled pathways, feels like
a warm embrace. And then, we
walk into the Piaristenkirche. I feel
like I’ve gone through a time warp.

STROLLING ALONG
KREMS’S LANES, WITH
ITS RESTAURANTS
SPILLING OUT
ONTO THE COBBLED
PATHWAYS, FEELS LIKE
A WARM EMBRACE
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Kuenringerburg Castle
in Dürnstein was
where King Richard
was imprisoned
in the 12th century

THE OTHER SIDE WACHAU VALLEY, AUSTRIA

The Wachau
World Heritage Trail
is a hiker’s delight
Facing page:
1. The Piaristenkirche,
with its gilded altars,
boasts some
magnificent frescoes
2. Lüdia Nemetz
of the Oberanna Castle
is a picture of hospitality
3. Spitz is just
one of the many
delightful villages
in Wachau

Almost instantly, I’m transported back centuries: staring wide-eyed
at the gilded altar, the 18th-century frescoes, and the long naves,
I tread as lightly as I can through the cool, dark interiors,
lest my footfalls disrupt the time-space continuum. I can easily
spend a few hours here, lost in self-reflection, but soon, the valley
beckons, and we’re back out in another bright, sunny day.

T

HIS time, we decide to walk a bit of the Wachau World
Heritage Trail. This 180km-long hiking trail goes past
fortresses, ruins, castles, stone terraces with steep
hillside vineyards, and monasteries, all with
the Danube flowing alongside. We choose the SpitzMühldorf route, which goes into the Spitzer Graben
Valley. After a fun bus ride, where we’re surrounded
by chattery school kids, we start the 11km-long hike
through oak and beech woods, acres of vineyards,
and past apricot trees laden with plump fruit, all into
spectacular views of the valley.
There’s no one else on the trail, just the two of us. Along the way,
feeling a little peckish, we pick cherries by the dozen right off the
trees. Actually, truth be told, it’s Jyo, the photog with me, who does
most of the picking, being surprisingly more nimble
than I care to admit. But wanting something a bit more substantial,
we decide to stop for a bite at Gasthof Munk (Munk being the family
name). With oinks and moos, the lady of the house manages to
explain which animal we’re ordering, while summarily dismissing
the vegetarian dishes with a wave. But the preparations have
to be left entirely up to chance. We don’t fare too badly, though.
Onwards it is then, to the Oberanna Castle. Now, Austria
and old castles are almost synonymous. But the only ones
I’ve seen thus far have been in a pretty bad shape. So, when
I hear this one’s been restored under the watchful eye
of the federal office for the protection of historical
monuments, I’m naturally quite keen to get a closer look.
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An ornate staircase
leads away from
the church in Melk Abbey
Facing page:
1. The Baroque
architecture of Melk Abbey
is immaculately preserved
2. Schnitzel is a staple
on menus across Austria
3. The abbey’s terrace
has great views
of the town of Melk

Oberanna doesn’t disappoint. Although its history goes further
back, it can only be traced to 1070 AD, when the Lords of Grie bought
the castle and the realm of Ranna. It is not known from whom, though.
A unique feature of the castle back then was a fortified church
positioned protectively in front of the castle, serving as its main
defence. The castle has changed hands many times over the years,
and of particular note is a gentleman named Laurent Deleglise,
who bought the castle in an auction in the 1930s. He is said to have
helped the local population of Mühldorf considerably, offering them
employment during the dark days of the 1930s. With their assistance,
he undertook substantial renovations, during the course of which
a crypt, dating back to 950 AD, was discovered.
Since 1982, the castle has been owned by the Nemetz family.
Although completely restored, whispers from a millennium ago
still echo among the walls. Lüdia Nemetz shows us around, and, after
dawdling over more glasses of Wachau white, we reluctantly make our
way back to Mühldorf just in time to catch the last bus back to Krems.
It’s another warm day, and our last in the valley, so we decide
to make it all the way to Melk, at the other end of Wachau. The valley
is about 33km long, with Krems and Melk at its two ends. Having
exhausted three modes of transport, we decide to take the fourth:
a cruise! A cruise on the Danube, through the gorgeous Wachau Valley,
is the perfect way to get a general overview of the region. Ideally,
it’s the first thing you should do on arrival.
You pass sleepy villages, hillside castles, churches
and vineyards at the perfect pace as your boat
goes upriver towards Melk, and you can choose
whichever place catches your fancy. As far
as accessibility goes, it doesn’t matter where
you stay, since all the villages along the Danube
are well connected via public transport, and also
stocked with bicycle-sharing stations all along
the way. There is also a metaphoric angle to taking
a cruise to Melk – the leisurely pace is exactly
how Wachau should be experienced.

YOU PASS SLEEPY VILLAGES,
HILLSIDE CASTLES, CHURCHES
AND VINEYARDS AT THE
PERFECT PACE AS YOU CRUISE
ON THE DANUBE
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A curious bronze sculpture
by Manfred Deix outside
the Karikaturmuseum
in Krems

T

HREE hours after we’ve left Krems, the Melk Abbey comes
into view. Towering above the hillside, this magnificent
monastery came into existence in 1089, when Leopold II
gifted his castle to Benedictine monks from Lambach.
Since then, in spite of the region’s tumultuous history,
it has been functioning continuously for over a thousand
years. This fabulous Baroque building was built between
1702 and 1736, and is an unforgettable sight when seen
from the water. Many celebrated artists of the time
contributed to the design, frescoes, altar paintings,
and sculptures, their contribution, in particular, evident
at the abbey church. But, all its grandeur aside, what I’m most keen
on visiting is the 12-room library. It houses 1,888 ancient
manuscripts and 750 incunabula – printed works from the 15th
century, among 1,00,000 books. A spiral staircase with Rococo grate
leads to other rooms of the library, which are strictly restricted to the
public. This adds to the aura and mystery of the place, and I’m
quickly imagining all sorts of secrets hidden behind those walls.
Perhaps Umberto Eco felt the same.
A distinct departure from the experience of Melk Abbey
is the Schloss Schallaburg, about 6km away. Although this palace,
too, is more than 900 years old, the building displays a variety
of architectural styles – with a particular emphasis on the
Renaissance period – and the atmosphere is a lot more celebratory.
But, more than the architecture, it’s the eclectic
exhibitions hosted here that are the main draw.
The theme when we visit is “The ’70s. Back then,
it was the future.” It’s totally out there, and I love it.
After a cup of coffee at the restaurant looking out
over the countryside, we stroll through
the castle grounds modelled after Italian
Renaissance gardens, until it’s time to leave.
Dusk is settling in, and the lights start
twinkling along the banks of the Danube
as we cruise back. There’s an odd calm
as we float into Krems. The valley has been
good to me. I won’t forget it, even if I tried.

I’M QUICKLY IMAGINING
ALL SORTS OF SECRETS HIDDEN
BEHIND THE WALLS
OF THE LIBRARY. PERHAPS
UMBERTO ECO FELT THE SAME
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Make it Happen: The Wachau Valley

Essentials

CLICK ON THE
LINKS TO FIND
OUT MORE!

BEST TIME TO VISIT
Summer is the best time
to visit the Wachau valley.
The weather is ideal between
May and September, although
July can get a little warm.
There are also chances of the
odd thunderstorm in late July,
and rains in August.
VISA
Apply for a visa through
VFS Global. A short-term
Schengen tourist Visa takes
about 15 calendar days
to process (www.vfs-austria.
co.in; visa fee: ` 4,230 plus
VFS service fee: ` 1464).
GETTING THERE
Lufthansa, Turkish Airlines,
Swiss, Emirates and British
Airways flies to Vienna from
Mumbai and New Delhi
(return fares from ` 43,860).
Krems an der Donau is 94km
away. ÖBB rail has a halfhourly service to Krems from
the airport (www.oebb.at/en;
from ` 1,360/ way).

COMPILED BY ANJUMAN DEODHAR, WITH INPUTS FROM FRIYAN DRIVER
MAP: RADHA RAMACHANDRAN

GETTING AROUND
There is no dearth of
transport options in the
Wachau Valley. The Wachau
bus line runs along both
banks of the River Danube
from Krems to Melk. Get
a Tageskarte Wachau, valid
for one day on the Wachau
bus lines (` 700 adult, ` 350
child). There are also arterial
bus routes that go to places
that are off the main highway.
Pick up the VOR booklet from
the Krems Tourist Information
Office near Stadtpark on
the Utzstraße for detailed
timetables. NextBike has
shared bicycles that you can
pick up and drop off at various
locations in the valley. Visit
www.nextbike.at to register
and avail of this service (` 70/
hour, ` 710/ 24 hours).
There are regular ferry lines
that run between Krems
and Melk (www.brandner.at;
` 1,800/ way; www.ddsg-bluedanube.at).
EMBASSY ALERT
Embassy of India, Vienna:
indianembassy.at
CURRENCY
€ 1 = ` 70.77
VEG OUT/
FANCY A CURRY?
Maharaja Indian Restaurant
in Krems-Stein serves great
Indian food with varying
degrees of spice (00-43-273276921; www.maharajakremsstein.at; Eduard-SummerGasse 2, 3504 Krems-Stein;
Mon-Fri 11am-2:30pm Mon –
Fri, 5pm – 10pm Sat, 11am –
10pm Sun; mains from ` 630).

CLICK TO
VIEW ON
GOOGLE
MAPS
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WAYS TO DO IT
KREMS

WEIßENKIRCHEN

STAY

Arte Hotel Krems is a quirky place
right next to Krems university, close
to the old town of Stein. Artists’ work
is constantly on display, and the rooms
have also been decorated with the same
flair (00-43-2732-71123; www.artehotel.at/en, willkommen@arte-hotel.at;
Dr Karl Dorrek-Straße 23, 3500 Krems;
from ` 7,300 with breakfast).

Hotel Zum Goldenen Engel exudes
a friendly vibe. This family-run place
traces its history to 1658, when Prince
Metternich built it as a tavern for the
Grafenegg Castle. The Goldenen Engel
has been with the Ehrenreich family since
1795; it’s currently run by the seventh
generation (00-43-2732-82067; www.hotel
ehrenreich.at; Weinerstrasse 41, A-3500
Krems; from ` 7,350 with breakfast).

Kirchenwirt is the pick of the lot
in Weißenkirchen, a lovely town halfway
between Melk and Krems. Along with
a 500-year-old main house, there are
also two renovated houses from the
16th century that offer a mix of traditional
atmosphere and modern comforts
(00-43-2715-2332; www.kirchenwirtwachau.at; Kremser Straße 17;
from ` 8,500).

EAT

2STEIN is a youthful, energetic place
situated on the same premises as Arte
Hotel Krems. Owing to its proximity
to the university, it is frequented
by a young crowd. The menu includes
burgers, steaks, spare ribs, and pasta,
along with all-time favourites like
Peter Homar’s original Geröstete
Fleischknödel – roasted meat dumplings
(00-43-2732-71615; www.2stein.at;
Dr Karl Dorrekstraße 23; check website
for timings; burgers from ` 600).

Gasthaus Jell is around the corner from
Piaristenkirche. Like the area it is sited in,
the house also traces its history back
to the 16th century, when it was built.
It has been in the Jell family since 1897.
Ulli Amon-Jell, the current proprietor,
also doubles as head chef and serves
up delicious recipes passed down
generations (00-43-2732-82345;
www.amon-jell.at; Hoher Markt 8-9;
check website for timings; mains
from ` 1,200).

Schwarze Kuchl is the place to go
if honest, local food is what you’re
looking for. Located in the centre
of Krems proper, this unpretentious
place has both, indoor seating as well
as tables on the cobbled, pedestrianonly path. The goulash comes
recommended (00-43-2732-83128;
www.schwarze-kuchl.at; Untere
Landstraße 8, Krems an der Donau;
8.30am – 7.30pm Mon – Fri, till 5pm Sat;
small goulash: ` 450).

SEE
/ DO

Wine tasting cycling tour:
Vienna Explorer conducts
a day-long cycling trip for
small groups from Krems
to Weißenkirchen and back.
The cycling commences
in Krems, where you can join
in. The price includes bike
rental, wine tastings (at least
one at a local winery), lunch
and a walk up to Dürnstein
castle (00-43-1890-9682 ;
www.viennaexplorer.com;
` 4,380/ person from Krems).

Melk Abbey: Explore this
fascinating abbey (called Stift
Melk in German), which
has housed monks for over
10 centuries. Apart from
the breathtaking Baroque
architecture, the library
and church, the frescoes
on the walls are also quite
remarkable (00-43-2752555-232; www.stiftmelk.at;
Abt Berthold Dietmayr Str 1;
check website for timings;
` 920 with a guided tour).

What to pack
A hat, sunscreen, shades,
and hiking shoes are all
welcome, but leave your
watch and calendar behind.

Schloss Schallaburg:
This castle, with strong
Renaissance architectural
influences, always has really
interesting exhibitions going
on (00-43-2754-63170;
www.schallaburg.at/en;
Schallaburg 1; check website
for timings; ` 780/ person).
Wachau World Heritage
trail: Walk trail 04 from Spitz
to Mühldorf. This 11km-long
trail takes about three to four
hours at a leisurely pace

and goes past some
of the best vistas on offer
here (www.donau.com; free).
Danube cruise: You can
either travel from Krems
to Melk, or the other way
around. Brandner and DDSG
Blue Danube offer daily
cruises (see Getting Around).
The trip from Krems to Melk
is upriver and takes
two-and-a-half hours with
stops, while going from Melk
to Krems takes an hour less.

Good to Know
ǩ
are very friendly and helpful,
language can sometimes be
a barrier. Brush up on your
German – if you learned any
in school.

ǩ  
on your phone and turn the instant
translate feature on. The app can
translate any text that you point
your camera at. Although it’s far
from perfect, it helps give you an

idea of what’s on menus and signs,
many of which are only in German.
ǩ
(see Getting Around) also gives
you access to ferries crossing
the Danube.
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Bridging
the Gulf

Hidden away in a corner of the Persian Gulf,
precious history and contemporary culture
sit side-by-side in the island nation of Bahrain
WORDS FABIOLA MONTEIRO | PHOTOGRAPHS HIMANSHU PANDYA
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In neighbourhoods
like Manama’s Adliya,
people-watching
is the activity to indulge in
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an old-world charm still permeates its
neighbourhoods. The streets are deserted.
We pass by beautiful homes, built by wealthy
pearl merchants, and visit the home of one
of Bahrain’s former kings. I find myself pausing
repeatedly to take pictures of the colourful murals
painted on the walls of restored homes.
While the island nation does have a storied past –
think burial mounds from circa 3000 BCE and
historic forts – there’s a contemporary side that’s just
as engaging. I do some people-watching in Adliya’s
buzzing Block 338 and bop to Uptown Funk in a jazz
club in Juffair. The latter is something I’d never have
imagined doing in this country – then again, I hadn’t
ever imagined travelling to Bahrain in the first place.
And yet, it feels very familiar, like a comforting
hug. Trade between India and Bahrain goes back
centuries – so everything from the flavours
to architectural elements have a déjà vu vibe.
Besides, it’s most common to run into Indians,
and have conversations in Hindi – you may even
get better service because of it. Even the locals
are friendly and hospitable. We’re offered numerous
glasses of tea or gahwa (Arabic coffee) wherever
we go. It’s also one of the most liberal nations
in the Gulf – a fact that sees hundreds of Saudi
Arabians cruising along the King Fahd Causeway
into Bahrain over the weekend.
As a woman, Bahrain feels safe. While women
aren’t expected to don abayas or scarves (except while
entering mosques), it’s best to dress modestly, the way
you would do while travelling in India as well.
I’d return in a heartbeat – the people are friendly,
the breakfasts make my mouth water (even weeks
after I’ve returned) and the sea sparkles a brilliant
blue in the sunlight. For a quick look into life on
the island nation, here’s what two action-packed
days would be like in Bahrain.

PHOTOGRAPH:   

It

appears that the Salaam Coffee Shop didn’t
get the memo that we’re in 2017. It’s been
an uncharacteristically rainy week in Bahrain,
and, this morning, we’ve found brief refuge
in this hole-in-the-wall shop, sipping on glasses
of steaming red tea. Flags of the five countries
that form the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
are suspended from the ceiling. The dirty blue-green
walls are covered from edge to edge with pictures
of one-time world leaders. There’s Gamal Abdel
Nasser, one of Egypt’s former presidents, and
Saddam Hussein, Iraq’s former president
(who, our guide Maher tells me, had good relations
with this country). Laminated prints of ships
and local sportsmen from the 1960s are taped to
another wall. It feels like a museum of sorts,
both because of the walls and the patrons
themselves. It’s 10am on a Tuesday, but
these men show no sign of having to be elsewhere.
In a corner, two are engrossed in a game of carrom.
Others sit around, happily chattering away
in Arabic, surrounded by an unending supply
of tea. Photog Himanshu is having a field day
shooting portraits.
A pea-sized dot in the Persian Gulf, the Kingdom
of Bahrain, comprising about 30 islands, is tiny
by every definition. It takes approximately one hour
to drive from one end to the other. There are no sand
dunes, no mountains – Bahrain is made up of flat,
desert land, painted in hues of beige. It’s no wonder,
then, that it’s often dwarfed by its neighbours
in the Middle East. But don’t let that deceive you:
Bahrain is precious and intimate. It’s off the radar.
The tourists haven’t arrived yet.
This is most apparent when we’re navigating
the bylanes of the city of Muharraq, where the coffee
shop is. Once an important centre of Bahrain’s
pearl trade and the country’s erstwhile capital,

ȅȠȡȢ Ǭȡǭ

Budget extra time while exploring Muharraq to pause and appreciate the murals, like this one near the Shaikh Ebrahim Center

1

2

1. For a glimpse of everyday life,
visit Bahrain Fort – spot laidback
guitar-playing men, women in
abayas on brisk walks, and young
footballers doing push-ups

3

2. In the evening, the skyline
is painted with sunset hues
that reflect off the sea
3. A pearl diver, immortalised
in stone, brings the beautiful
Bahrain National Theatre to life
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If there’s one meal
not to be skipped
in Bahrain, it’s breakfast
Facing page:
1. Spot platefuls of
twobar seabream, locally
known as fasker, in
Manama’s fish market
2. Naseef Café is famous
for its mango ice cream
3. Stop at hole-in-thewall coffee shops for
glasses of refreshing
red tea
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Day One
Breakfast is a big deal in Bahrain.
The traditional spread, called rayooq,
is a beast, full of flavours familiar
to the Indian palate. It’s also the perfect ammunition
with which to start your day. At Haji’s Café near
Bab-al Bahrain in Manama, the country’s capital,
the spread comprises platefuls of balaleet (see
Breakfast Glossary below), foul, baith tomat, nikhee,
qaimar, fasoolya and homemade jam – all mopped
up with a stack of khuboos. Of course, no Bahraini
breakfast is complete without milky karak chai.
One sip, and I’m immediately transported to an
Irani café in old Bombay.
Haji’s Café: 00-973-1721-0647; off Government Ave,
Manama Souq; 5.30am – 9pm; rayooq: ` 1,945

Now hit the streets, and visit the famous
Manama Souq nearby. Some of Bahrain’s
early Indian visitors were traders
who would peddle their wares on these streets.
While the old wooden-shuttered stores have
shut shop or been demolished, their new
replacements are stocked to the brim with
everything from dried red chillies, hard-shelled
walnuts, foot-long cinnamon sticks (imported
from India) and rich Bahraini halwa to everyday
essentials like embroidered abayas and cotton
shirts. To cool off, stop by Naseef Café, which
has been around for a hundred years,
for a delicious, creamy mango ice cream.
While you’re in the area, visit Gold City,
a mall, dedicated to – you guessed it – gold.

Don’t be distracted by the gold though, for there’s
something far more local: pearls. At the Natural
Pearl Palace, the owner Kumar Shah tells us all
about Bahrain’s pearl industry. I learn that the sale
of cultured pearls is prohibited in Bahrain, that
there aren’t as many pearl divers in the country
anymore, and that a pair of studs can cost as much
as three lakh rupees.
If the souq doesn’t offer enough insight into
the day-to-day life of Bahrainis, the Manama
Central Market will – but this isn’t for the fainthearted. In the meat section, skinned heads of goats
lie atop a counter, hunks of Australian lamb hang
from rods, and butchers hack pieces for sale, as
a wide-eyed cat watches keenly for odd bits of scrap
falling to the ground. It’s a thrilling yet gory sight.
We then make our way to the fish market, which is,
of course, an assault on the senses. The stench of the
sea is high, and the floor is slippery with a slimy mix
of seawater, sweat and blood. But the seafood easily
distracts – we spot huge hammour, shiny blue-andgold anfoos, ink-splotted cuttlefish, and a flattish
grey fish called saafie. I throw up a silent prayer that
I may, one day, know what these fish taste like.
Manama Souq: Near Bab Al-Bahrain; most shops are open
from 8am to 8pm
Naseef Café: 00-973-1720-8888; Bab Al-Bahrain, Govt Ave,
Manama; 7am – 10pm; mango ice cream: ` 355
Natural Pearl Palace: 00-973-3969-1248; Gold City, Manama;
9am – 1pm, 4pm – 9pm ; earrings from ` 8,850
Manama Central Market: Central Market Ave, Manama;
6am – 1pm (vegetable and fruit market till 2pm)

BREAKFAST GLOSSARY
BALALEET: Sweet, cardamom-flecked vermicelli noodles topped with a crisp fried egg
FOUL (pronounced ful): Mashed broad beans with olive oil and spices
BAITH TOMAT: Eggs scrambled with tomato
NIKHEE: Steamed chickpeas
QAIMAR: Thick cream
FASOOLYA: Green beans with grated cheese
KHUBOOS: Flatbreads
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1. The interiors of the Bahrain National Theatre are a lesson in fluidity – curves abound, both inside the wood-covered auditorium as well as in the stairwells
2. Bu Maher Fort is a short boat ride away from the Bahrain National Museum

The word ‘Bahrain’ comes from an Arabic
term that means “two seas” – first, the open
ocean, and the second, the freshwater
springs that dotted the land. But, before becoming
Bahrain, in the Dilmun Era, “this was the land of
one million palm trees,” informs my guide Maher,
as he points to a detailed mural in the Dilmun
section of the Bahrain National Museum.
This section of the museum is full of insightful
stories, and the best primer before stepping out
to see the excavated Dilmun sites in person.
We learn about ancient temple sites, forgotten cities,
and stone coffins with bodies in foetal positions.
Maher tells us how this is a history that’s still
being unearthed and understood, which makes
it all the more intriguing.
On the first floor is a section dedicated to
traditional trades and crafts. We walk through
a market that’s a far cry from today’s mechanised
world, illustrated by life-size figurines of hawkers,
decked out in Arab attire, peddling everything
from fruits to their services as goldsmiths. But what
I’m most taken up with is the installation about
Bahrain’s pearl trade. I see a diver clad head-to-toe in
black, with a net over his head and only a clothespin
on his nose to help him hold his breath. There are also
photographs of merchants sorting through their stash
of pearls, and a model of a traditional wooden dhow
that would take divers out to sea for months at a time.
This relationship with the ocean is one that finds
form in various pieces of art across Bahrain.
One of the most striking architectural works that
we see is the five-year-old Bahrain National
Theatre, constructed to appear as a ship sailing in
the water. Inside, the wooden theatre has a thousand
and one seats, in a nod to the Arabian Nights. If you
aren’t watching a show here, pop in to appreciate
the building’s foyer, which hosts frequent art shows.
Bahrain National Museum: 00-973-1729-8718; Al Fateh Ave,
Manama; 8am – 8pm; entry: ` 180
Bahrain National Theatre: www.culture.gov.bh; Al Fateh Ave,
Manama; check website for exhibitions and prices
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When your stomach starts rumbling,
pause for lunch and people-watching
at the museum’s cosy Dasreen Café
before hopping onto a boat to the Bu Maher Fort.
The small citadel was an important look-out for
the Portuguese, and also the site on the harbour
from which pearl divers were bid farewell.
It was destroyed a long time ago, but is slowly being
rebuilt. Spend a good 15 minutes here, scampering
around the fort, but allot adequate time to visit
the fort’s Information Centre too. Here, a blueprint
of Bahrain’s pearling trail is beautifully mapped
out. The trail is a 3.5km walk around a UNESCOapproved group of houses, shops and a mosque
in the old town of Muharraq, built by prosperous
merchants and currently being restored. You won’t
be able to visit all the structures until next year at
the very least, but the centre’s insights prove to be
most promising about what lies ahead.
Dasreen Café: 00-973-7733-6600; Bahrain National Museum,
Al Fateh Ave, Manama; 8am – 8pm Sun – Thur, 9am – 9pm Fri,
8am – 10.30pm Sat; pasta from ` 440
Bu Maher Fort: 9am – 4.30pm; ` 177 for the boat ride and entry
to the fort; buy the ticket at the Bahrain National Museum

We’re inside a burial chamber in A’ali.
These mini mountains have been excavated
to reveal tombs – the same ones we learned
about at the museum – that date back to the Dilmun
Era. Littering the landscape as you drive towards
the south of the country, these burial mounds
could easily be mistaken for symmetrical
sand dunes. While some are small, others reach
a height of around 40ft. We visit one with
many rooms where multiple bodies were
found, and another which has just a single slit,
elevated high off the ground. I clamber over
rocks to peek into the slit and, disappointingly,
find it empty.
Traditionally, A’ali was also well known
for its potter community. Today, five
pottery factories continue to run. We visit

1. Pearl diving was an
important part of Bahrain’s
economy until the early
19th century
2. Divers would be
at sea for months on end –
a phenomenon that
is brought to life via
displays at the Bahrain
National Museum
3. After learning about the
Dilmun-era burial mounds
in the museum, head to A’ali
to step inside one

1
3

2

Salaam Coffee Shop in Muharraq
is a quaint space, where friendly
men play carrom, engage in long
conversations, and gulp down
glass after glass of tea
Facing page:
1. Visit a local pottery factory
in A’ali to see how goblets
are made, from start to finish
2. Bahrain Fort is an interesting
space, because it was built
on a site that was once the
capital of the Dilmun civilisation
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Jaffer Alshoughel Pottery, essentially a shed
overrun with freshly-baked money banks,
cooking vessels and goblets. A potter, who
turns out to be from Rajasthan, works on his
wheel, making a small money bank.
I’m attentively watching him mould a huge
mass of clay into a dainty hollow, jar-shaped
money bank. Just as my dreams of an alternate
profession as a potter fade away, he gestures
for me to come sit with him at the wheel.
I find a steady rhythm, focusing on the bowlshaped entity that’s forming in front of me.
It’s therapeutic and I don’t want to stop –
it feels like five minutes, at least, before
he smiles and takes over. I ask if I did
any good, and he laughs – it’s rubbish,
he says. If you hear the same words,
don’t be disheartened – you can still pick up
finished goods from the factory shop.

A long day spent soaking in bits and bobs
of Bahrain’s layered history warrants
a jolt back into the present. The best place
for this is Block 338, the arts quarter of Adliya.
Home to a motley collection of cafés, restaurants
and bars, this is hipster-central Bahrain.
It is a heartening space for all: at the Parisianchic Café Lilou, women in abayas and men
in thobes sit side-by-side with European expats,
nursing their cappuccinos. One street over,
the Al Riwaq Art Space is a modern art gallery
that hosts exhibitions and festivals, has a café,
and is responsible for curating the colourful
street art that enlivens the walls of this
neighbourhood. For dinner, queue up
at Coco’s with a bucketful of patience –
there are no reservations and there’s always
a long waiting list, but it’s a local favourite
that dishes out great continental fare.

A’ali Burial Mounds: A’ali; free
Jaffer Alshoughel Pottery: 00-973-3985-6994; A’ali;
6am – 12.30pm, 2.30pm – 6pm; pots from ` 355

Café Lilou: 00-973-1771-4440; Road No 3803, Adliya;
8am – 11.30pm Sat – Tues, 8am – 12am Wed – Fri;
sandwiches from ` 1,010
Al Riwaq Art Space: 00-973-1771-7441; www.
alriwaqartspace.com; 3, Osama Bin Zaid Avenue,
Adliya; 10am – 10pm; free
Coco’s: 00-973-1771-6512; Rd No 3803, Adliya;
10am – 11.30pm; main course from ` 620

The sea-facing Bahrain Fort may not
look like much from the outside, but walk
through it, and it feels like a labyrinth
you could easily get lost in. Built during
the Portuguese reign, the fort is actually
a treasure for history lovers, not just because of
its still-standing ramparts, but because this site,
called Qal’at al-Bahrain, marks 4,000 years of
inhabitation. This was once the capital of the
Dilmun Era, and has layers upon layers of cities
that prospered in this very spot. Today, Qal’at
al-Bahrain is on the UNESCO World Heritage list,
and while excavation has begun, it is far from
complete. While navigating your way across
the fort, glass information boards will help you
get up to speed on Dilmun history, and striking
art installations help illustrate the functions
of different rooms in the fort.
Bahrain Fort: 00-973-1756-4654; Al Qalah; 8am – 8pm; free

Wrap up the night in style at Coda, a jazz
lounge in the suburban neighbourhood
of Juffair. Black couches disappear
into dark walls and the lamps are shaped like
gramophones – it feels like a movie set from
the 1920s. The only giveaway? Faces illuminated
by the ethereal glow of cellphone screens.
It’s an ideal space to comfortably knock back fruity
cocktails, watch couples bring their A-game to the
dance floor, be serenaded by a live jazz band, and
sway to groovy rhythms until closing time at 2am.
Coda: 00-973-3434-2828; www.codajazzlounge.com;
Premier Hotel, Juffair, Rd 2420, Bldg 1188, Blk 324;
6pm – 2am; cocktails from ` 800
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1. At Isfahani, tea is served with a hint of mint and comes in delicate cups 2. An oud and mirwas drums are propped on a chair at the Bin Faris Music Hall

Day Two
I didn’t expect to be nursing a hangover
in Bahrain. Fortunately, Bahraini
breakfasts prove to be the perfect antidote.
We head to the chic Saffron by Jena for a hearty one.
In addition to the fare at Haji’s Café, this restaurant
dishes out a traditional preparation of chicken liver,
mahyawa (a tangy paste of fermented fish that’s
smeared onto flatbread), and a variety of breads.
The lane behind Saffron houses the unforgettable
Salaam Coffee Shop. But, for a truer taste
of Muharraq, visit the traditional (and now being
restored) homes.
First up is the Bin Faris Music Hall and the
Bin Faris House for Sut Music. Located next
to each other, both of these structures were once
the property of an iconic sut musician named
Mohammed Bin Faris (see box on next page
for more about sut music). Today, they tell the story
of his life. The hall hosts lively performances
by a traditional sut band, while the house
has sunlight streaming in onto the musician’s
preserved manuscripts, instruments like
the oud, and other valuable knick-knacks.
For a rare glimpse into traditional living in
Bahrain, visit the Sheikh Isa Bin Ali House.
Sheikh Isa bin Ali Al Khalifa was the ruler of
Bahrain in the 1800s, and this sprawling property
functioned as his home and office. A huge courtyard
takes centre stage, Islamic arches line the hallways,
and tasteful latticework adorns ventilation
chambers in the rooms.
En route to the Shaikh Ebrahim bin Mohammed
Center for Culture and Research, we stop to admire
the street art. Local artists like Adnan Al Ahmad
have left their vibrant mark on plain walls. Then,
we walk to the Siyadi Mosque, one of the stops
on the pearling trail. Built by Siyadi, a rich pearl
merchant, the mosque has a single bullet-shaped
minaret. The Siyadi House is next door – its exterior
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walls are so detailed as to be a striking contrast
to the plainer homes all around. Maher explains
that the level of detail is directly proportional
to the amount of income Siyadi would have
had to spend on the building.
Saffron by Jena: 00-973-1362-3191; Boomaher Ave,
Muharraq; 8am – 10pm; set breakfast: ` 1,060
Salaam Coffee Shop: off Boomaher Ave, Muharraq;
6am – 12am; red tea: ` 70
Bin Faris Music Hall and Bin Faris House for Sut Music:
off Boomaher Ave, Muharraq; 9am – 1pm,
4pm – 8pm Sat – Thur, Fri closed; free
Sheikh Isa Bin Ali House: 00-973-3977-5977; Rd 916,
Muharraq; 9am – 4pm Sat – Thur, 3pm – 6pm Fri; ` 180
Sheikh Ebrahim Center: 00-973-1732-2549;
www.shaikhebrahimcenter.org/en; off Rd 916, Muharraq;
9am – 1pm Sat – Thur, 4pm – 7pm; free

Make time for lunch at Isfahani, a Persian
restaurant that has a number of outlets
across the country. The chellow kebab,
which comes with a large helping of saffron rice,
is a must-have. Also order bowls of hummus,
mutabel (a dip of puréed grilled eggplant)
and hummus belahmeh (hummus served
with fried lamb morsels and pine nuts).
Isfahani: 00-973-1729-0027; www.isfahanigroup.com;
Exhibition Rd, Manama; chellow kebab: ` 710

We’re now going to pay homage like
the locals inside the country’s biggest
mosque: the Al Fateh Grand Mosque.
It’s an exercise in opulence. Completed in four
years in 1988, the mosque has chandeliers from
Austria, a lush carpet from Ireland, and lamps
that have been hand-blown in France. Then, visit
Bait Al Quran, a museum that houses a collection
of Qurans in all sizes and scripts. Marvel at the
oldest copy of the holy book from the 8th century,

1 & 3. The Al Fateh Grand
Mosque is lavish but
tasteful in its expanse
2. Below the Bin Faris
Music Hall are the remains
of the Bin Faris family
home, which is now run
over by paper planes
that are part
of an art installation
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Indoor
skydiving is
a incredibly fun
and thrilling
experience,
even for kids
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1. Sign up for a VIP tour of the Bahrain International Circuit for access to the race control tower and panoramic views
2. Get schooled in sut music on Thursday evenings at the Bin Faris Music Hall

a rare translation of the Quran into Latin that was
commissioned by Martin Luther in the 1500s –
the pages look like intricate works of art but really
spell out holy passages – and modern-day Qurans
from the 1980s.
Al Fateh Grand Mosque: 00-973-1772-7773; Awal Ave,
Manama; 9am – 4pm; free
Bait Al Quran: 00-973-1729-0404; 9am – 12pm, 4pm – 6pm
Sat – Wed, 9am – 12pm Thur, Fri closed; ` 180

Bahrainis may be a gentle, slow-paced lot,
but they also like to indulge their need
for speed. Go on a tour of the Bahrain
International Circuit to understand the intricacies
of motor racing and the F1-approved track layout.
Every April, the Formula 1 Bahrain Grand Prix
sees an influx of visitors. If you’d rather make
like Schumacher and get behind the wheel at
the circuit, there is a range of experiences on offer.
Bahrain International Circuit: 00-973-1745-0000;
www.bahraingp.com; Gate 255, Gulf of Bahrain Ave,
Umm Jidar 1062, Sakhir; tour: ` 1,060

For more of an adrenaline rush,
consider indoor skydiving. Gravity
Indoor Skydiving has one of the tallest
wind tunnels in the world – 12m in height –
and catapults you into the air with high-speed
winds. It’s a thrilling experience, and, most likely,
the closest you’ll come to flying without jumping
out of an airplane. I have a goofy grin on my face
for the whole two minutes I’m in the air.

Plus, you could earn extra street cred if you go now –
in 2018, Gravity will host the Indoor Skydiving
World Cup.
Gravity Indoor Skydiving: 00-973-1310-0000;
www.gravitybah.com; Bldg 234, Ave 62, Zallaq; 11am – 10pm
Mon – Sat; two one-min flights: ` 3,450

It’s a Thursday night, and we’re retracing
our steps back to Muharraq and the Bin
Faris Music Hall. An all-male band of
Bahraini sut musicians, clad in pristine white
thobes, enthralls the audience with traditional
folk songs. There’s never a dull moment – whether
it’s band members exchanging giggles, a smiling
old man forfeiting his percussion instrument for
his own two feet, dancing across the stage floor,
or the audience joining in wholeheartedly with
rhythmic claps, there’s a lot to take in.
Sut music performance: Bin Faris Music Hall; off Boomaher
Ave, Muharraq; 8pm Thur; free

B

AHRAIN is an easy trip. It’s only about four
hours away by flight so the jet lag is minimal.
There’s a laidback vibe that’s typical of
island life. And the history is fascinating – walking
into a burial mound or seeing freshly-excavated
Dilmun cities makes it so much more tangible.
I’ve learned so much in the last few days. I already
know what I’d like to do next time (dolphinwatching and diving). Like the layered cities
of the Dilmun civilisation, Bahrain is a many-tiered
cake – and we’ve only just scratched the surface.

WHAT IS SUT MUSIC?
Originating in the Arabian Gulf, sut music is a bluesy genre of music influenced by Africa, India and Persia. The rhythmic thumping
of mirwas drums in sync with melodies from the oud, violin and other string instruments creates this uplifting music.
While there are traditional tunes, it’s the more contemporary folk songs that get the audience going at the Bin Faris Music Hall.
This evening of music is one that finds its roots in Mohammed Bin Faris Al Khalifa’s time. One of Bahrain’s most illustrious sut musicians,
and a member of the royal family, he would gather his musically-inclined friends for an evening of sut music every Thursday.

CLICK ON THE
LINKS TO FIND
OUT MORE!

Essentials

Make it Happen: Bahrain

BEST TIME TO VISIT
Visit Bahrain between
October and March, when
the skies are generally clear.
Expect light showers from
time to time. April is popular
because the Grand Prix comes
to town. June to September
is diving season, but it is also
hot and harsh at this time.
VISA
Indian travellers can get
a month-long, multipleentry e-visa for Bahrain.
The visa costs ` 4,425,
plus a processing fee of
` 710 (www.evisa.gov.bh).
GETTING THERE
We flew to Bahrain with
Gulf Air (return fares from
` 39,600 from Mumbai).
Air Arabia, Etihad Airways,
Emirates, Oman Air,
Jet Airways and SriLankan
Airlines also fly to Bahrain
from New Delhi and Mumbai
(return fares from ` 21,510).
GETTING AROUND
Buses run by the Bahrain
Public Transport Company
connect the cities within
the country (www.bahrainbus.
bh; single journey from ` 45).
Consider opting for the day
pass, which will cost you
` 110 for the whole day,
regardless of how many trips
you take. If you’re there
for a couple of days, get
the reloadable GO card
(card fee: ` 90). Alternatively,
there are various private
taxi companies in Bahrain
– ask your hotel for assistance
in arranging taxis.

EMBASSY ALERT
Embassy of India, Bahrain:
www.eoi.gov.in/bahrain
CURRENCY
1 Bahraini Dinar (BD) =
` 176.88
VEG OUT/
FANCY A CURRY?
Lantern’s Lounge and
Restaurant has branches
across Bahrain. The one at
Adliya’s Block 338 hosts live
Bollywood gigs and offers
tandoori chicken and seekh
kebabs (00-973-1724-6777;
www.lanternsrestaurant.com;
Bldg 829, Block 338, Rd 3828,
Adliya, Manama; check
website for timings; lunch
deals from ` 1,045).

CLICK TO
VIEW ON
GOOGLE
MAPS

STAY
The five-star Hotel Sofitel Bahrain Zallaq
Thalassa Sea & Spa is
a plush property that overlooks one
of Bahrain’s only natural beaches,
Zallaq. The rooms and suites are impeccably
styled (00-973-1763-6363; www.sofitel.com,
h6722@sofitel.com;
105, Zallaq Highway, Building 2015,
Block 1055, Zallaq; from ` 12,335
with breakfast).

Downtown Rotana is walking distance from
Bab Al-Bahrain and makes a good base from
which to explore Manama.
Rooms are spacious and
comfortable, with sweeping
views of the city (00-9731311-9999; www.rotana.com,
downtown.hotel@rotana.com;
Government Ave, Manama;
from ` 15,900).

One of Bahrain’s newest properties, Four
Seasons Hotel Bahrain Bay is an iconic
addition to Manama’s skyline. The hotel is
home to three restaurants by American
celebrity chef Wolfgang Puck, and has a
luxurious spa
(00-973-1711-5000;
www.fourseasons.
com/bahrain; Bahrain
Bay, Manama;
from ` 26,530).

AS THE EXCHANGE RATE IS QUITE STEEP, YOU CAN ALSO LOOK FOR HOMESTAYS AND HOSTELS.

EAT
Apart from the options in the feature, try Köşebaşı. It has outlets
across the Gulf region, and offers top-class Turkish food. Stop by
for Turkish coffee and dessert, if nothing else. Order the pistachio
künefe (a cheese pastry dipped in sugar syrup), which comes
topped with vanilla ice cream here (00-973-1717-2322;
www.kosebasi.com; Bahrain City Centre Mall, Shaikh Khalifa Bin
Salman Rd, Manama; 9.30am – 12am; künefe: ` 515).

BAHRAIN GRAND PRIX
The 2017 F1 Gulf Air Bahrain Grand Prix takes place from April 14 –
16. It’s one of the country’s most awaited events, and is well
worth travelling for. Spend the weekend watching the cars speed
down the track, visit the Formula One Village, attend concerts,
and go on carnival rides (www.bahraingp.com; Bahrain International
Circuit, Sakhir; tickets from ` 5,300).
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GUIDE
It’s best to have a guide
with you. We used and liked
the services of Maher Zayan,
who is affiliated with the
Bahrain Tourism and
Exhibition Authority (00-9733988-4063; maher_2737@
hotmail.com; ` 1,240/ hour).
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LAST-MINUTE WINTER CAMBODIA
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Drive
SHUT UP &

From epic mountain passes to leisurely coastal sojourns, we’ve got
five great Indian road trips we bet you’ve never thought of
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The roads that cut through
the mountains promise
to challenge een the best drivers
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THE ROUTE: From Dalhousie, head towards
Chamba and then peel off to summit Sach Pass
before descending into Pangi Valley. Drive into
the Lahaul District via Udaipur (yes, that’s another
one), come out on the Manali – Leh Road at Tandi
and then descend into Manali via the Rohtang Pass.
WHO IT’S GOOD FOR: Adventurous couples, groups
of friends, or even a family with outdoorsy kids.
Definitely not for those prone to vertigo or car-sickness.
BEST TIME TO GO: June – October
IDEAL NUMBER OF DAYS: Seven – 10 days
EXPERIENCES: Great unadulterated Himalayan
views with the chance to see huge glaciers up
close. It’s a great drive if you’re looking to really
disconnect from the world, as there is largely
no cellular coverage. It is also a great 3D, real-time
geography lesson for children.
THE DRIVE: First of all, carry all your food provisions
and camping equipment with you. The 130km drive
on the first day is easy enough, and goes from
Dalhousie to Bairagarh, at the foot of the Sach Pass.
You can stop along the way at places like Kalatop,
which has a few tea shops, and Khajjiar, a famous
picnic meadow. The road is tarmac all the way to
Bairagarh, though it gets narrow after 40km, where
it bifurcates. The main road carries on towards
Chamba, and the narrower one heads to Bairagarh.
This is also where you should tank up, as this is the
last fuel stop till Tandi (about 270km away). If your
car doesn’t have the range, carry spare fuel in cans.
There is a chance you might get fuel at Killar (159km
away), but that’s a hit or miss. At Bairagarh, you can
sleep at the PWD Guest House or camp on its lawns
(bookings: 00-91-1899-222229). The chowkidar will
allow you the use of a washroom.
Start early when you head out, because the drive
up to Sach Pass (29km) will take about two hours –

more, if you stop often. At the Satrundi checkpost,
(17km from Bairagarh), your car’s number plate,
and all occupants, will be videographed – it is
an anti-infiltration measure, as Kashmir is just
a few kilometres away.
The approach to the Sach Pass is magnificent,
with huge glaciers hanging precariously from
the mountainsides. Snowfall can be expected
through the year here. The descent into the Pangi
Valley on the other side is stunningly beautiful,
and, 34km later, you’ll arrive at a T-junction. Here,
turn right towards Killar (6km away). The Killar
PWD Guest House is above the main town, and you
could spend the night here though it might be full;
call ahead (00-91-1897-242223). If so, head back
to the T-junction and go in the opposite direction
for 10km to Dharwas, where the guesthouse has
lawns you can camp on.
The next day, you can drive a bit of the road from
Dharwas to Ishtyari. It isn’t in the correct direction,
but navigating the road is a hair-raising experience.
It is very narrow with no barricades and a sheer,
1,000m-plus-foot drop. After you’ve been
sufficiently petrified, turn back and head towards
Udaipur. This is about 80km from Killar and
should take four hours, because the roads are
not metalled for a fair bit of the way. In Udaipur,
you can camp by the river or stay at the PWD Guest
House. From here, it’s a 150km drive to Manali via
the Rohtang Pass, on roads that are usually good.
THE IDEAL VEHICLE: A capable SUV. The tyres
need to be in top-notch form and you abolutely
must carry an extra tyre apart from the spare.
DRIVE SKILL: Prior driving experience in
the hills is a must.
ROAD QUALITY: Expect mostly dirt and broken
roads for a major part of this drive.

PHOTOGRAPHS: JAGDISH AGARWAL/DINODIA PHOTO (THIS PAGE),
UNIQUELY INDIA/ DINODIA PHOTO (FACING PAGE 3)

CONQUER THE MOUNTAINS
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1. You will encounter some
of the best of bucolic
India on this drive
2. Do not forget your
camping gear or fuel!
3 &Facing page:
This route take you through
places that make you
wonder why people go all
the way to Switzerland
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THE ROUTE: This route is mountainous, going over
one range after another. You go from Dehradun
to Mussourie and then down to Mori on the banks
of the River Tons. Then to Tyuni, where the Tons
meets the Pabbar, and along the Pabbar and over
another mountain range to end in Thandedar
on the old Hindustan – Tibet Road.
WHO IT’S GOOD FOR: Families or groups of friends
BEST TIME TO GO: March – June
IDEAL NUMBER OF DAYS: Five days
EXPERIENCES: Great views of the Uttarakhand
and Himachal Himalaya; rafting on the River Tons
at Mori; great walks at Thanedar; a chance to visit
the oldest church in North India at Kotgarh
THE DRIVE: It is a 160km drive from Dehradun
to Mori, where you can stay on the banks of the
River Tons at Camp Bagi (www.aquaterra.in; from
` 4,000/ person with meals and one rafting trip).
The drive, after going through Mussoorie and past
Kempty Falls, really goes through some of the back
roads of Uttarakhand and you’ll pass places like
Nainbagh and Purola, on a seven-hour drive. Stay
put at camp the next day, and put in some heady
river-rafting and swimming at a natural swimming
hole (open Apr – Jun). You could also go on a short
hike. The next day, follow the Tons all the way to
Tyuni, 30km away. This should take about an hour.
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From here, the road forks – you need to head north
(right) towards Hatkoti, and then continue north
past Tikkar and Baghi to finally descend on
the Narkanda – Kotgarh Road and turn right
towards Thanedar. This 105km drive will take
you about four hours, as the roads are narrow,
and there are plenty of hairpins going up
and coming down across the range between Hatkoti
and Thanedar. A good place to stay in Thanedar
is Banjara Orchard Retreat (www.banjaracamps.
com; from ` 7,700). You might also find some snow
if you drive this road in late February or early
March. Spend a day at Thanedar soaking in the
views and listening to the story of an American
sanyasi, who came here, fell in love with the place,
and sowed some apple saplings that gave Himachal
the delicious apples that grow in the orchards
all across the state today. From here, drive to Shimla
(80km away) and then down into the plains.
THE IDEAL VEHICLE: An SUV, though a sturdy
sedan will also do. You have to watch out for
the sudden potholes.
DRIVE SKILL: Some driving experience in
the hills will be an advantage, but this will
also work as a great first trip in the hills.
ROAD QUALITY: The roads are good tarmac
almost all the way.

EASY

MOUNTAIN
ADVENTURE

PHOTOGRAPHS:DINODIA PHOTOS/ ALAMY STOCK PHOTO (1), EXOTICA / ALAMY STOCK PHOTO (5),
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FOLLOW THE RIVER TONS

2

1. North India’s oldest
church – St Mary’s Church
in Kotgarh
2. Rafting down rapids
on the River Tons
3, 4 & 6. This drive throws
up plenty of fantastic
experiences – from wildlife
sightings and beautiful
landscapes to a chance
to sample Himachali apples
5. Kempty Falls outside
Mussoorie is a popular
weekend day-trip spot

1
3
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1. Go on coracle rides
in Hampi
2. Set a slow pace for this
drive, with enough time
to interact with the locas
3.Mango Tree in Hampi
offers great eats
4. The stunning temples
of Pattadkal
Facing page:
The temples on the serene
banks of Agastya Lake,
Badami

4
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FIND HISTORY
AND ARCHITECTURE
THE ROUTE: While the shortest road from Pune
to Bangalore is NH 4, this route goes through
parts of Maharashtra and Karnataka that
have stunning ancient architecture and Hindu
architecture in some of its most embryonic forms.
WHO IT’S GOOD FOR: Families, gangs of girls
or a group of friends
BEST TIME TO GO: November – March
IDEAL NUMBER OF DAYS: Four days
EXPERIENCES: This trip is a great lesson in history
and can be an in-depth look into architectural
styles down the ages. It is great for photography,
especially at sunrise and sunset when the warm
light of the rising or setting sun really brings
the stones to life.
THE DRIVE: Drive out of Pune to Sholapur on NH 65,
which is the road to Hyderabad. At Sholapur, turn
south towards Bijapur (Pune to Bijapur is about
385km). Bijapur, or Vijayapura as it is now called,
is home to the Gol Gumbaz – the tomb of
Mohammed Adil Shah, which was completed
in 1656 AD. It is quite a site to behold, and the dome
is huge. There is also a whispering gallery
that uses superb acoustics to transmit a whisper
across the inside of the mausoleum.
Continuing south for two hours and about 110km,
you’ll come upon Aihole. Known for its group
of about 125 temples, Aihole houses some of
the best-preserved architecture from the Chalukyan
period, which was around 6th century AD. The most
important and often photographed is the Durga
Temple, because its design lines are so true to
the architecture of that period. The Lad Khan
Temple is more rudimentary in architectural
design. About 15km south from Aihole is
Pattadakal, which, again, has Hindu temples,
though from a later era. The first Chalukya kings

gained experience building temples at Aihole
and the later kings went on to build more temples
at Pattadakal. While Aihole is still waiting to get
onto the UNESCO list, Pattadakal is already
a UNESCO World Heritage site. If architecture
is your thing, these temples demand unhurried
attention, since they are really beautiful to behold
and explore. In fact, what you should do after
seeing Aihole is, head straight to Badami (34km)
for the night – try Hotel Badami Court (www.hotel
badamicourt.com; from ` 3,300). Then, rise early
the next morning and drive out to Pattadakal
so that you are there as soon as it opens at sunrise.
This is the best time to explore the complex in peace.
Then, drive back to Badami and explore the rock-cut
cave temples that surround Agastya Lake. Badami
isn’t that popular, and you might have it to yourself.
The sandstone hills here are known to offer
some of the best bouldering in India – try it
(www.sportclimbingindia.com; from ` 1,000
for a two-to three-hour basic course)!
Next up – Hampi. It’s a three-hour drive (140km),
which you can do after spending two nights
in Badami. Hampi is a great place for relaxed
exploration, and is well-known for its beautiful
temples from the Vijayanagar era. Stay at Hampi’s
Boulders (www.hampisboulders.com; from ` 5,600).
It will take you about six to seven hours to drive
from Hampi to Bangalore (345km).
THE IDEAL VEHICLE: A good, comfortable
sedan works well for this route.
DRIVE SKILL: This is a great road trip for someone
attempting a long-distance drive for the first time.
It’s also a great first step into the ‘road trip’ way
of taking a holiday.
ROAD QUALITY: The roads are largely doublelaned and expressways.

FROM
PUNE TO

BANGALORE
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FROM

NAGPUR
TO DELHI
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THE ROUTE: Follow the arterial North – South
road that runs from Allahabad to Kanyakumari.
WHO IS IT GOOD FOR: Wildlife enthusiasts,
culture vultures
BEST TIME TO GO: October – June
IDEAL NUMBER OF DAYS: 10 – 11 days
EXPERIENCES: The wonder of safari; checking out
erotic sculptures; revelling at the medieval grandeur
of Orchha; wondering why someone would put
a woman through childbirth 14 times and then
bankrupt his empire over her mausoleum...
THE DRIVE: Start at Nagpur and head north – Pench
National Park is about 100km away. This is a great
place at which to spend two days – the forest is pretty
– stay at Baghvan Taj Safari Lodge (www.tajhotels.
com; from ` 12,870). The jungle has many delights
like tigers, wild dogs and even bears. Continuing
north, Bandhavgarh National Park is about 390km
and an eight-hour drive away, and the Samode Safari
Lodge is a good place to stay (www.samode.com/
safarilodge; from ` 40,000 with meals and safaris).
This park is known for its tigers, though, like in
Pench, you need to register in advance – a limited
number of jeeps is allowed into the park every day.
The drive is great all the way to Katni, from where
you turn off the highway and take the country back
roads to Umaria and Tala. You should keep a lookout
here, especially if you’re driving after dark or close
to dawn, since wildlife is often sighted here.
After spending two days here, take the road via
Barhi, Maihar and Satna to Panna. It is a 200km
drive that should take about five hours, and it goes
through the real rural India. Stop at colourful
markets in Barhi and Maihar. Panna also has tigers
now, but again, the park itself, with its waterfalls

and vegetation that is different from Bandhavgarh
and Pench, is quite a joy to explore.
Khajuraho is about 40km from Panna, and you
should spend the night here and explore the western
group of temples at sunrise – the best time to wander
through the complex. Try Ken River Lodge (www.
kenriverlodge.com; from ` 8,000 with all meals).
The guides at the temple are informative, but tend to
drone on. Read up about the temples and go looking
for interesting sculptures or ‘positions’ on your own.
Orchha is 175km and four hours from Khajuraho,
on the outskirts of Jhansi. Bundelkhand Riverside
is a good place at which to stay the night (www.
bundelkhandriverside.com; from ` 5,000). If you’re
short on time, check out Jehangir Mahal and the
chattris and carry on to Agra (250km and five hours
away) and stay at Coral Tree Homestay (www.the
coraltreehomestay.com; from ` 3,000). The best views
of the Taj Mahal are at sunrise from inside the Taj
Mahal complex and from Mehtab Baug at sunset.
It is truly a magnificent monument, and, no matter
how many times you see it, you can’t help but marvel
at its beauty, design and symmetry. Finally, it is
an easy 212km or a three-hour drive to Delhi on
the wide, straight and fast Yamuna Expressway.
IDEAL VEHICLE: An SUV or a sedan will work just
fine, but, since this is a long trip, the emphasis should
be on driver and passenger comfort – be sure to take
a car that is comfortable to spend long hours in.
DRIVE SKILL: The driver should be accustomed to
long hours at the wheel.
ROAD QUALITY: Great roads, except for the odd bad
stretches between Katni and Umaria or between
Bandhavgarh and Panna and, of course, on the
narrow country roads leading to the national parks.

PHOTOGRAPHS: ASPI PATEL/ DINODIA PHOTO (1, FACING PAGE 3),
GETTY IMAGES (2, FACING PAGE 2)

EXPLORE THE WILD HEART OF INDIA

1 & 3. Spotting a tiger in the
wild is a magical experience,
but there is plenty more
to discover in Madhya
Pradesh’s bountiful forests
2. The iconic Taj Mahal is best
visited at sunrise, before
the visiting hordes descend
Facing page:
1. The Ken River meanders
through Panna
2. Khajuraho is home
to fascinating temple
architecture
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1. The ruins of the Janjira
Fort deserve to be explored
2 & 3. This route
is a seafood-lover’s haven,
with plenty of options that
go straight from the ocean
to your plate
4. These ferries make
the drive interesting
5. Spend time in the local
spice markets along
the way
Facing page: Use your time
on the ferries to chart
diversions off the route
with suggestions from
the locals you meet

4
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TAKE THE COAST-HUGGER
TO GOA
THE ROUTE: Other than NH 4 or the ‘coastal’ NH
17, there is a road from Mumbai to Goa that really
hugs Maharashtra’s coastline and goes past sleepy
fishing villages, the ravaged and ruined ramparts
of once-proud forts, and beaches that are as
pristine, if not more, than some of Goa’s.
WHO IT’S GOOD FOR: Gangs of girls, groups
of friends, a couple on a motorcycle, or a family
BEST TIME TO GO: October – April
IDEAL NUMBER OF DAYS: Two or three days
EXPERIENCES: The noisy, flat-bottomed, dieselengined iron ferries are what make this route even
more interesting. They cut down huge amounts
of driving kilometres, with seven- to 15-minute
crossings across bays or inlets. You can drive your
car on and off them, since they are designed to be
vehicle ferries; they provide a nice break from
the driving; and almost always have chilled kokum
soda on board! The ferry crossings are also a chance
to interact with locals and ask them about the road
ahead and about interesting places to visit.
Trawlers come in with fresh catch all along
the coast, so you’ll be spoilt for choice with seafood.
The most popular snack is masala-fried kingfish.
Besides this, you can feast on prawns, jumbo crabs
and crisp, fried Bombay duck.
THE DRIVE: The key is to take it easy, stop as often
as you like and not plan to get anywhere. There
are many little seaside villages with decent hotels
where you’ll find a soft bed, a hot bath and good food
when you want to call it a day.
The jump-off point is Panvel on the Mumbai –
Pune road, and, from there, it’s a quick drive to Pen.
From here, the route goes off the beaten path towards
Alibaug before peeling away towards the coast.
Kashid is the first pretty beach village on this route,
before continuing through the popular fishing
village of Murud. Further on, you’ll get fantastic
views of the Janjira Fort standing enigmatically

in the middle of the bay. Take a boat to the fort
for an interesting excursion.
The seaside views will remain your constant
companion all the way to the Rajapuri Jetty from
where you can take the first of the delightful flat
bottomed ferries to Dighi. The road past the beaches
of Srivardhan, Harihareshwar and Harnai is
smooth tarmac, with intermittent sea views. You’ll
take the next ferry between Harihareshwar and
Bankot, a 10-minute crossing. Your first night halt
can be Guhagar, 56km after Harnai, with yet another
short ferry between Dhabhol and Dhopve. If you’ve
driven at a leisurely pace, stopping often, you should
be in Guhagar just before evening.
The next day’s route is even better, as views now
alternate between the blue sea and swaying coconut
palms or mango orchards. You’ll come by seaside
shacks erected by enterprising locals serving
an array of local liquid refreshments from tea
to aam-panna and masala lime soda. You’ll be spoilt
for choice when it comes to beaches – Ganpatipule,
Devgad, Kunkeshwar and Mithbhav – all pristine
and hardly ever crowded, with plenty of little
khanavalis (eating houses) along the way.
You can make your second day a longish one
and push to Goa if you want to, but why would
you, when the beautiful seaside village of Tarkarli
is just 70km short of Goa? Besides that, you will
also get to enjoy driving through Sawantwadi,
with its heavy Goan and Portuguese influences.
Drive past Vengurla and Shiroda to the Terekhol
Jetty from where you can cross over in the final
ferry to Querim – you are now in Goa. Stay at
Granpa’s Inn (www.granpasinn.com; from ` 4,750).
THE IDEAL VEHICLE: This is a great riding route,
but is also fun for a family in a car.
DRIVE SKILL: It’s a simple drive for drivers
of all degrees of experience.
ROAD QUALITY: The roads are pretty good.

HOP-ON
HOP-OFF
DRIVE
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LAST-MINUTE WINTER CAMBODIA

Summer
From a historic seaside hotel that hosted the Kennedys to Europe’s highest campsite,
we present the best boltholes to make the most of the sunshine
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Extraordinary places
to stay for

LAST-MINUTE WINTER CAMBODIA

1. See Ibiza’s rural side
at Can Curreu
2. Ledge Beach Hut on
the Isle of Wight sleeps four
3. Gaze out over the Gulf
of Naples at Relais Blu
4. Wellness in the Austrian
Alps at PURESLeben

PHOTOGRAPHS: LONELY MAYANK SONI

Facing page: By the pool
at Ekies, on Greece’s
Sithonia Peninsula

BONUS FEATURE GREAT SUMMER STAYS

By the

seaside
2

1

6

7

Swooshing waves, sputtering BBQs, the creak
of a striped deckchair in the breeze – for many,
the most nostalgic soundtrack to summer has to be
the seaside. The perfect beach hideaway is crucial
for any bucket-and-spade holiday and Sandcrest
Cottage (5) fits the bill well, secluded as it is in
the dunes of Cornwall’s Mawgan Porth cove, with
its own sunbathing deck (www.oliverstravels.com;
from ` 2,00,600/ week for six people). At the other
end of Britain, in far northwestern Scotland, Croft
103 Hill Cottage (2) has glass walls overlooking
a mirror-like sea loch and an outdoor tub
to retire to after bracing walks on this gloriously

isolated coastline (www.boutique-retreats.co.uk;
` 1,36,350/ week for two people). For a good dose
of sunshine, eco resort Ekies All Senses (1) is set
between pine forests and its own white sands,
some 240km north of Athens. Visitors to this Greek
retreat amble barefoot between the open-air bar
and hammocks stretched beside the Aegean
(www.ekies.gr; from ` 8,450). Blending pared-down
design with natural materials, Areias do Seixo (4)
is another eco option that’s an hour north from
Lisbon and worlds away from Portugal’s built-up
Algarve. Guests pluck herbs from the kitchen
garden, forage for mussels on the beach,

3
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and unwind round the bonfire (www.areiasdoseixo.
com; from ` 18,700). Meanwhile, the hillside Hotel
Les Bergeries de Palombaggia (3) in Corsica
makes its sea views the star, serving languorous
breakfasts on its terrace, where the scent of wild
lavender and thyme perfumes the air (www.
hotel-palombaggia.com; from ` 14,000). Likewise,
Relais Blu (8) has been designed to maximise
its cliffside location near Italy’s Amalfi Coast.
As its name suggests, every part, from the
Michelin-starred restaurant to the infinity pool,
blends into the big blue beyond (www.relaisblu.com;
from ` 17,260). In a 16th century-style mansion,

4

Hospes Maricel (7) is another hotel where the pool
seems to float above the Med. For those with tooitchy feet to stick by the sunlounger all day, Mallorca’s
capital, Palma, with its cobbled lanes and Gothic
architecture, is just a 15-minute drive away
(www.hospes.com; from ` 17,750). For shoreside
heritage, few places beat The Chequit (6) in New
York State. Reached by ferry at the eastern end of
Long Island, this famed Victorian-era hotel hosted
Marilyn Monroe and the Kennedys in its heyday.
A recent revamp brings back old-time charm
with rattan furniture and cooling, whitewashed
interiors (www.thechequit.com; from ` 13,000).

5
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In the

country
1

5

2

6

It’s with good reason that world rulers
through the ages have built summer palaces.
As temperatures in the city rise a few notches above
‘comfortable’, a retreat to restorative rural climes
is in order. And the air doesn’t get much fresher than
in the middle of the New Forest, at The Pig (8).
This wisteria-garlanded manor takes the stuffy out
of country hotels and is renowned for its restaurant
that comes with a resident kitchen gardener and
forager (www.thepighotel.com; from ` 14,200).
For those who dream of living in a house, a very big
house in the country, The Grove (1) is a restored
mansion on its own 28-acre estate, with a walled

garden and ancient oaks, in the Pembrokeshire
hills near Narberth (www.thegrove-narberth.co.uk;
from ` 15,400). In France’s vineyard-rich Beaujolais
region, the Château de Bagnols (6) fulfils grander
fantasies with its gilded four-poster beds and Gothic
fireplaces so large you could fit a medieval army
in them (www.chateaudebagnols.com; from
` 20,200). At The Prince’s Retreat (3) in
Transylvania, guests can sleep in a bed appointed
by the heir to the British throne. A collaboration
between Prince Charles and Count Tibor Kálnoky,
the property is furnished with local antiques and
is ringed by brooks, meadows and fields ploughed

by horse and cart (www.transylvaniancastle.com;
full board from ` 19,200). Built at a high altitude
in South Tyrol’s mountains in 1928, Pension Briol (7)
has a similar time-warp feel to it. In addition to
the pool facing the sharp-peaked Dolomites,
the highlight here is the food, including such
specialties as poppyseed cake and parmesan nettle
dumplings (www.briol.it; half board from ` 10,550).
Tucked between the pine woods and lakes of central
Norway, Herangtunet (5) looks rustic with
its timber cladding and roofs overgrown with long
grasses, but most interiors at these lodges are
in urban style, with rooms named after world cities

4
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(www.herangtunet.com; from ` 10,350). Another
hotel mixing wood beams with the contemporary
is Monaci delle Terre Nere (4). From mattresses
that seem to float mid-air to neon-patterned
poolside loungers, the design here is almost
as arresting as the hotel’s setting on the slopes
of Mount Etna, Europe’s biggest active volcano
(www.monacidelleterrenere.it; from ` 17,000).
Across the Med in quiet north-east Ibiza, encircled
by citrus and olive groves, Can Curreu (2)
is a terracotta-tiled, white-walled retreat that’s
far from the reddening beach crowds elsewhere
on the island (www.cancurreu.com; from ` 13,750).

BONUS FEATURE GREAT SUMMER STAYS
There’s something undeniably romantic about
sleeping in the great outdoors, and waking to
birdsong instead of hotel cleaners fumbling outside
your door. At Camping Arolla (2), Europe’s highest
campsite at 1,950m, it’s possible to be roused by
a chorus of Bonelli’s warblers, before setting off
to ramble in the Swiss Alps (www.camping-arolla.
com; from ` 900). Don’t want the hassle of erecting
your own shelter? Set on Mannington Hall’s
flower-filled grounds in North Norfolk, Amber’s
Bell Tent Camping (5) offers luxury tents with real
beds, vintage kitchenware and cooking facilities
including a pizza oven (www.ambersbelltents.co.uk;

One step

beyond
1

6
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BONUS FEATURE GREAT SUMMER STAYS
created by a nature writer who wanted to see how
many things he could make from one ash tree.
Hidden in a forest on the edge of the Brecon
Beacons, this cabin feels reassuringly remote yet
is a half-hour stroll from a good pub (www.sugar
andloaf.com; from ` 27,000 for three nights, sleeps
two). For a real up-in-the-canopy treehouse
experience, Aroma(n)tica (4), in San Salvatore
Monferrato, in northern Italy, is perched in a fragrant
garden and promises la dolce vita, with an on-site
pool and an outlook of the surrounding vineyards
(www.airbnb.co.uk; from ` 11,000). Views don’t come
much better than those from PURESLeben (7),

3

4

7

8

a set of converted barns, with glass walls several
metres high, in the Alpine foothills south of Graz,
in Austria. At these old-meets-modern structures,
even the sauna has a decent panorama (www.
puresleben.at; from ` 20,000, sleeps two). For those
more drawn to seascapes, Ledge Beach Hut (1), in
the Isle of Wight’s most easterly village, Bembridge,
is Tardis-like, concealing within a bedroom, living
room, kitchen and bathroom. Here, guests can
watch boats sail by from the deck, with the sand
still between their toes – the beach is just steps away
from the hut’s front door (www.wightcoastholidays.
com; from ` 48,000/ week, sleeps four).

PHOTOGRAPHS: AROMA(N)TICA PHOTO AIRBNB, © CAMPING AROLLA SARL, LEDGE BEACH HUT PHOTO
BEN WOOD, PURESLEBEN, SHEPHERD’S HUT SHEEPSKINLIFE.COM

from ` 11,000, sleeps up to five). Similarly, the lodge
at Loop Head (3), on Ireland’s Wild Atlantic Way,
has wood floors, a proper kitchen, bathroom
and living room, but also the thrill of a canvas roof
(www.featherdown.co.uk; from ` 71,000 for seven
nights, sleeps five). The sturdier-walled
Buttercrambe Shepherd’s Hut (8) has the charm
of a country cottage, condensed into a wagonwheeled carriage. Parked on a farm, some
20 minutes from York, the space has its own fire pit
to cosy up to on starlit evenings (www.sheepskin
life.com; from ` 20,700 for three nights, sleeps two).
Equally fantastical, the Wood Shack (6) was
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WHY GO?

Easily connected to Kuala Lumpur,
this is a side of Malaysia that deserves
to be on your itinerary.

WHAT IS THERE TO DO?

Explore Malaysia’s oldest protected jungle as well
as its smallest national park, spot luminescent
fungi and visit giant limestone caves.
Left: A statue of the Hindu deity Murugan
outside the Batu Caves
Right: Opt for eco-sensitive tours that have
a low carbon footprint when you venture
into the wild

Around Kuala Lumpur

Tear out page here then fold along the dotted lines

PENANG NATIONAL PARK
At just 5,683 acres, this
is Malaysia’s smallest national
park. Expect interesting
jungle trails, as well as some
of the finest, quietest beaches
on Penang Island. Many of these
can be linked as a half-day coastal
hike via Teluk Tukun, Tanjung
Aling and Monkey Beach.
The walk ends at isolated Muka
Head, with a 19th-century
lighthouse and a graveyard.
Register at the park’s reception
counter (8am – 5pm; free).

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

TEAR the guide
out along the
perforations…
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Often overshadowed by Borneo,
mainland Malaysia is crammed with fun
for nature lovers, from primeval
jungle and orchid-trailing paths
to underwater sanctuaries
WHY GO?

Easily connected to Kuala Lumpur,
this is a side of Malaysia that deserves
to be on your itinerary.

WHAT IS THERE TO DO?

Explore Malaysia’s oldest protected jungle as well
as its smallest national park, spot luminescent
fungi and visit giant limestone caves.

Left: A statue of the Hindu deity Murugan
outside the Batu Caves

Into the wild
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Send us your recommendations!

Into the wild

Around Kuala Lumpur

Around Kuala Lumpur

Right: Opt for eco-sensitive tours that have
a low carbon footprint when you venture
into the wild

dotted lines

TAMAN NEGARA
NATIONAL PARK
Malaysia’s premier national
park blankets 4,325sqkm
of northern Peninsular Malaysia
in impenetrable jungle. Ancient
trees with gargantuan buttressed
roots dwarf luminescent fungi,
orchids, two-tone ferns and
the giant rafflesia flower. Arrive
early for bird-spotting and other
wildlife encounters along the
40-minute canopy walkway circuit.
Register at the park’s information
counter first (8am – 4pm; ` 20).

Fold 1

The bridge by Pantai Kerachut
beach in Penang National Park

along the

BATU CAVES
One of Malaysia’s holiest Hindu
sites (dress appropriately), these
giant limestone caves lie eight
miles north of KL. Their temples
have drawn pilgrims for over
120 years. Temple Cave is free,
but Ramayana Cave (` 82)
is the scenic stand-out.
The Dark Cave can be toured
with the Malaysian Nature
Society (` 1,200 adult, ` 825
child). The Thaipusam festival
in January/ February is
fascinating (cave timings vary;
train from KL Sentral to Batu
Caves: ` 30/ one-way).

GUNUNG STONG STATE PARK
Crowned by the 1,422m-high
same-name mountain,
this park in Kelantan’s interior
is accessible via the long-distance
Jungle Railway and offers
excellent hiking and swimming.
The star attractions are the park’s
waterfalls, a 20-minute climb
past the main resort. Longer
excursions lead to the top
of the falls and above clouds
to the mountain’s summit.

then fold

KL BIRD PARK
Some 3,000 birds and 200
species of (mostly) Asian birds
are the prize at this 52-acre
aviary. In the first two sections,
birds fly freely beneath
an enormous canopy. Section
three features native hornbills,
while section four offers
the less-edifying spectacle
of caged species. Check online
for feeding times; bird shows
run at 12.30pm and 3.30pm
(www.klbirdpark.com; 920, Jalan
Cenderawasih; 9am – 6pm;
` 1,000 adult, ` 675 child).

A rhinoceros hornbill finds
a sturdy perch at KL Bird Park

2

page here

KL FOREST ECO PARK
This thick pocket of primary
rainforest covers around 23
acres in the heart of the capital
and has a lofty canopy walkway.
The oldest protected jungle in
Malaysia, the park is commonly
known as Bukit Nanas (Pineapple
Hill), and is threaded with
short trails up from either Jalan
Ampang or Jalan Raja Chulan.
Pick up a map from the Forest
Information Centre at Jalan Raja
Chulan (7am – 6pm; free).
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mainland Malaysia is crammed with fun
for nature lovers, from primeval
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to underwater sanctuaries
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ASTRID & GASTÓN
FOLD
Gastón Acurio’s flagship
French-influenced restaurant
a culinary tour de force.
again to remains
The seasonal menu features
traditional Peruvian food,
make a handy,
but it’s the exquisite fusion
specialties that make this
suchguide.
a sublime fine-dining
pocket-size
experience. The setting is

ÁMAZ
Coveted thatched-roof tables give
a jungly vibe to this Miraflores
restaurant from chef Pedro
Miguel, which is wholly dedicated
to the abundance of the Amazon.
Start with tart jungle-fruit
cocktails and oversized plantain
chips. Banana-leaf wraps hold
treasures such as fragrant Peking
duck with rice. The generous
vegetarian set menu for two
is a delicious way to sample
the diversity (00-51-1221-9393;
www.amaz.com.pe; Av La Paz
1,079; mains from ` 400).
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CENTRAL
Central reinvents Andean cuisine
and rescues age-old Peruvian
preparations you’d find nowhere
else. Dining here is an experience,
evidenced by the tender native
potatoes served in edible clay.
Chef Virgilio Martinez’s efforts
were ranked fourth in San
Pellegrino’s 2016 World’s Top 50
Restaurants list (00-51-1242-8515;
www.centralrestaurante.com.
pe; Santa Isabel 376; closed Sun;
tasting menu: ` 7,150/ person).

a gorgeous mansion with
multiple dining rooms
and sterling service (00-511442-2777; www.astridygaston.
com; Paz Soldán 290; check
website for timings; tasting menus
from ` 5,450).
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Nature in
Malaysia

Often overshadowed by Borneo,
mainland Malaysia is crammed with fun
for nature lovers, from primeval
jungle and orchid-trailing paths
to underwater sanctuaries
WHY GO?

Easily connected to Kuala Lumpur,
this is a side of Malaysia that deserves
to be on your itinerary.

WHAT IS THERE TO DO?

Explore Malaysia’s oldest protected jungle as well
as its smallest national park, spot luminescent
fungi and visit giant limestone caves.
Left: A statue of the Hindu deity Murugan
outside the Batu Caves
Right: Opt for eco-sensitive tours that have
a low carbon footprint when you venture
into the wild

Around Kuala Lumpur

Tear out page here then fold along the dotted lines

KL FOREST ECO PARK
This thick pocket of primary
rainforest covers around 23
acres in the heart of the capital
and has a lofty canopy walkway.
The oldest protected jungle in
Malaysia, the park is commonly
known as Bukit Nanas (Pineapple
Hill), and is threaded with
short trails up from either Jalan
Ampang or Jalan Raja Chulan.
Pick up a map from the Forest
Information Centre at Jalan Raja
Chulan (7am – 6pm; free).
KL BIRD PARK
Some 3,000 birds and 200
species of (mostly) Asian birds
are the prize at this 52-acre
aviary. In the first two sections,
birds fly freely beneath
an enormous canopy. Section
three features native hornbills,
while section four offers
the less-edifying spectacle
of caged species. Check online
for feeding times; bird shows
run at 12.30pm and 3.30pm
(www.klbirdpark.com; 920, Jalan
Cenderawasih; 9am – 6pm;
` 1,000 adult, ` 675 child).

A rhinoceros hornbill finds
a sturdy perch at KL Bird Park

BATU CAVES
One of Malaysia’s holiest Hindu
sites (dress appropriately), these
giant limestone caves lie eight
miles north of KL. Their temples
have drawn pilgrims for over
120 years. Temple Cave is free,
but Ramayana Cave (` 82)
is the scenic stand-out.
The Dark Cave can be toured
with the Malaysian Nature
Society (` 1,200 adult, ` 825
child). The Thaipusam festival
in January/ February is
fascinating (cave timings vary;
train from KL Sentral to Batu
Caves: ` 30/ one-way).

Into the wild
GUNUNG STONG STATE PARK
Crowned by the 1,422m-high
same-name mountain,
this park in Kelantan’s interior
is accessible via the long-distance
Jungle Railway and offers
excellent hiking and swimming.
The star attractions are the park’s
waterfalls, a 20-minute climb
past the main resort. Longer
excursions lead to the top
of the falls and above clouds
to the mountain’s summit.
TAMAN NEGARA
NATIONAL PARK
Malaysia’s premier national
park blankets 4,325sqkm
of northern Peninsular Malaysia
in impenetrable jungle. Ancient
trees with gargantuan buttressed
roots dwarf luminescent fungi,
orchids, two-tone ferns and
the giant rafflesia flower. Arrive
early for bird-spotting and other
wildlife encounters along the
40-minute canopy walkway circuit.
Register at the park’s information
counter first (8am – 4pm; ` 20).

Fold 1

The bridge by Pantai Kerachut
beach in Penang National Park

PENANG NATIONAL PARK
At just 5,683 acres, this
is Malaysia’s smallest national
park. Expect interesting
jungle trails, as well as some
of the finest, quietest beaches
on Penang Island. Many of these
can be linked as a half-day coastal
hike via Teluk Tukun, Tanjung
Aling and Monkey Beach.
The walk ends at isolated Muka
Head, with a 19th-century
lighthouse and a graveyard.
Register at the park’s reception
counter (8am – 5pm; free).

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS
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Essentials
GETTING THERE
Malaysia Airlines, SriLankan Airlines,
Singapore Airlines, Thai Airways
and Malindo fly to Kuala Lumpur
from New Delhi and Mumbai (return
fares from ` 21,175). The international
airport is 72km south of the city;
the KLIA Ekspres is the quickest line
into the city centre (www.kliaekspres.
com; ` 825). Bus travel in Malaysia
is economical and comfortable,
with many operators, though reckless
driving is not uncommon.

10

11
12

THE COST
LOW

HIGH

DIFFICULTY OF TRAVEL
LOW

HIGH

Tours
ECO CAMERON
In the Cameron Highlands
(Malaysia’s largest hill-station
area), eucalyptus freshens
the breeze and tea plantations roll
into the distance. Eco Cameron
offers specialist nature tours
(hikes, orchid walks, birdwatching,
insect-spotting) and exclusive
access to a protected Mossy
Forest trail (www.ecocameron.
com; 72-A Persiaran Camellia 4,
Tanah Rata; tours from ` 750 adult,
` 525 child).
JUNGLEWALLA
Since setting up this nature
tour company in 1994, Irshad
Mobarak has become something
of a celebrity naturalist.
He’s based in Langkawi
but also offers trips to Penang.
There are birdwatching
excursions, jungle walks,
mangrove- and island-hopping
trips, and photography trails,
all focused on wildlife-watching.
Multi-day itineraries are available
(www.junglewalla.com; Lot
1392, Jalan Tanjung Rhu;
tours from ` 4,500).

Sleep
Perhentian Island Resort 10

Dawn breaks over the Cameron
Highlands’ tea plantations

UNDERWATER
PERHENTIANS
Malaysia’s east-coast
Perhentian Islands offer thick
jungle and blinding-white
beaches, but are best
known for their coral reefs
and shallow, crystal-clear waters.
With shipwrecks, abundant
fish life and rock formations,
this is one of Malaysia’s top spots
for underwater tours or PADI dive
courses. Try Quiver Dive Team
on Perhentian Kecil (www.quiverperhentian.com; Coral Bay, Pulau
Perhentian Kecil; dives: ` 1,310
[10 years and older]).

is a plush option overlooking
a beautiful half-moon beach.
There are comfortable
bungalows, as well as a first-class
restaurant serving international
and Malay dishes (www.
perhentianislandresort.net;
Pulau Perhentian Besar;
from ` 7,650, with breakfast).
Lakehouse’s 11 country manor
vibe is the Cameron Highlands’
most authentic, with a Britishthemed restaurant and 19 rooms
(www.lakehouse-cameron.com;
30th Mile Ringlet; from ` 10,475).
It’s hard to believe you’re in
the heart of Kuala Lumpur at the
gorgeous Villa Samadhi 12 . Rooms
feature black polished concrete,
bamboo and reclaimed timber.
There’s an idyllic pool, plus
a rooftop bar (www.villasamadhi.
com.my; 8, Persiaran Madge,
off Jalan Madge; from ` 11,545).

Embassy alert

High Commission of India,
Kuala Lumpur: www.indianhighcommission.com.my

Southeast Asian style in the midst
of the city at Villa Samadhi

Fancy a curry?

BBQ Nights offers tandoori options
like lamb seekh kebab and fish
tikka (00-60-11-2762-9091;
www.facebook.com/bbqnightskl;
Menara Rohas PureCircle, Kuala
Lumpur; lamb seekh kebab: ` 405).

Visa

A Malaysian tourist visa takes
at least five working days
to process and costs about
` 6,000 (www.vfsglobal.com/
malaysia/india).
For more details, log on to
www.lonelyplanet.com

COMPILED BY LORNA PARKES, WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SIMON RICHMOND, AUSTIN BUSH AND JOSHUA SAMUEL BROWN AND INPUTS FROM LALITHA
LUKE PHOTOGRAPHS: ALEXANDERXXI/GETTY, BLACKCATIMAGING/GETTY, FAZON1/GETTY, ANAN KAEWKHAMMUL/ALAMY, RICHARD TAYLOR/4CORNERS
CURRENCY AT THE TIME OF GOING TO PRINT: 1 MALAYSIAN RINGGIT [RM] = ` 14.98

WHEN TO GO
The weather is hot and humid
through the year. Avoid the rainy
season (late Nov – mid Feb) on the
east coast of Peninsular Malaysia.
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Design in
Copenhagen,
Denmark

Denmark’s capital is the epicentre
of Nordic cool and the city’s design
heritage spans an eclectic spectrum,
from unique 17th-century landmarks
to fresh, modern simplicity.
WHY GO?

For a lesson in design-conscious, aesthetic living

WHAT IS THERE TO DO?

Take your inner design geek on holiday –
embrace nonconformity in Christiania,
make like Hans Christian Andersen
and be inspired at the dreamy
Tivoli Gardens. Best of all,
bring back the chicest souvenirs.
Left: Det Kongelige Bibliotek’s
waterfront extension
Right: When in Copenhagen, bite
into smørrebord (open sandwiches)
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Shopping
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HAY HOUSE
Mette and Rolf Hay, the team
behind this fabulous interiors
store, have made it their
raison d’être to offer highquality design at (almost)
affordable prices. Their
Copenhagen store sells its
own line of furniture and textiles,
plus works of other innovative
Danish designers. Easy-to-pack
souvenirs include notebooks
and ceramic cups (www.hay.dk;
Østergade 61; 10am – 6pm
Mon – Fri, till 5pm Sat).
ILLUMS BOLIGHUS
A venerable temple to design
dating back to 1925, this
multi-level department store
is dedicated to big Danish
and international names.
Tempting goods include
fashion, jewellery, silverware
and glassware, and there’s
no shortage of Danish furniture,
textiles and attractive office
accessories (00-45-33141941; www.illumsbolighus.dk;
Amagertorv 10; check website
for timings).

April 2017

Modern

A group of decorative painted
oak ‘little birds’ at Normann

NORMANN
In a converted cinema
in Østerbro, sprawling
Normann seduces shoppers
(and wallets) with its eye-candy
designer goods, from statement
bowls, glassware and tea
strainers, to furniture,
lighting, cushions and more.
If it’s time to give your life
a Scandi makeover, this
is the place to do it. Best of all,
the shop ships worldwide
(00-45-3555-4459;
www.normann-copenhagen.com;
Østerbrogade 70; 10am – 6pm
Mon – Fri, till 4pm Sat).

DESIGNMUSEUM
A must for fans of the applied arts
and industrial design, this collection
includes Danish silver, textiles and
porcelain, as well as iconic design
pieces by modern innovators such
as Kaare Klint, Poul Henningsen and
Arne Jacobsen. The museum shop
is one of the city’s best (00-453318-5656; www.designmuseum.
dk; Bredgade 68; check website
for timings; ` 1,000 adult, under
26 years free).
DET KONGELIGE BIBLIOTEK
The national library consists of a
19th-century red-brick building and
the head-turning ‘Black Diamond’
extension, a leaning parallelogram
of sleek black granite and smokecoloured glass. From the atrium,
an escalator leads up to a ceiling
mural by celebrated Danish artist
Per Kirkeby. The library hosts art
and history exhibitions, and
a decent café (00-45-3347-4747;
www.kb.dk; Søren Kierkegaards
Plads; exhibitions Mon – Sat;
check website for timings; free).
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Contemporary Danish chairs
galore at the Designmuseum

CHRISTIANIA
Set up by squatters in 1971,
the Freetown Christiania commune
has drawn nonconformists
from across the globe. Beyond
its graffiti-strewn barrack buildings
and the infamous ‘Pusher Street’,
you’ll find a treasure trove of small,
imaginative abodes built by hand
using salvaged materials. Many
of these intriguing creations are
by the old city moat. Keep an eye
out for converted greenhouses,
wooden caravans and a home
made entirely of window frames.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS
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Turkish Airlines, Lufthansa, Swiss
International Air Lines, Qatar
Airways, Emirates, Scandinavian
Airlines and KLM Royal Dutch
fly to Copenhagen from New Delhi
and Mumbai (return fares from
` 39,460). Trains connect the airport
to Copenhagen Central Station
(www.dsb.dk; ` 350/ one-way).
The Danish capital is one of Europe’s
most walkable cities, but bikes
are easily available too.

10

THE COST
LOW

HIGH

DIFFICULTY OF TRAVEL
11

LOW

WHEN TO GO
The days are long from June to
August, but the city can be crowded
and expensive. May and September
sees mild weather and fewer crowds.

12

BØRSEN
Not many stock exchanges
are topped by a spire formed
from the entwined tails of four
dragons. Børsen is one. Built
in the early 17th century, this
still-functioning chamber
of commerce is the oldest
in Europe. Its elegant design
features richly embellished gables
and an eye-catching copper roof.
It isn’t generally open to the
public, but the fantastical spire
doesn’t disappoint (Børsgade).
TIVOLI GARDENS
The city’s veteran amusement
park is the world’s second oldest
(1843), and one that inspired
both Walt Disney and Hans
Christian Andersen with its
dreamscape of rides, exotic
pavilions and Willy Wonka-esque
architecture. The park is petite
by today’s standards, but
its Arabian Nights persona
makes it a fascinating space
(00-45-3315-1001; www.tivoli.dk;
Vesterbrogade 3; check website
for dates & timings; entry
from ` 1,050).

Sleep

The Japanese pagoda and
boating lake at Tivoli Gardens

RUNDETÅRN
Haul yourself up the spiral
ramp of the 35m-high,
redbrick ‘Round Tower’
and you’ll be following
in the footsteps of such
luminaries as Christian IV,
who built it in 1642 as an
observatory (it still functions
as one today). You’ll also be
retracing the hoofsteps of Russian
tsar Peter the Great’s horse
(00-45-3373-0373;
www.rundetaarn.dk;
Købmagergade 52; check
website for timings; ` 240 adult,
` 50 child [5 – 15 years]).

A solid choice, the upbeat, designliterate Generator Hostel 10 has
slick communal areas and friendly
staff. Rooms can be small,
but all are bright, with private
bathrooms (00-45-7877-5400;
www.generatorhostels.com;
Adelgade 5 – 7; from ` 8,050).
Luxurious 66 Guldsmeden 11
offers very reasonable rates for
what’s on offer. Rooms are done
up with dark wood furnishings,
white linen and colourful blankets.
Courtyard and annexe rooms
are quieter (00-45-3322-1500;
www.guldsmedenhotels.com;
Vesterbrogade 66; from ` 10,500).
On a converted freight boat
moored in Christianshavn,
CPHLIVING 12 is a floating hotel
with 12 contemporary rooms,
each with harbour and city
views, all topped by a communal
sundeck (00-45-6160-8546;
www.cphliving.com; Langebrogade
1C; from ` 13,200 with breakfast).

Embassy alert

Embassy of India, Copenhagen:
www.indian-embassy.dk

An old German barge is now the
characterful CPHLIVING hotel

Fancy a curry?

Get your fill of butter chicken,
biryani and home-made kulfi
at Guru Indian Restaurant
(00-45-7070-2020; www.guru.dk;
Jernbanegade 3 – 5; 12pm – 11pm;
vegetarian biryani: ` 1,500).

Visa

A short-term tourist Schengen
visa for Denmark takes 20 working
days to process and costs ` 4,600,
plus a service charge of ` 1,537
(www.dk.vfsglobal.co.in).
For more details, log on to
www.lonelyplanet.com
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Food & drink
in Lima, Peru

Fair-trade chocolate, pisco cocktails
and reimagined Andean cuisine mingle
with Amazonian fruits, traditional
ceviches and homely criollo food
in Peru’s historic capital.
WHY GO?

For a hands-on learning of both traditional
and contemporary Peruvian cuisine

WHAT IS THERE TO DO?

Visit markets brimming with exotic fruits,
feast on traditional Peruvian food,
drink the best pisco sours, and get your
fill of the freshest seafood.
Left: Iglesia La Recoleta in Lima’s historical centre
Right: Sublime renditions of ceviche
(citrus-marinated raw fish with chillies
and onions) can be found across the city

Novoandina (new wave)
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CENTRAL
Central reinvents Andean cuisine
and rescues age-old Peruvian
preparations you’d find nowhere
else. Dining here is an experience,
evidenced by the tender native
potatoes served in edible clay.
Chef Virgilio Martinez’s efforts
were ranked fourth in San
Pellegrino’s 2016 World’s Top 50
Restaurants list (00-51-1242-8515;
www.centralrestaurante.com.
pe; Santa Isabel 376; closed Sun;
tasting menu: ` 7,150/ person).
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ÁMAZ
Coveted thatched-roof tables give
a jungly vibe to this Miraflores
restaurant from Chef Pedro
Miguel, which is wholly dedicated
to the abundance of the Amazon.
Start with tart jungle-fruit
cocktails and oversized plantain
chips. Banana-leaf wraps hold
treasures such as fragrant Peking
duck with rice. The generous
vegetarian set menu for two
is a delicious way to sample
the diversity (00-51-1221-9393;
www.amaz.com.pe; Av La Paz
1,079; mains from ` 400).
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Astrid & Gastón focuses
on seasonal Peruvian produce

ASTRID & GASTÓN
Gastón Acurio’s flagship
French-influenced restaurant
remains a culinary tour de force.
The seasonal menu features
traditional Peruvian food,
but it’s the exquisite fusion
specialties that make this
such a sublime fine-dining
experience. The setting is
a gorgeous mansion with
multiple dining rooms
and sterling service (00-511442-2777; www.astridygaston.
com; Paz Soldán 290; check
website for timings; tasting
menus from ` 5,450).

Old school
ISOLINA
This is home-style criollo food
at its best. Isolina doesn’t shy
away from tripe and kidneys,
but also offers lovingly-prepared
succulent ribs and vibrant green
salads. Family-sized portions come
in old-fashioned tins, but make
a lighter meal of starters such as
marinated clams or ceviche. Pisco
sours also come recommended
(00-51-1247-5075; www.isolina.
pe; Av San Martín Prolongacion 101,
Barranco; mains from ` 400).
MERCADO DE SURQUILLO
Want to see how Lima eats?
Start your day with a wander
through this labyrinthine market.
You’ll see a stunning variety
of Peruvian produce, such as
dragon fruit, guava, mango,
a half-dozen banana varieties,
and fruit with no English name,
stacked high alongside displays
of medicinal herbs, with dedicated
areas for meat, fish and seafood
(Paseo de la Republica Block 53;
7am – 7pm, until 5pm Sat, 4pm Sun).

Fold 1

Fruits, both familiar and exotic,
at Mercado de Surquillo

CAFÉ TOSTADO
This barely converted auto-repair
shop long ago transformed into
a bastion of traditional cooking,
with long wooden tables and
an open kitchen. Daily specials
rotate but the sought-after
signature dish is rabbit, which feeds
up to three people. Award-winning
coffee is served with chicharrónes
(pork scratchings) on Sunday
for a typical Peruvian breakfast
(Av Nicolás de Pierola 222; 12pm –
7pm Mon – Sat, 7.30am – 6pm Sun;
mains from ` 250).

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS
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GETTING THERE
American Airlines, British Airways,
United Airlines, KLM Royal Dutch
and Delta Airlines fly to Lima from
New Delhi and Mumbai (return fares
from ` 86,850). Lima’s Aeropuerto
Internacional Jorge Chávez is 12km
west of downtown Lima – book
an official airport taxi (www.greentaxi.
com.pe). The trans-Lima electric
express bus system, El Metropolitano
(www.metropolitano.com.pe),
is the best way to get around the city.
THE COST
LOW

HIGH

DIFFICULTY OF TRAVEL

11

LOW

10

HIGH

Education
MUSEO DEL PISCO
The ‘educational’ aspect of this
wonderful bar dedicated to Peru’s
homegrown grape spirit might
get you in the door, but it’s the
atmosphere and outstanding
original cocktails that will keep
you here. This bar occupies a 16thcentury casona, serving recipes
such as the asu mare: a pisco
martini with ginger, cucumber,
melon and basil (00-51-99-3500013; www.museodelpisco.org;
Jirón Carabaya 193; check website
for timings; cocktails from ` 450).
LA CASA DE LA
GASTRONOMIA PERUANA
Lima now has a museum providing
a brief but helpful introduction
to Peruvian cuisine, with
three rooms that present
the Inca diet, regional foods
and the influence of immigration.
Across the courtyard, there’s
a room dedicated solely
to quinoa (00-51-1312-5627;
www.casadelagastronomiaperuana.
wordpress.com; Jr Conde de
Superunda 170; 9am – 5pm Tues –
Sun; entry: ` 100).

Sleep

Museo del Pisco’s José Antonio
cocktail, featuring Torontel pisco

CHOCO MUSEO
On-site chocolate production
is the seducing factor
of this French-owned
museum-shop, which
has three sites across Lima
selling fondue and fair-trade
hot cocoa made from Peruvian
jungle beans. It is well-known
for organic chocolate-making
workshops, offered at least
twice daily, and its bean-to-bar
chocolate factory in the
Barranco branch (00-511477-3584; www.chocomuseo.
com; Av Grau 264; courses
from ` 1,500).

Casa Nuestra 10 is a sweet home,
ideal for exploring Barranco from.
The house has murals and retro
poster art. Guests have access to a
kitchen and lovely roof deck (www.
casanuestraperu.com; Jr Tumbes
270, Barranco; from ` 4,000).
Though now frayed, the
venerable Gran Hotel Bolívar 11
in downtown Lima maintains
a certain grand-dame finesse.
It’s also employee-owned,
which translates to impeccable
service (00-51-619-7171;
www.granhotelbolivar.com.pe;
Jr de la Unión 958; from ` 5,560).
Hotel de Autor 12 in a quiet
Miraflores cul-de-sac ticks all
the boxes: service is personal,
breakfasts satisfying, and the style
combines classical and modern.
Balconies and clawfoot tubs add
a dose of romance (00-51-13962740; www.hoteldeautor.com;
Av 28 de Julio 562b, Quinta Bustos;
from ` 10,400 with breakfast).

Embassy alert
Embassy of India, Lima:
www.indembassy.org.pe

Hotel de Autor’s lobby shows
off a quirky mix of furniture

Fancy a curry?

Mantra Indian Cuisine offers many
options, from fried fish to palak
paneer and mutton vindaloo
(00-51-99-555-5457; www.mantra
peru.com; Av Alfredo Benavides 1761,
Miraflores; mains from ` 450).

Visa

A tourist visa for Peru
takes three to five working
days to process and costs
` 2,250 (www.embassyperu
india.in).
For more details, log on to
www.lonelyplanet.com
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WHEN TO GO
The weather is mild and dry all
year round. December to March
are hottest, ideal for sunny
days by the beach.
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South Africa’s wildlife
is so much more diverse
than just the Big Five,
like this curious
African penguin.
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There are so many unbeatable
experiences in South Africa.
Sure, swimming with fur seals is on my bucket list. And, yes, waking up
at the crack of dawn, hoping to spot meerkats. I’m not wholly convinced
about flinging myself out of a plane, or doing the highest bridge jump
in the world, but I might just be talked into it.
South Africa has something for everyone. There’s wildlife in sprawling
parks like Kruger, and in more intimate ones like the Amakhala Game
Reserve. But there are also great white sharks ruling the waters, and penguins
charming the pants off visitors on Boulders Beach. There’s a host of
affordable adventure, from an easy exploration of the canals in the Cape Town
waterfront aboard a stand-up paddleboard, to the more intense ‘swing’
in Durban’s Moses Madhiba Stadium.
And there’s that hidden gem, Johannesburg, which often gets overlooked
for the more glamorous Cape Town. South Africa’s largest, most cosmopolitan
city bursts with experiences – allowing you to explore a human timeline
that dates from 2.3 million years ago to a vibrant arts and culture scene
that showcases Africa in a nutshell. Jo’burg also makes a great springboard
to explore the glorious Drakensberg Range, which invites you to return
to a simpler way of life amid nature.
Which only means, whether I can bring myself to fling myself off that bridge
or not, South Africa is a feeling I could fall for – over and over again.
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BEST TIME TO VISIT
The South African summer peaks between December and March,
when days are largely warm and sunny – though Cape Town’s
weather sometimes has a mind of its own. The shoulder seasons,
from September to December and March to May, are lovely, too.
Skip December to avoid the Christmas and school holiday rush.
Winters (June – August) are cold and dry, and ideal for wildlife-watching.
GETTING THERE
Emirates, Etihad Airways, Qatar Airways, Kenya Airways, Ethiopian
Airways and Air Seychelles fly with a stopover to Johannesburg
from Mumbai and New Delhi (return fares from ` 33,000).
FURTHER READING
Refer to Lonely Planet’s guide to South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland
and South African Tourism’s official website, www.southafrica.net.
VISA
The South African High Commission in New Delhi and the South
African Consulate General in Mumbai issue tourist visas
(http://vfsglobal.com/southafrica/india; VFS service charges
from ` 2,040; minimum five working days).
CURRENCY
1 South African Rand (ZAR) = ` 5.1
EMBASSY ALERT
High Commission of India, Pretoria
Consulate General of India, Cape Town
Consulate General of India, Durban
Consulate General of India, Johannesburg
www.indiainsouthafrica.com
TOUR OPERATORS
We used and liked the services of:
Royal African Discoveries (www.royalafrica.co.za; 83, Van Riebeeck
Rd, Nimrodpark, Kempton Park, Johannesburg)
Southern Africa 360 Luxury Holidays (www.southernafrica
360.com; Dunrae Biz Hub, 12 Bell Crescent, Westlake Business Park,
Cape Town)
VEG OUT/ FANCY A CURRY?
Vegetarian and Indian food is easily available across South Africa,
and hotels and sights are generally happy to serve special meals
on request. The Raj Restaurant has outlets in Johannesburg
and Cape Town, and comes recommended for its North Indian fare
(www.therajrestaurant.com; check website for the outlet closest to you).
WHERE TO STAY
Cape Town: The Southern Sun Waterfront Cape Town
is conveniently located close to the V&A Waterfront, and has plush
rooms (www.tsogosun.com/southern-sun-waterfront-cape-town;
1, Lower Buitengracht, Cape Town City Centre; from ` 14,000).
Hermanus: You will be charmed by the Misty Waves Boutique
Hotel, which has spacious, comfortable rooms and apartments
(www.hermanusmistybeach.co.za; 21, Marine Drive; from ` 9,400).
Oudtshoorn: Try the cute Turnberry Boutique Hotel, which
has comfortable rooms, and a great braai dinner if you’re lucky!
(www.turnberryhotel.co.za; 130, St John St; from ` 7,700)
Knysna: Knysna Log Inn is a great base from which to explore
the area (www.log-inn.co.za; 14, Gray St; from ` 5,785).
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ROUTES
WITH
ROOTS
Walk through prehistoric human dwellings,
laze in a luxurious mountain resort and hang out
with lion cubs as you explore Johannesburg, South Africa’s
biggest city, and its captivating countryside
WORDS KRUTTIKA NADIG | PHOTOGRAPHS HIMANSHU PANDYA
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HE owl in front of me can’t see
a thing. Not his trainer’s hand
waving under his nose. Not
the English pointer dogs panting
below. Not the gathering of enthralled
spectators. But, when a speck starts falling from
the sky, the owl’s tufted ears twitch tensely.
Owls and eagles are not friends.
And, though the former are blind in
the daylight, they can sense the latter’s
presence through their extraordinary
stereophonic ears. With a blur of speed,
the speck tears down into our midst and
transforms into a ferocious Wahlberg’s eagle,
swooping and snatching the chicken strip
tossed up by her trainer at a precise moment.
I’m watching a routine act at the Falcon
Ridge Centre, where injured birds of prey
are nursed and given hunting practice
through the ancient and exciting art
of falconry. Around me is the lusciously green
Drakensberg Range that forms the eastern
side of South Africa’s Great Escarpment.
Deep gorges cut through these mountainous
forests, laced with hidden streams and hiking
trails that beckon to nature-lovers.
The outdoors is where most of South
Africa’s charm lies. Both the mountains
and the veldts (grasslands) of this country
are largely unspoilt by humans, who owe their
evolutionary roots to this very land. We’ve all
heard that everything in the universe is
interconnected, and I get a live demo of that
here. The Cradle of Humankind, a group of
caves containing some of the oldest hominid
fossils ever found, lies to my north near
Johannesburg, where Gandhi and Mandela
were prisoners before they were heroes.
So many dots to connect, how does one
do it? Well, I’m going to opt for the easy,
linear route. I’m going to pedal backwards
on a timeline of human and natural history.
From Jo’burg’s Constitution Hill, the
birthplace of Satyagraha, into Kruger National
Park and the Drakensberg, whose rich
wilderness has nourished animal and human
species for millions of years. Hit me with
everything you’ve got, SA. Anticipation
has turned me into a sponge.

1
1 & 4. Johannesburg
is a vibrant world city
2. Moyo Melrose Arch
in Jo’burg is a great
place at which to
sample African meats
3. Kruger is within
easy reach of the city
Previous pages:
The Drakensberg
Range is a fantastic,
otherworldly place

2

Make it
Happen
GETTING THERE
Taxis, including Uber,
and car rentals are easily
available in Johannesburg.
Kruger National Park
can be reached by road or air.
Return fares from Jo’burg
to Hoedspruit Airport
near Kruger start from
` 20,000. The safari lodge
sends a complimentary
pick-up car to Hoedspruit
Airport (70km; inform
in advance).
WHERE TO STAY
Johannesburg: Protea Hotel
Balalaika (www.proteahotels.
com/balalaika, reservations@
balalaika.co.za; 20, Maude St,
Sandown, Sandton; from
` 9,300)

3
4

Kruger National Park: Imbali
Safari Lodge (reservations:
00-27-11-516-4367, lodge:
00-27-13-735-8917; www.
imbali.com, res@xtraordinary.
co.za; Kruger National Park,
Skukuza; from ` 41,100 with
all meals and two safaris/ day)
Drakensberg:
The Drakensberg Sun
(00-27-36-468-1000;
www.tsogosunhotels.com/
drakensberg; R600, Central
Drakensberg, Winterton;
from ` 9,600 with breakfast
and dinner)
SEE/ DO
Constitution Hill guided
tour: www.constitutionhill.
org.za; Kotze St; check
website for timings; free tour
every 30 minutes
Rhino & Lion Nature
Reserve: www.rhinolion.co.
za; 520, Kromdraai Rd [D540],
Kromdraai, Krugersdorp;
check website for timings;
` 700
Cradle of Humankind:
www.maropeng.co.za; 65km
from Jo’burg; 9am – 5pm, last
tour departs at 4pm; ` 810
Canopy Tour: www.
drakensbergcanopytour.co.za;
opp Drakensberg Sun up Dam
Rd; ` 2,500
Falcon Ridge: www.
drakensbergmountains.co.za;
2km after Drakensberg Boys
Choir; falconry display:
10.30am Tues – Thur,
Sat – Sun; ` 310
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A SPOONFUL OF
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VENING’S descending on Johannesburg, and I’m in a thick, voluble
crowd at Nelson Mandela Square. I’m trying to pick a place for dinner
from the array of restaurants serving intriguing fare like ostrich
fillet and springbok tikka. A mass of shopping bags drifts in from
the adjoining Sandton City shopping centre where both locals and visitors
come to hang out. Standing under a towering statue of Madiba overlooking
the courtyard, I know I’m in one of Jo’burg’s oases of comfort and style.
That this affluence is hard-won for many locals is well known, but you’re
still unprepared for the ghosts of hardship that haunt Constitution Hill.
Here, in the backyard of independent South Africa’s bright and cheerful
Constitutional Court, I find the Old Fort Prison, filled with eye-opening
anecdotes from the apartheid era and the political struggles of former
inmates like Gandhi and Mandela in the early 20th century.
But, the city also has a rapidly booming, very happy arts scene, centred
around Arts on Main in the Maboneg District. This converted warehouse
is a bustling, happy space where artists from South Africa, and, in fact,
all of the continent, gather to showcase their works. On Sundays, Market
on Main comes to the centre – a vibrant collective where you can sample
the diverse cuisines of Africa, and fill your bags with local design.
Just a one-hour drive into the countryside transports me to a whole
other world. Shivering underground in the Cradle of Humankind,
I walk through craggy limestone tunnels once inhabited by ancestors with far
more primitive problems than we face today. Ancestors who, in fact, weren’t
even Homo sapiens. A 2.3-million-year-old Australopithecus africanus skull
nicknamed “Mrs Ples” was found embalmed in these walls in 1947,
and excavations are still ongoing at the Sterkfontein Caves here.
The place is a geek’s paradise, with 40 per cent of the world’s human ancestor
(hominin) fossils having being discovered here – and their surreal, primatelike replicas displayed at the on-site Maropeng Museum along with the usual
plaster-of-Paris sculptures of cavemen. Our tour group laughs at its own
ignorance when the guide asks us to find the rib of an antelope fossilised in one
of the damp tunnel walls. There are too many textural variations in the rock,
impossible for a layman to make sense of, and we’re all duly impressed when
the elusive rib is finally pointed out.
Walking out into the sunlight, I see a signboard describing the antelopes
found in this region, and why they like these savannah grasses. I realise that,
though we’ll never decode prehistoric humans completely, we can look upon
the animal kingdom and know it hasn’t changed too much with time. The same
dogged processes have played out harmoniously in their world since forever.

M

ILO looks up at me expectantly.
“It’s okay, you can stroke him.”
Holding my breath, I reach out and scratch him between
the ears. It’s every wildlife-lover’s ultimate dream to pet a cub.
But this is the African outback, not a touristy zoo, and I don’t expect to have
such luck here. Until I learn that the Rhino & Lion Nature Reserve near Jo’burg
has a crèche for orphaned cubs from all over the world that need a safe space
to grow up after losing their mommy’s protection in the wild.
Milo is a five-month-old white tiger, and Oslo, a seven-month-old lion,
and, while it would be a stretch to call them babies – they’re already half
the size of adults – their eyes are still soft with innocence. Oslo is dozing
in the shade and I don’t want to disturb him, but the watchful young tiger
responds to my touch by turning his head against my hand like a housecat.
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1 & 5. Johannesburg
is the melting pot
of southern Africa
2 & facing page 2.
Delve into the ancient past
at the Cradle of Humankind
3. Jozi’s Nelson Mandela Square
is at the heart of all the action
4. The food in South Africa does
not disappoint
Facing page:
1. Constitution Hill is a good
place at which to begin
to understand
the country’s history
3. A memorial to
palaeontologist Robert Broom,
who found a two-millionyear-old hominin skull
at the Sterkfontein Caves
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On these pages:
The wide array of wildlife,
and experiences, that can
be found in Kruger National Park
and at the Imbali Safari Lodge

Encounters
BUSH

I

leave the big cat and reptile enclosures and drive through the reserve’s
open meadows occupied by herds of ostrich and red hartebeest,
scurrying warthogs and the endangered white rhino. And though
this is a great primer, I can’t wait to enter the Eden of South African
wildlife – Kruger National Park.
A cluster of earthy lapa huts under a canopy of trees greets me inside
the park. The Imbali Safari Lodge, my base in Kruger, blends into the bush
despite its luxe interiors and sky-blue plunge pools. It’s on to business
soon after photographer Himanshu and I arrive: we’re assigned a ranger
and waved off on our first safari after a serene riverside lunch.
The African lion, leopard, elephant, rhino and Cape buffalo are together
called the Big Five, and, like every park visitor, I hope to catch a glimpse
of them. I quickly realise that I needn’t worry; the wide open grasslands
make sighting easy compared to the thick jungles of India. We’ve barely
been out for an hour when zebra and giraffe start popping up by the roadside,
unconcernedly chewing on veggies, unaware of the psychedelic effect
their colours and forms create against the landscape.
Where you find one herbivorous species, you’re bound to find more.
We come upon a herd of Cape buffalo lolling in a meadow, their efforts
at camouflage defeated by their bulky horns swaying above the grass like
dancing sickles. I’m still reminiscing about the Battle at Kruger video when
our ranger’s walkie-talkie comes to life with an excited crackle, leading
him to pick up speed and follow the promise of action like a bloodhound.
Several minutes of dodging acacia branches later, we roll to a halt in a clearing
occupied by a lone tree, and a leopard perched on it with her kill.
The cat has one paw on the hind leg of the ravaged impala, which hangs
upside down like a goat in an abattoir. Her belly is heaving with digestive
effort. She watches us warily for a while and then tucks her head away to take
a nap before attempting her next hunt. I can’t take my eyes off this pitiless
yet completely natural scene, but we have to give the animal some space
and return to the lodge in time for a sundowner.
The patio is already twinkling with soft lights and luminous wine glasses
to welcome our flushed and dusty selves. We trade our accounts of the day
with other lodgers as trays of sweet cornbread and local liqueur are passed
around. The kitchen staff doesn’t walk up to serve us: they dance, singing
a Tswana song and clapping their hands until we all join in. I go to bed
tingling with the rhythm of the land.
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HOLIDAY

Hiking

I

miss my family as soon as we enter the Drakensberg Sun Resort.
Its spacious rooms, opening out onto a rolling pitch-and-putt golf course,
with a swimming pool in the middle and ducks waddling around,
are perfect for a family or couple getaway. The resort sits by a small lake
in a valley on the edge of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park, a UNESCO
World Heritage site that waits to be explored.
You have to take it slow in a place like this. We start with a leisurely boat ride
on the lake, which is more like a large pond abundant in ibises, pin-tailed
whydahs, malachite kingfishers and a variety of other birds. Several hiking
trails lead out from here. The easy Lake Walk takes me around the valley
in 20 minutes past colourful wildflowers and trees of sage and yellowwood,
but the Fern Forest Trail packs more of a punch.
I’ve missed the guided hike to Fern Forest this morning, so Himanshu
and I grab a map and set off on our own. The woods are practically private.
We pass some horses and ponies idling in their stables and have the rest
of the trail all to ourselves. The branches grow closer and more tangled
as we traipse deeper into the mountains, hiking up a gorge filled with
clear streams and smooth stepping-stones, but no visible animals.
I’ve come here not to look at wildlife, but to be it.
We transition seamlessly into primate mode in the afternoon. The Blue
Grotto Trail is said to be even prettier than the Fern Forest, and there’s
an even better way to explore it – the zip-wire Canopy Tour that starts atop
the mountain. Strapped into the safety harness and facing a man beckoning
from a tree-house across the valley, I give vent to my inner monkey and fly
to the next tree. Now the canopy is above us, now below, and we complete
a dozen descending zips before finding ourselves in the grotto. Local tribes
used to gather here for ceremonies once upon a time but, now, it’s just an empty,
peaceful cave shielded by two clattering waterfalls. I regret not having brought
a picnic basket along; reading my mind, a fellow almost-monkey offers me
some chocolate. Simple treats taste like heaven when you’re in the outdoors.
But some of us have to touch the heavens to get their simple treats.
I’m talking about the raptors at Falcon Ridge centre, who are trained to ascend
to a minimum height of 2,000ft before they can plummet down and claim
their tasty reward. Located on a hill behind the resort, the falconry centre
is my first close encounter with these lethal birds.
It’s an overcast day, which makes it harder for the hunters-in-training
to find “thermals”, or warm air currents, to ride up on. They have to rely
entirely on the strength of their wings, but that doesn’t deter them. The crowd
applauds and oohs as a peregrine falcon and Wahlberg eagle take turns to
demonstrate their speed and skill. The peregrine is the world’s fastest bird,
known to clock dive speeds of up to 350km/ hr.
I mull over that number as I relax by the pool, bathed in a quiet twilight.
The wild creatures I’ve encountered in South Africa have shown me nature’s
fierceness and beauty. The historical figures who lived here have shown me
the limitlessness of human tenacity. From the caves of the ancient humans
to the webs of the jungle spiders, I see a will to survive against all odds.
It’s an intense thought to have on holiday. So I put away my notebook,
and dip my toes into the moonlit water.
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Why not get involved? We’d love to include your best new travel photos (at 300dpi) and the inspiring
stories behind them. Send them with a pic of yourself to lpmagazine@wwm.co.in
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1. Zipping over the trees
of the Drakensberg
on a Canopy Tour
2 & facing page 3.
The walking trails offer
an immersive experience
3. A leisurely boat ride
is a slow and easy way
to explore Drakensberg
4. Meet owls and eagles
at Falcon Ridge
5. The Drakensberg Sun Resort
is a great base in this area
Facing page:
1. You can also explore
the region on horseback
2. Grab a bite at Waffle Hut
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Falling down great heights, fitting yourself
into tight spots or getting muddy in vineyards…
whatever gets your blood rushing, you’ll
find it in South Africa – and at highly
affordable rates! Here’s our pick of some
of the best adrenaline boosts to be found
WORDS RADHIKA LALLA

1
PHOTOGRAPH: JEREMIAH CHRISTANAND RAO

MAKE A LEAP OF FAITH

WHAT: Bungee jumping
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
The Bloukrans Bridge begins its intimidation tactics long before
you actually get to its heart. Straddling the rough-and-tumble
waters of the Stormsriver where it cuts through a gorge, this bridge
is home to the highest bridge jump in the world – and you have
to walk across its underbelly, looking at the long fall down through
the steel mesh under your feet while you try and work out how
in the world you ended up in this situation. The butterflies that
have taken up residence in your tummy get more and more frenetic
as you get onto the jump platform, bopping about to the beats
of the dance music blaring out the speakers.
And then, while you’re trying to figure out the most graceful
way to sneak away, it’s time to make the dive. Your ropes
and fasteners are checked, then checked again, and a smiling face
encourages you to ignore your every instinct and drop over
the edge. The incoherent screaming in your mind pours out
of your mouth as you fall, until the moment your body feels the tug,
and you know you’re going to live to see another day. Exhilaration
takes over, as you celebrate being alive. As you get back on the
platform, limbs replaced by jelly, you hear yourself say, “again!”.

MAKE IT HAPPEN Face Adrenalin: www.faceadrenalin.com; Bloukrans Bridge,
Stormsriver; ` 4,760/ person, check online for discounts
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GET YOURSELF
INTO A TIGHT SQUEEZE
WHAT: Exploring the Cango Caves
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
Just outside Oudtshoorn, the ostrich capital
of South Africa, the Cango Caves invite
you to don your explorer hat and delve
into their dark, damp bowels. This network
of caverns is full of glittering stalactites
and stalagmites, formed over countless
years of slow drip into the pieces
of evolving art you see now. Heading
into these caves on the basic Heritage
Tour might be adventure enough for
those wary of closed spaces, but, there’s
also an Adventure Tour on offer if you want
to measure just how small ‘too small’ is.
This tour takes you deeper into the cave
system, challenging you to squeeze into
spaces that don’t look like they could
accommodate full-grown adults – much
like the first visitors to chart these
fascinating caves must have once done.

MAKE IT HAPPEN Cango Caves: www.cango-caves.

PHOTOGRAPH: JEREMIAH CHRISTANAND RAO (CANGO CAVES)

co.za; Heritage Tour: ` 500/ person, Adventure Tour:
` 750/ person, bookings essential
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SOAR OVER
THE WILDERNESS
WHAT: Paragliding
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
There’s something deeply
spiritual about the utter calm
that envelops you as you
cut through the air, gliding
in harmony with the thermal
currents. If you’re a fan
of hyperbole, you could claim
to be channelling your inner
eagle as you rise and dip,
turning this way and that
as you take advantage
of the winds, much as those
graceful birds do. Or, you
could just give in to the sheer
awe of being able to fly over
The Wilderness, a quiet,
seaside village outside George.
This is a truly spectacular
landscape of lush, green hills
that give way to a gorgeous
beach, and the tumbling
ocean beyond.

MAKE IT HAPPEN Cloudbase

Paragliding: www.cloudbaseparagliding.co.za; The Wilderness;
tandem flight: ` 3,760/ person

PHOTOGRAPHS: HASHIM BADANI (ZIP LINING), DIETMAR DENGER/ DINODIA PHOTOS (SUP),
SA FOREST ADVENTURES (SANDBOARDING
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MEDITATE
ON THE WATER

WHAT: Stand-up
paddleboarding (SUP)
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
There is peace to be found on the canals
that meander by Cape Town’s waterfront.
You might find the answers to life,
the universe, and everything as you
slowly paddle along atop a surfboard.
A cousin to surfing, SUP, too, traces
its origins to Hawai’i. It’s a lot easier than
it looks, especially for a centre-of-gravitychallenged person like me who’s
a complete wipe-out at surfing.
All you gotta do is find your centre
on the board and paddle, much
like you would while kayaking.
It’s a change of pace from all
the frenetic activities more
traditionally associated
with ‘adventure’ sports,
but no less fun for that.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
Adrenalised Board Sports:
www.adrenalisedboardsports.co.za;
V&A Waterfront, Cape Town;
SUP lesson: ` 2,760/ person

5

FISH SAND OUT
OF YOUR NETHERS

WHAT: Sandboarding
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
Why should you let a problem as minor
as a lack of snow deter you from your
mission of skidding down powdery slopes?
The looming sand dunes of Betty’s Bay offer
a great substitute, thank you very much.
It’s the funnest game of lather-rinse-repeat
as you wax your board, trek up the soft
sands and slide back down, rising from
an uncertain crouch to a triumphant stand
as you figure out that it’s not as hard as it
looks. And, if you have no faith
in your sense of balance, you
can plop down on the board,
toboggan-style, and scooch
down on your derrière
(left) – just be prepared
to take some of that
sand home with you!

MAKE IT HAPPEN
SA Forest Adventures:
www.saforestadventures.co.za;
Hemel & Aarde Rd R320, Hemel
& Aarde Valley, Hermanus;
` 1,750/ person

6

COMMUNE WITH THE TREES

WHAT: Ziplining
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
We all have a bit of monkey hidden within us. You’ll recognise this as you soar
into a green canopy from a mountain, zipping from tree to tree on a network of wires.
You’ll know this when you burst into laughter as you gain speed on your descent, swinging
your dangling legs in the wind. Embrace this inner child as you give into this delightful
and easy-to-do adventure in Hermanus.

MAKE IT HAPPEN SA Forest Adventures: www.saforestadventures.co.za; Hemel & Aarde Rd R320,
Hemel & Aarde Valley, Hermanus; ` 2,255/ person
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SWING LIKE
YOU’RE WINNING

WHAT: The Big Swing
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
Remember idyllic days spent in a playground, pushing
the swing you’re seated on ever higher in an effort
to touch the skies? Well, in true South African
fashion, Durban’s Moses Mabhida Stadium elevates
that carefree childhood experience to a whole
new level. The Big Rush Big Swing – and we’re using
the word ‘swing’ here rather loosely; this is nothing
like the swing sets you might remember – holds
the record of being the tallest swing in the world. Push
off from the edge, and you’ll be soaring high, the bright
green turf way, way below you blurring in your vision
as you make the 220m arc out to the centre of the field.

MAKE IT HAPPEN Big Rush Big Swing: www.mmstadium.com;
Moses Mabhida Stadium, 44, Isaiah Ntshangase Rd, Durban;
` 3,480/ person, credit card or online payments only,
bookings essential

WHAT: Skydiving
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
“Channel your inner banana, that’s all you’ve got to do! You’ve got this!”
Bananas are the last thing on your mind as you’re faced with the prospect of dropping
through clouds, but, as a distraction, they work wonders. You’re sitting in the doorway of a tiny
plane, the whistling wind competing with the thumping of your heart. But, before you know it,
you’re being the best banana you can, even if it’s the most potty-mouthed banana in the world.
Arching your body back helps you fall through the skies better, not that you’re particularly
concerned about maintaining ideal falling form when you’re heading towards Mossel Bay
at alarming speeds. What surprises you, though, is the peace that you feel, once you resign
yourself to the fact that, yes, you did just jump out of a plane of your own volition. And what
a place to jump! There’s miles of beach stretching out one way, the surf rushing up to meet it.
And beautiful countryside under you, dotted with settlements here and there. Your parachute’s
snapped open, and you’re descending at an easier pace now, sliding through the occasional
cloud and trying to swivel every which way you can to take it all in. And you know that
every time you look up at the skies now, you’ll want to return to this moment.

MAKE IT HAPPEN Skydive Mossel Bay: http://skydivemosselbay.com; Mossel Bay Airfield,
Rooikat St, Aalwyndal, Mossel Bay; 10,000ft tandem skydive: ` 11,275/ person
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FALL HEAD OVER HEELS FOR MOSSEL BAY
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THROW YOUR
WEIGHT AROUND
WHAT: Quadbiking
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
Harnessing the raw power of a quadbike,
or ATV, is addictive. You want to let
loose, run roughshod over whatever
comes your way, as you power on.
But there’s something special about
taming that instinct (though the
occasional rush through puddles
is encouraged) as you cruise through
the beautiful vineyards in Hermanus
atop your trusty steed. You crest hills
and glide down slopes as you wind
your way past fields that produce some
of the finest wines in the region, before
arriving at a lookout point offering truly
spectacular views of the area.

MAKE IT HAPPEN

PHOTOGRAPHS: LONELY MAYANK SONI

SA Forest Adventures: www.saforest
adventures.co.za; Hemel & Aarde Rd R320,
Hemel & Aarde Valley, Hermanus;
` 2,500/ person for the one-and-a-half hour
Mountains and Vineyards Drive
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CONQUER
THE TABLE
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WHAT: Hiking up Table Mountain…
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
To step onto Table Mountain is to step
onto hallowed ground. This is a peak
that has cut through the clouds when
the Himalayas were still in their infancy,
whose surface is riven with glacial
remnants dating back farther than
you could imagine. Table Mountain,
the flat-topped behemoth that dominates
Cape Town’s landscape, is occasionally
draped with a ‘table cloth’ – a cloud cover
caused by the city’s unusual weather
patterns, but, when it’s not, hiking up
its slopes is a rewarding, self-affirming
experience. The easiest path (though
definitions of ‘easy’ vary) is up Plattenklip
Gorge, a ravine on the mountain’s front
face. This well-defined path starts off
steep before zigzagging up over a range
of gradients to where the cable car arrives.
Do check weather conditions before
ascending unless you plan to hike down
as well – the cable cars don’t run if winds
are too high!

MAKE IT HAPPEN While you can hike
unaccompanied, we recommend picking from
the various companies that offer guided hikes
(see below). Wear all-weather clothes – the winds
can pick up at the drop of a hat – and carry plenty
of water.
WHAT: …and abseiling down her side
THE SCREAM FACTOR:
Not looking down is key.
Keep your eyes on the rock face in front
of you, or on the instructors guiding you.
You do not want to be staring at what lies
beneath you – even with the knowledge
that you’re securely fastened, and nothing’s
going to happen, that emptiness can be
intimidating. Instead, let the exhilaration
bubble up as you bounce gently off the face of
Table Mountain, the ringing
in your ears blocking out the cheers from
the people looking down at you from up top.
Your limbs might feel jellied, but remember
– you’ve got to make your way back up (you’ll
be abseiling a hundred-odd metres down)
before you can collapse into a giggling heap.

MAKE IT HAPPEN Abseil Africa: www.abseilafrica.
co.za; meet at 297, Long St, Cape Town; abseil:
` 4,990/ person, hike and abseil combo: ` 7,270/
person, weather dependent

April 2017
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Going on a shark cage dive
with great whites can be
a life-changing experience
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The Big Five might be the preening stars of South Africa’s wild world,
but there are oh-so-many more creatures, great and small,
to lose your heart to
WORDS RADHIKA LALLA

SOUTH AFRICA SPECIAL UNUSUAL WILDLIFE
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1. Ring-tailed lemurs
will scamper all over you
at the Cango Wildlife Ranch
and Conservation Centre
2. Duiker Island is home
to a large colony of seals,
and you could snorkel
with them!
Facing page: The conservation
centre has a great cheetah
breeding programme
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now hold this truth to be self evident: if you get into a staring
contest with a Nile crocodile, you will lose. You might steel
your nerves and try not to blink, but your best glare will be
put to shame by a mere glance of one of these fierce beasts.
The guys are all raw muscle and force, and don’t they know it!
They have centuries of hunting their way to the very top of the food
chain behind them, and the ability to intimidate prey far more equipped
than you, and this knowledge emanates from their every pore.
But, you could try.
The Cango Wildlife Ranch and Conservation Centre, in the dusty
town of Oudtshoorn, the heart of the Klein Karoo, works hard
at its mission of studying and conserving populations of at-risk
and endangered animals from across the world. It houses a varied range
of creatures, from birds and boars native to the South African bush,
to lemurs from Madagascar and massive, hulking tigers. And, of course,
the crocs. As part of the outreach programme here, you can sign up
for an animal encounter – a chance to interact with ‘spokespeople’,
so to speak, of the wild world. You learn about the organisation’s
work towards rehabilitating and fostering a viable cheetah population,
and you might hear a very non cat-like purr reverberate like a truck
rumbling down a highway. I’m left gazing in awe at these incredibly
speedy, incredibly vulnerable little guys as I contemplate the
bewildering set of circumstances and human action that have
led to this moment where these skilled hunters are dependent
on us for survival.
A rather more ‘aww’-inducing encounter awaits at the Lemur
Falls zone, where I’m unable to contain my mirth as ring-tailed
lemurs scamper all over the place. These endlessly curious
wee primates are rapidly losing their natural habitats in Madagascar,
and the Wildlife Ranch donates a portion of all proceeds
from these encounters to the Madagascar Fauna Group,
which works towards their conservation on the island nation.
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1. You feel like
you’re staring
at the abyss, and
the abyss
is staring right
back at you
2. It is a privilege
to be graced
by the prescence
of a great white

PHOTOGRAPHS: COURTESY CANGO WILDLIFE RANCH (1), COURTESY WHITE SHARK PROJECTS (2)
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ND then, it’s time to step into a cage, and meet Jason.
The resident Nile crocodile seems to be just as interested
in meeting me (uh oh!) as I him, and he approaches my cage
as soon as I hit the water.
This is when I realise that I have not known true terror until this very
moment. Crocodiles, I’m told later, are expert ambushers – they’re able
to wait, lurking under the surface with no visible movement, until
they’re ready to make the kill. And so, I unwittingly find myself in
a stare-off with Jason. He’s up on his hind legs, his front paws inching
closer to the cage floor as he stares with feigned disinterest and disdain
at me. He’s just waiting for me to make one wrong move, to give him
a reason to snap those fierce jaws closed over my hand… or head.
I never thought I’d say this, but meeting great whites? A walk in
the park, compared to Jason and his buddies. I mean, I’d probably be
as much at risk of losing limbs to sharks as to crocs if I did something
silly like stick myself out of the protective cage, but, instead, I fall head
over heels in love. These magnificent fish (if you can call them that)
are masters of their domain, fierce warriors with the battle scars
to prove it. We don’t know much about great whites, actually – though
they’re most emphatically not as fond of human flesh as pop culture
makes them out to be (I’m looking at you, Mr Spielberg). We’ve never
seen them give birth, and don’t know too much about their social
interactions or even all their behavioural patterns. I’m out in the waters
off Gansbaai with White Shark Projects, and researchers are part
of the daily crew. Tom, the marine biologist, tells me that the waters
off the coast of South Africa are home to one of the healthiest
populations of great white sharks – and it’s a population that’s
estimated to be only about 450 strong. It makes my heart hurt.
Good thing, then, that things are gonna get a bit more light-hearted.
I’m heading to Simon’s Town, outside Cape Town, to go gooey-eyed
over African penguins. Boulders Beach here is home to the largest
colony of these tuxedo-ed fellas, but that’s not my end goal.
Instead, I’ve clambered into a kayak to get a bit of a workout,
and to visit the penguins from the water instead.

SOUTH AFRICA SPECIAL UNUSUAL WILDLIFE

1 & facing page,
Kayaking out
to spot penguins,
and, maybe, seals!

D

EREK of Kayak Cape Town’s helping me steer our kayak
in the right direction, pointing out the seabirds settling
on the sea, and the Naval Harbour that we have to manoeuvre
around before we get closer to Boulders. A small raft of
penguins bobs past, scuttling underwater when they lay eyes on us.
It’s a fantastic, rewarding way to get to the penguins, who can otherwise
be seen from a boardwalk on the beach, and the morning’s made perfect
by a seal accompanying us on our trip back to Simon’s Town.
Cape fur seals are an inquisitive lot, and they’re quite prolific in these
waters – one of the reasons great whites love South Africa’s shores, in
fact! One of the best places to spot them is on and around Duiker Island,
in Hout Bay, and Animal Ocean takes interested travellers snorkelling
to get up close to them. The southern hemisphere summer (from
September to May) is when the seals are at their most playful, and,
if you can manage, aim to be there in the last weeks of March or the
first bit of April, when the young pups begin taking to the water.
Now, I’m going to head back onto dry land, because I’ve scored
a date with some meerkats, and that’s not a date I’m ever going to break.
I mean, remember Timon, from The Lion King? Meerkats are wee,
squirrel-sized members of the mongoose family that thrive in arid,
desert regions like Oudtshoorn, and so, here I am, bouncing about in
a safari vehicle in the Buffelsdrift Game Lodge. The sun’s rising behind
us as we sit by a meerkat burrow, waiting and watching. Our delightful
ranger tells us that they generally start popping out of their burrows
once the sun hits. She’s filling us in with all sorts of interesting facts
about these adorable little creatures – so now I know that meerkats live
in clans, which typically have about 20 members, and sleep huddled
in a pile of bodies to retain body heat. And then, finally, a head bobs up,
followed by another. Soon, there’s a mob of them up top, yawning,
and stretching, and behaving like drunkards after a long night out.
When they’re out looking for food, they look like they’re on a supersecret spy mission, with a forward guard that scurries back and forth,
and sentries on a lookout while the rest of the troop scampers on.
I could spend hours watching meerkats being meerkats.
I never thought I’d visit South Africa and not go on safari,
but I’ve been, very happily, proved wrong. I can’t wait to return –
in blue whale season, or to snorkel with seahorses up in Knysna…
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2. Meerkats
are fascinating
creatures

MAKE IT HAPPEN
Cango Wildlife Ranch and Conservation Centre:
www.cango.co.za; Baron van Reede St (en route to Cango
Caves), Oudtshoorn; ` 1,080 for each animal encounter
White Shark Projects: www.whitesharkprojects.co.za;
16, Geelbek St, Kleinbaai, 7220, Gansbaai; shark cage dive:
` 9,250/ person
Kayak Cape Town: http://kayakcapetown.co.za;
meet at Simon’s Town waterfront; ` 1,550/ person,
prior bookings essential
Animal Ocean: www.animalocean.co.za; meet at
Hout Bay, seal snorkelling: ` 4,100/ person, ` 2,825
for viewing only, online bookings essential, all trips
are weather dependent
Meerkat Safari: Buffelsdrift Game Lodge;
www.buffelsdrift.com; Cango Caves Rd, Oudtshoorn;
meerkat safaris on enquiry only, call on 00-27-42272-000 for bookings
2
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Beautiful
People
South Africa’s Amakhala Game Reserve is a great place
to spot more animals than just the Big Five – especially
because they all seem to have rather a lot of personality
WORDS VARDHAN KONDVIKAR | PHOTOGRAPHS HIMANSHU PANDYA

Yes, this is when
you go ‘squee’

SOUTH AFRICA SPECIAL AMAKHALA GAME RESERVE

A

ND here
you thought
turquoise wasn’t
a manly colour.
Go ask the vervet
monkeys what they think: known locally
as ‘blue-ball monkeys’, the males take great
pride in their nether regions – and the more
macho, dominant and all-round awesome
you are, the brighter the turquoise the said
nethers are. This, clearly, is the secret we men
have been looking for: all you need is a bright
pair of Superman tighties in turquoise, worn
on the outside, and women are guaranteed
to swoon at the very sight.
Even if, astonishingly, this doesn’t work
for you (it’s your un-coloured nails, then),
I can at least guarantee that you’ll find terrific
wildlife sightings here in South Africa,
with an unexpected touch of sweetness
and humour, especially at the end of their
summer, when the game parks are knee-deep
in animal babies, from unsteady giraffe
calves and the Pumbaa-families of warthogs,
to the cheetahs. And yes, I do mean cheetahs:
if you, like me, can’t get enough of these
spindly-legged, punk hardo-ed, chirping
cubs, you might just like it here.
This particular park is Amakhala, a private
game reserve that gives you lions and rhinos
less than an hour outside Port Elizabeth,
one of South Africa’s largest cities, about
750km east of Cape Town on the Eastern Cape.
Not even everyone in South Africa has heard
of it – it would get lost on a map of gigantic
Kruger – but that’s where its charm lies.
Amazingly, this was once a dairy farm, and
its compactness means you have less ground
to cover between sightings. The warthogs,
for example, show their upright little tails
every five seconds, scampering off at comical
speed after the obligatory five seconds
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of freezing and looking like the aviator pigs
from the Talespin cartoons. I like the sight
even more when our ranger, Vera, throws
her hands up and explains that there are too
many warthogs around right now. “Our lions
are so lazy – they haven’t been doing their
job!” The lions, the big male in particular,
are known to be couch potatoes, and are
clearly not getting raises this year. “He’s such
a big clown,” she says, “forget leading them
in hunts, he doesn’t even bother to wake up
to take the first share of the meal!” Clearly,
life is pretty relaxed here.
It certainly seems so when you take a break
mid-safari, pulling over at the lip of a cliff,
and, while you’re busy looking at a rather
spectacular vista, your ranger, like the best
sort of magician, pulls out beer and nuts
and biltong – chewy strips of dried meat that
go surprisingly well with the suds. I feel very
old-fashioned suddenly, like it’s a hundred

1 & 3. The Amakhala Bush Lodge
serves delicious meals
in the lap of comfort
2. The rangers all seem
to have extraordinary vision,
spotting animals when
all you see is veldt
Facing page:
Rhinos, like this beauty,
hold a special place
in the rangers’ hearts

SOUTH AFRICA SPECIAL AMAKHALA GAME RESERVE
Giraffes are beautiful,
beautiful creatures that are
an absolute joy to come across
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years ago, with so much of Africa still
to explore, so many adventures yet to be had
(with beer and G&Ts at the end of each dusty,
animal-filled day, obviously). I try to imagine
being a person who could look at an elephant
and think, “Hey, I bet those tusks could be
carved into great billiard balls,” and fail
miserably, but the sense of vastness, of going
into the unknown, of danger and romance
and wildness hasn’t changed since then.
Vera points out, in great excitement, things
that to me are mere blobs on the valley floor,
but to her are rhinos, a huge, oddly solitary
bull Cape buffalo, the park naturalist’s car –
which we should keep an eye on. Find
a naturalist, and you’ll find something special.
I’m thinking about a second beer when Vera
turns to us, almost flippantly, “Would you
guys like to see some cheetahs?” she asks.
No, I’d rather go home and watch Bigggg
Bosssss 75 on TV. Or pull my own nails out.
Anything but cheetahs, naturally. The rangers
are in constant touch over radio, and use
isiXhosa and isiZulu words as codes,
so we can only guess what’s coming next.
Then, there they are – a whole family
of them! – and I’m mush.
Mother walks across the track, completely
unconcerned, two little mohawked brats
batting at her tail, leaping at her flanks and
generally trying to annoy her in the tradition
of offspring everywhere. Two others are
dawdling behind, and then they start trotting
after her – and accelerate. I might have
squealed in delight, I confess, because,
even at that age, their speed is spectacular.
Himanshu, the photographer, can barely keep
up as they scramble, bunch muscles, leap
and ambush each other, tumble, roll. Mother
flops down, is used as a castle, jungle-gym
and snack bar, and has the patented, distant
expression of a mommy whose ear is currently
being eaten. In the sunlight, her eyes glow
maroon. It’s possible that I haven’t drawn
breath for the last 10 minutes.
It’s the sort of thing you could watch all day,
except that everyone else wants to see her, too,

and the park, sensibly, has a one-vehicle-persighting policy so it never turns into a circus.
It’s easier to just turn away than to see them
fading in the distance, and looking away
is also rewarding, because here are the
giraffes, looking at you with a gentle curiosity
from under lashes that any South Indian
starlet would give at least three limbs for.
The white-tailed wildebeest, smaller, far
rarer and (sadly) less comical than their blue
cousins, peer owlishly at you, like guests
at a party trying to remember your name.
A majestic eland allows us a few minutes
with him, before presenting his backside
to let us know what he thinks of us.
We learn the difference between the horselike Cape mountain zebras, with their
brownish ‘shadow stripes’ in between
the blacks, and the more donkey-like plains
zebras, with bolder, optical-illusion stripes
and big, arum-lily ears.
We make our way back to Amakhala Bush
Lodge, one of the lodges that is sited within
the reserve, over the hills and hummocks that
make up the park’s highlands, and, on the
way, meet an older ranger, who has a famous
crush on pretty Vera (and who wouldn’t have
a crush on a girl who can muscle a Land Rover
and go eye-to-eye with lions?). We meet him
several times on our wanderings. His guests,
in on the joke, advise him that we have
got to stop meeting like this, and he laughs
uproariously, possibly frightening away
any game nearby. I blame him for the lions
moving all the way to the other side
of the park, lazy as they may be.
Amakhala Bush Lodge is a long, low central
building, and grinning staff and hot towels,
with a big bonfire to toast your backside
against as you graciously accept excellent
South African wines, a vast table on which
you’re served kudu steaks (and where you pray
you won’t see a kudu on the next game drive).
You’re asked whether you’d like your bathtub
filled and ready for when you return from
the hardship of a game drive, and you feel
the little thrill when you walk to the rooms,
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1. Sweet thorn, a type of acacia,
is considered by many to be
one of South Africa’s most
useful plants
2. A jackal deigns to honour
us with his presence
3. Expect gorgeous thatched
and tented suites – complete
with a private plunge pool –
at the Amakhala Bush Lodge
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with giraffes and ostriches and (probably)
lions smacking their lips just a few metres
away. The first night, we’re at the lodge’s sister
property, just outside the park gates, and we
have an encounter in the dark that Himanshu
and I shrug off after the cheetahs. In the car’s
headlights, we see a pinkish-beige animal,
with a piggy snout and huge ears. It stares
at us and toddles away, and Vera’s obviously
been electrocuted, because she’s leaping
everywhere, shouting “Aardvark! Aardvark!”
To connoisseurs, the quite aptly-named
‘earth-pig’ is a big, big deal, very rare
and difficult to spot, and we’ve seen
one on our first visit.
The next day brings a drive down into
the valley, past two great, solitary hulks,
a male rhino and a Cape Buffalo, a brooding
presence that you don’t really want to get too
close to. A herd of red hartebeest, named for
the heart formed by their horns. Two males,

legs pistoning, clashing with a clatter
as they fight for dominance. A frustrating
drive through thorny hills, looking for
elephants. A solitary hartebeest, who hasn’t
got the memo about this being a relaxed place,
tries to leap over himself when he spots us.
A full herd of Cape buffalo, making my spine
flutter just a little. Beautiful springbok,
and banter with another ranger who has
shaven what was previously a famous hairdo.
Coffee and cookies at the cliff, and a memorial
for three rhinos murdered by poachers –
yes, even here.
And, then, something special: another
cheetah sighting, and this time it’s Daddy.
I wonder if Vera has misidentified his gender,
because the spotted cat prowling down
the track looks very pregnant, but it’s just
a warthog, eaten rare. Daddy is clearly thirsty
after this big meal, because he’s heading
straight for a waterhole, spotted hide rippling
over his muscles and not even a look of
disdain for us. At the waterhole is one
of those scenes that show you just how much
personality animals have: a warthog trots
smartly down to the water before realising
that the cheetah’s already there, and he has
a classic “uh-oh!” expression on his knobbly
face, great tusks quivering as he thanks his
stars and then debates whether he’s going to
get a drink or be turned into an excellent pork
chop. Vera shakes her head. “Everyone wants
to kill these poor warthogs – I’ve even seen
antelope try to kill them for their territory.”
This time at least, though, Pumbaa is safe.
At any other time, I would have had doubts
about Vera when she looks at a pair of rhinos
and goes, “Awww, my sweet little girls!”,
but, by now, I understand completely.
In a small park like this, you know the
animals individually, you know their habits
and preferences and quirks, and, every day,
you fall a little more in love. As we leave,
we hear reports that Mother Cheetah has just
chased down a meal, and wish we could go
pat her on the head, feel a titanic purr,
and tell her what a good girl she is.

GETTING THERE:
Amakhala Game Reserve is about 76km
from Port Elizabeth’s airport – a drive
that can be covered in an hour or less.
WHERE TO STAY & EAT:
Amakhala Game Reserve has 11 stay options
ranging from three- to five-star properties.
We stayed at the Amakhala Bush Lodge
(00-27-42-235-1287; www.thebushlodge.co.za,
bushlodge@amakhala.co.za; from ` 24,500/
person with meals and game drives) and the
Reed Valley Inn (00-27-41-502-9400; www.
amakhala.co.za/lodges/reed-valley-inn; from
` 16,000/ person with meals and game drives).

1. The Bushman’s River
meanders through Amakhala
2. We came across this
sprightly fella ambling around
on a game drive
3. Red hartebeest get their name
from the shape of their horns
4. Dinner at the Amakhala
Bush Lodge is an elaborate affair
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Whether you’re taking it easy on Pebble Beach, under
striking sunrise scenery or getting ready to pamper
yourself at a luxurious outdoor spa; clearing your mind
along the curves of the coast near Table Mountain or
taking relaxing strolls on guided walking safaris,
South Africa offers you a world of leisure.
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Explore more at
24hoursofwow.southafrica.net
#wowSouthAfrica

